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MOORE,  ALICIA YOUNTS.   A Study of Anthony Philip Heinrich,  An American 
Composer.    (1%4)     Directed by:    Dr.  Lee Rigsby. pp. 263. 
During the past several decades many fine studies on early American 
composers have been undertaken.    One of the most significant of these is 
William Treat Upton's biography of Anthony Philip Heinrich, a native of Bohemia 
but as much a son of his adopted country as George Washington or Abraham 
Lincoln.    Upton's thorough,  sympathetic,  and highly entertaining account of 
Heinrich's rich and varied life suggests many further rewarding investigations 
of the countless manuscripts Heinrich left as his legacy to America.    Most of 
these manuscripts are in the music collection of the Library of Congress and 
are easily obtainable on microfilm. 
The present study is divided into three sections.   The first deals with 
Heinrich's life,  an account based largely upon Upton's work.   The second section 
presents a detailed analysis of some fifteen compositions of Heinrich arranged 
chronologically and representing his early,  mature,  and last creative periods. 
In order to add further scope to die investigation the author has selected com- 
positions from both the vocal and instrumental areas as well as the secular and 
sacred types.   Included are compositions from "The Dawning of Music in Ken- 
tucky", the fantastic "Story of a Violin", and the humorous "Dean Swift's 
Receipt to Roast Mutton."   An attempt has been made to describe Heinrich's 
overall compositional style in as objective a manner as possible.   There is 
much that is awkward and even crude in his technical facility,  but at the same 
time a great wealth of beauty,  sincerity and enthusiastic Americana is revealed 
in the almost forgotten and sadly neglected scores. 
The third part of this thesis, included as Appendix I contains facsimiles 
of all the manuscripts studied.    It is sincerely hoped that the inclusion of some 
of Heinrich's finest works will enable others to discover at first hand the 
peculiar artistic genius diat was Heinrich's and to enjoy his enthusiastic "Song 
of America. "   It is the considered opinion of the audior that this "song" reveals 
as much of 19th century America as does any factual history of our country as 
yet recorded. 
PREFACE 
During the past several decades many fine studies dealing with American 
music and its composers have greatly enriched our knowledge and understanding 
of the diverse characteristics of our country and its people.    One of the most 
significant of these studies is William Treat Upton's biography of Anthony 
Philip Heinrich, a native Bohemian but as much a son of his adopted country as 
was Washington, Jefferson,  or Lincoln.   Heinrich appeared on the American 
scene in 1810 as a music director in Philadelphia and for the next fifty years 
set himself the task of portraying America in song after song.    His music, 
often enthusiastically received and just as often violently rejected,  included 
vocal works,   instrumental solos,  highly ambitious orchestral tone poems and 
majestic oratorios patterned after the great tradition of Handel and Haydn. 
In almost every single utterance his hero is America,   its vastness,  its oppor- 
tunities,  its cruelties,  its mysteries, and its undeniable potential for greatness. 
Although Upton's work is thorough, entertaining and instructive,  he does 
little inactual analysis of the music itself.   Thus, the main purpose of this study is 
to continue the investigation of Heinrich by means of a careful examination of 
some fifteen selected compositions ranging from his earliest to his last 
works.    Facsimiles of the manuscripts analysed are included in Appendix I. 
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BIOGRAPHY 
One of the most colorful figures in the history of music in America was 
the Austrian-born Anthony Philip Heinrich.   Called by his admirers the Beethoven 
of America, Heinrich lived during the period between the Revolutionary War and 
the War Between the States.    Oscar G. Sonneck,  whose efforts while he was with 
the Library of Congress led to the first significant research on Heinrich.  has 
written: 
It is characteristic of our incomplete knowledge of the history of music in 
America that the name of "Father Heinrich",  easily the most commanding 
figure as a composer in America before 1860 and perhaps the first 
symphonic composer to utilize Indian diemes and to display,  however 
naively,   nationalistic "American" tendencies,  is not even mentioned in 
the histories of American music. 
John Tasker Howard in his book,  Our American Music,  writes: 
Histories of American music have quite neglected Father Heinrich, and if 
he is to be judged on the lasting merits of his work,  he is hardly entitled 
to much of a place among our composers.    Yet he is highly important,  not 
alone as an eccentric,  but because he was one of the first to seek for 
nationalism, and to capitalize his limitations.   In his own mind,  these 
limitations were geographical,  not flaws in his own powers of expression. 
In a more recent study, Gilbert Chase states: 
1 William Treat Upton,  Anthony Philip Heinrich (New York:   Columbia 
University Press,   1939), p.  xi, citing The Musical Quarterly,  April.  1920. 
2John Tasker Howard,  Our American Music (New York:   Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company.   1961).  pp.  226-27. 
Certainly old "Father" Heinrich,  as he was called,  found plenty of "inspira- 
tion" in the national surroundings of America; the only drawback was that he 
lacked talent and technique as a composer.    But his enthusiasm for all 
things American, his aspiration to be known as an American musician,  his 
interest in American Indian lore,  were symptomatic of things to come.    He 
tried to do,  singlehanded and poorly equipped,  what it took a whole genera- 
tion of American musicians to accomplish, collectively and arduously, 
many decades after Father Heinrich had passed away from the American 
musical scene on which he made so slight and ephemeral an impression. ' 
Anthony Philip Heinrich was born at Sch'dnbuchel,  near Schdnlinde, 
Bohemia,  on March 11,   1781.    Little is known of his youth except that his uncle, 
Anton Heinrich,  a wealthy merchant,  adopted him.    In 1800,  upon the death of 
Anton,  Anthony Philip inherited the business with manufacturing plants in 
Sch'dnlinde,  Schonbuchel, and Georgswalde,  and warehouses in Prague, Vienna, 
Trieste, and Naples.   The merchandise consisted of threads, linens,  wines, 
and other commodities.    For some time Anthony gave the business his full time 
and even enlarged it.    He became known as one of the most important merchants 
in all of Bohemia. 
Heinrich had shown an interest in music from earliest childhood and 
studied both piano and violin. 
This interest in things musical was immeasurably increased and became 
a lifelong passion when,  on one of his visits to Malta,  Heinrich came into 
possession of a magnificent Cremona violin.    From that time on, no 
matter where his travels might carry him,  the beloved violin was his 
inseparable companion. * 
^Gilbert Chase,  America's Music (New York:   McGraw-Hill Book 
Company,  Inc.,   1955),  p. 386. 
Upton,  op. cit., p.  4, citing Mussik, p.   17; New York Atlas, Scrap- 
book,  p.  1060. " 
A friend of Hcinrich wrote: 
His youthful days were a continued scene of joyous happiness; health and 
the smiles of friends were his companions in these halcyon moments.    He 
lived not for himself but because he enjoyed and was enjoyed. 
Manhood dawned upon him widi additional lustre; he saw with pride his 
friends increase; he saw business accumulating upon him,  in a succession 
of events; he saw his credit advancing in full accordance with his industry; 
he saw the increasing confidence that was every moment confided to him; 
he saw and dianked his God that he was fast rising to that consummation of 
earthly concernment that places the inheritor above want and gives his 
declining days a relish of enjoyment.    Mr. Heinrich at last enjoyed the 
reputation of a distinguished,  rich and honest merchant. 
Because of his adventuresome spirit,  Heinrich spent too much time in 
traveling,  leaving his business too often in the hands of others.   This, together 
with the disastrous effects of the Wars and the subsequent financial depression 
throughout the Austrian Empire caused Heinrich to find himself in serious 
financial difficulties and faced widi inevitable bankruptcy.   Instead of giving 
himself up to despair and hopelessness, he gathered the remains of his fortune, 
fitted a merchant boat with Bohemian glassware and sailed to America to ex- 
plore the exciting possibilities of the New World.    His plans were to follow this 
trip,  if successful,  with other trips. 
In 1810 Heinrich was in America,  evidently doing very well,  for he gave 
his services as director of music at the Southwark Theatre in Philadelphia, 
"entirely without salary,  simply for the pleasure of it. "2 Thus began Heinrich's 
p. 500. 
'Upton, op. cit.,  pp. 4-5, citing The Boston Gazette, Scrapbook, 
2„ , Ibid.,  p. 6, citing Mussik,  p.  17; New York Atlas.  Scrapbook, 
p.   1060. 
career as an American musician. 
Philadelphia was, at this time, the richest,  most cultured city in 
America.   The Southwark Theatre was the first permanent theater building in 
America,  having been built in L766 by David Douglass,  a pioneer in theater 
building.    The lower floor was built of brick and the upper story of wood; the 
entire building was painted red.    Lighting was by plain oil lamps without 
glasses.   The square,  wooden pillars,  supporting the roof,  blocked the view of 
many. 
Heinrich's fortune entirely disappeared in 1811 when the Austrian 
Government went bankrupt; there was no longer any chance for recovery.    By 
this time,  however, he had married a '"lady of superior personal and mental 
endowments',  so that now he no longer needed to bear his tribulations alone. "* 
Little is known of his activities during the next few years,  but in 1813 
Heinrich took his wife who was now pregnant to visit his old home in Bohemia. 
They traveled by merchant ship to London, a trip of from sixty to ninety days, 
and from London to Schbnlinde by stagecoach.   The difficulties of the journey 
caused Mrs. Heinrich not only weariness, but homesickness and ill health.    The 
child,  a daughter, Antonia, was born soon after the couple reached Schonlinde. 
Almost immediately plans were made for returning to America.    Evidently due 
to the mother's ill health, the baby was left with a distant relative, Joseph 
Hladek,  a teacher at Gorkau,  in the district of Saaz.    Shortly after the return 
1,K: Ibid.,  p. 7,  citing Mussik,  p.  10. 
to America,  Mrs. Heinrich died,  and once again Heinrich was alone. 
Heinrich's last attempt at a career in business occurred during the trip 
to Bohemia when he made arrangements with a certain Theodore Loehley,  the 
head of a large export firm located at Trieste, to become his agent in America. 
This arrangement was of short duration, however,  since Loehley's firm,  too, 
soon fell into bankruptcy.    From this time on Heinrich devoted his entire life to 
music. 
Because of his success in Philadelphia,  Heinrich felt that,  with practice, 
he could become proficient on the violin, and with encouragement from his 
friends he began his new career with great enthusiasm.   Very soon he was called 
to Pittsburgh to direct the music at the municipal theater.   He made the journey 
of almost 300 miles on foot. 
With his inborn love of adventure,  of seeing new places and new peoples, 
this journey, in spite of all discomfort, can have been nothing less than 
an unalloyed delight.   In his impetuous friendly way, the strange "Dutch" 
fiddler must have made numerous pleasant acquaintanceships along the 
road.* 
Heinrich's stay at Pittsburgh was brief due to financial difficulties on the 
part of the manager of the theater. 
Whether he was glad or sorry we have nc way of knowing; given his 
peculiarly optimistic philosophy of life,  however, we may feel sure he 
was convinced that it was all for the best and immediately made plans for 
further adventuring.2 
Heinrich decided to seek his fortunes in the west and set out for Kentucky. 
1Ibid.,  p. 21. 
2Ibid., p. 22. 
As he traveled down the Ohio River, he met still another kind of frontier life-- 
that of the river boatmen.   With their tales of the American Indian,  Heinrich's 
interest was greatly stimulated,and he developed a profound sympathy for the 
Indian's culture and his plight at the hands of the white man.   When he left the 
boat at Limestone, now Maysville,  Kentucky,  Heinrich walked some sixty miles 
to Lexington, arriving there in late October or early November,  1817. 
At this time Lexington was the largest town in Kentucky and must have 
been a most attractive place with its wide paved streets and neat brick houses. 
The pride of the city was Transylvania University,  which was the oldest in- 
stitution for higher education west of the Allegheny Mountains,  having been or- 
ganized in 1783.    Lexington also had a public library called the Athenaeum,  and 
although it consisted of only one room,  it was equipped with books and periodicals. 
F. Garvin Davenport in his study of Ante-Bellum Kentucky stresses the 
importance of the theater and musical life of die era: 
Town life was made more colorful and interesting with the advent of the 
theater.   Many of the early settlers came from seaboard communities tiiat 
had fostered dramatics.  .  .  .   There was a crude theater in Lexington as 
early as 1798.  .  .  .  Another focus of gaiety in Kentucky towns was the 
music hall.   Kentuckians have always enjoyed music,  the type appreciated, 
of course, varying widi the locale and with the appreciative idiosyncrasies 
of the individual.   In the early decades of the period under consideration, 
the advantages of a musical education and the value of musical appreciation 
were given considerable attention by educators and by the press.   William 
Gibbs Hunt in his well-edited Western Review extolled the cultural value of 
music.   He believed that it refined and expanded the mind and that it had 
the power "to compose and harmonize the {Missions,  to inspire a sweet 
serenity,  and to diffuse a holy calm. " 
Some persons, however, did more tiian listen and applaud--they created 
their own music.   A study of the copyright records reveals die fact diat 
Kentuckians composed love songs,  polkas,  waltzes,  and even more formal 
creations with an amazing display of sharps,   flats,   runs,   and 
crescendoes. 
On Wednesday,  November 12, at his first concert in Lexington,  Heinrich 
appeared as director,  violinist,  and pianist.    Evidently he was well received, 
for on Wednesday, November 26,  a certain Mr. Samuel Drake published a 
notice stating,   '"The lovers of science will be greatly gratified with Mr. Hein- 
rich,  whose excellence on die violin was never surpassed in die western 
country. " 
It was at the November 12 concert diat the Beedioven Symphony, * or a 
portion thereof,  was performed.   This,   it is claimed,  was the first performance 
of a Beedioven symphony in this country. 
After his first concert, Heinrich occupied himself with teaching, playing 
and directing. During die winter, however, he became seriously ill and by 
spring it became necessary for Heinrich to change his way of living in order to 
regain his health. He also felt the need of farther development in his new pro- 
fession for he wanted to be nothing if not the best. He knew he was an amateur 
and that he must study if he were to meet widi success and since diere was no 
one nearby who could teach him,  it became his task to teach himself. 
1F. Garvin Davenport, Ante-Bellum Kentucky (Oxford,  Ohio:   The 
Mississippi Valley Press,  1943),  pp. 25-33. 
Upton,  op. cit.,  p. 32. 
•^Howard,  op_. cit.,  pp. 98-99.    "It now seems probable diat the first 
American performance of this symphony /the first7 was that given at Lexington, 
November 12,   1817,  under the direction of Anton Philip Heinrich.   (In each case 
possibly only die first movement, however.)" 
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In the spring of 1818 Heinrich was living in a simple log cabin in the 
forests near Bardstown.    Here in solitude he was free to breathe in the fresh 
air,  to take in the beauty of the forests and to give himself to creativity. 
Heinrich's love of,  and apparent ability for,  improvisation is described 
in his own words: 
Once when I was vegetating in my Bardstown log house, upon roots, milk 
and bread, quite solitary, I was not a little frightened after midnight whilst 
playing on the violin a dead march in honor of my poor departed wife, when 
a negro, prowling about, burstsuddenly open the shattered door of my hut, 
which was blocked up with large sticks of wood.   He soon pacified my agita- 
tion by his harmonious request that I would go on playing, as he had been 
attracted solely by the sweet sounds.   I began again the dirge which pleased 
him amazingly; so much so that he requested it again, handing me at the 
same time a fippennybit.   True fact, I, of course,  returned him the bit and 
gratified him with the tune.   This adventure with the negro,  at dead of 
night,  in the lonely forest,  seemed to me rather poetical.   I liked the good 
ear,  taste and generosity of the sable visitor exceedingly. 1 
Not only had Heinrich begun to improvise, but encouraged by this and 
other incidents he turned enthusiastically to composition, although he had never 
had a lesson in theory in his life.   His first work was entitled "How Sleep the 
Brave, " words of which were written by a certain William Collins.   The events 
which led to this creation are related by Heinrich as follows: 
In the Spring of 1818 J.  R.  Black, a young student of Bardstown,   Kentucky, 
attracted by my well known seclusion in a retired loghouse interrupted my 
studious application on the violin,  by desiring me to adjust the following 
ode from Collins to music.   I took pencil and instantaneously reciprocated 
with the present melody which in fact became the basis of all my after 
efforts. A.P.H.2 
Upton,  op. cit. ,  p. 40, citing Boston Courier,  1846; also The New York 
Tribune,  May 5,   1846. 
2Ibid.,  p.  40. 
After this beginning Heinrich feverishly devoted himself wholeheartedly 
to composition.   Numerous works for violin,  piano,  and voice began to flow 
from his pen. 
In January,  1819, Heinrich had taken up residence on the estate of Judge 
John Speed at Farmington,  between Louisville and Bardstown.   The Speed family, 
one of the most prominent in Kentucky,  included Thomas Speed, a brother of the 
Judge and a member of Congress; the Judge's daughters,  Mary and Eliza; his 
sons, James, who was Attorney General during Lincoln's administration,  and 
Joshua,  who was Lincoln's intimate personal friend.   In addition there were the 
Judge's sister,  Elizabeth and her husband,  Dr. Adam Rankin.    It was through 
the Rankins that Heinrich met John and Lucy Audubon. 
While Heinrich lived at Judge Speed's home,  at little or no expense, he 
was free to do as he pleased amid very pleasant surroundings.   He began again 
to appear in public as a conductor,  performer, and composer.   His associations 
with the Speed family had a profound effect upon Heinrich.   He was later to refer 
to Farmington as the place where he first drew in his musical inspiration. 
It was at Farmington that he wrote the compositions which later were 
compiled in The Dawning of Music in Kentucky or the Pleasures of Harmony in 
the Solitudes of Nature,  Opera Prima,  published by Bacon and Hart,   Philadelphia, 
in 1820.    A supplementary volume,  The Western Minstrel,  was published June 23, 
1820. 
These two volumes occupy an unique position in the history of music in 
America.   Although there were some thoroughly capable musicians in the 
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country at that time,  such as Benjamin Carr of Philadelphia, James Hewitt in 
New York,  and Gottlieb Graupner in Boston,  most of them continued to write in 
the musical traditions of their native England, influenced hardly at all by their 
new surroundings.   Heinrich,  on the other hand,  drew his inspirations and 
stimulations directly from the world about him and thus captured the pioneer 
spirit in a most striking and singular manner. 
On June 8,  1819,  Heinrich took part in a concert sponsored by two 
Kentuckians,  P. Declary and H. M. Penner.   He appeared as conductor of the 
orchestra and as violin soloist.   The violin solos were his own compositions. 
In August,  1820, Heinrich wrote a letter concerning his daughter, 
Antonia, to Her Imperial Majesty,  Charlotte Augusta of Austria,  enclosing 
with it compositions entitled "The Minstrel's Petition,  or a Votive Wreath for 
the Piano-Forte, " in addition to a copy of The Dawning.    The letter follows: 
TO HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY, CHARLOTTE AUGUSTE OF AUSTRIA. 
With trembling do I address your Majesty,  and present you a few 
blossoms of my Sylvan Muse,   from the American Woods.   I am a native 
of Bohemia,  a Son of misfortune,  cast amid    the distant regions of Ken- 
tucky.    A Babe--my child--a motherless infant--claims me back to my 
native soil; but alas!   I apprehend,  I shall never be enabled to revisit the 
shores of Austria,  or again behold my daughter Antonia. *   She was pre- 
sented to me by an American Lady of superior personal and mental en- 
dowments,  while on a Tour to Bohemia.   A most cruel fate parted Mother 
and Father from the dear pledge of affection,  when she had scarcely 
entered on this vale of tears.    The tender mother rests in the silent 
grave--and the surviving parent,   far from his native home,  and that 
object,  which alone binds him to this world,  is a prey to the corrosions 
of sorrow and anguish. 
With the patriotism and energy of a Bohemian,  I can confidently assert 
and incontestably prove,  that in a commercial point of view,  I have con- 
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ferred superior benefits on Austria,  since my residence in the United 
States.   During my mercantile transactions I have lost nearly a Million of 
Florins,  and have yet considerable claims in litigation,  in the Imperial 
Dominions,  which,  most probably, 1 shall never recover; but the sacrifice 
of millions would be cheerfully made,  for the happiness of again pressing 
to my paternal bosom my child,  or again to restore her the irremediable 
loss of a mother. 
Your Majesty will vouchsafe to pardon this brief sketch of sufferings, 
wrested from a convulsed heart; and will sympathise with an orphan child, 
if not with an unfortunate father.   You are the august Mother of the land-- 
the legitimate protectress of orphans, and the widow's stay.    Various 
reasons demand from me an explanation to the community, especially to 
that of my native country.   I make therefore this public appeal to your 
Majesty,  and present my helpless Infant to your throne of grace and 
benevolence,  with the anxious hope that you will extend towards her your 
countenance and patronage.    Fortuitously,  you may foster one, whose life 
may be spared to prove her gratitude to her Sovereign and a blessing to 
Bohemia. 
The Spirit of her sainted mother will watch your slumbers, and Heaven 
will reward the benevolence which relieves from a weight of misery, a 
Parent,  who fervently,   from the western hemisphere,  offers up his orisons 
to the King of icings for the welfare of your Imperial family,  and who, with 
a throbbing heart,  subscribes himself an afflicted Father, 
And your Majesty's most humble, 
Devoted and obedient Servant, 
ANTHONY PHILIP HEINRICH. 
Farmington, near Louisville, 
Kentucky.   August,  1820. 
•This hapless Infant was committed to the care of a relative--an indi- 
gent but philanthropic man--Joseph Hladeck,  residing on the domains of 
Prince Lichtenstein,  at Grund, near Rumburg.--Anno Domini, one thou- 
sand,  eight hundred, and fourteen. 
Whether the Empress ever answered this rather pathetic appeal or what 
her impressions of Heinrich's music were is not known. 
Heinrich,  The Dawning of Music in Kentucky,  p. 218.    Microfilm copy 
secured from The Library of Congress,  Washington,  D. C. 
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On February 10,   1821,  at the Walnut Street Theatre,  in Philadelphia, 
Heinrich's Child of the Mountain,  or The Deserted Mother,  a melodrama 
written in the style of the contemporary English opera,  was performed,  with a 
second performance on March 7.    Presumably the composer went to Philadelphia 
to produce the work.   There is a record of his giving a concert on May 4, but 
no evidence that he was present for a second concert of his music in December. 
Evidently he had returned to some place in the vicinity of Louisville. 
In William Treat Upton's biography of Heinrich there is included a 
criticism of The Dawning of Music in Kentucky which appeared in the Euterpeiad 
or Musical Intelligencer of Boston,  one of America's oldest music journals.    It 
was in this article that Heinrich first was called "The Beethoven of America. " 
This article and others follow: 
The Dawning of Music in Kentucky 
By A.  P.  Heinrich,   published in Philadelphia. 
In attending to other duties, we fear we have too long neglected the 
pleasing task of recommending the above American production to the 
favorable notice of the public.   The fantastical drapery of this work, and 
not a few difficulties in which it is intrenched,  furnish no tempting invita- 
tion for a practical perusal; and many,  who judge only from appearances 
and local prepossessions,  may have persuaded themselves that such a 
perusal would not only be a waste of labour upon the mere coinage of a 
disordered brain;   It is  therefore,  with great satisfaction that we feel 
ourselves authorized to say, that whoever has the will and ability to over- 
step the fence and unveil the hidden treasure,  will be no less surprised 
than delighted with his discovery.    With what success the first attempt of 
this kind was made in Boston,  and to whom the honor of it belongs, has 
already been stated in our former numbers; and we can only add now that 
the vigour of thought,  variety of ideas,  originality of conception, classical 
correctness,  boldness and luxuriance of imagination, displayed throughout 
this voluminous work,  are the more extraordinary, as the author but a few 
years since,  was merely an amateur and a prosperous merchant whom 
sudden misfortune transformed into a professor, the only character in 
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which he expected to gain honest livelihood; and as this transformation had 
not taken place till he was verging on the age of forty.   His genius however 
triumphs over every thing. --There is enough in his well-stored pages to 
gratify every taste and fancy.    There is versatility for the capricious,  pomp 
for the pedant, playfulness for the amateur,  learning for the scholar,  busi- 
ness for the performer,  pleasure for the vocalist,  ingenuity for the curious, 
and puzzle for an academician.    He seems at once to have possessed him- 
self of the key which unlocks to him the temple of science and enables him 
to explore with fearless security the mysterious labyrinth of harmony.    He 
may,  therefore, justly be styled the Beethoven of America,  and as such he 
is actually considered by the few who have taken the trouble to ascertain 
his merits. 
We think ourselves particularly bound to pay him this tribute,  as he has 
been lately treated with undeserved, though we hope,  accidental neglect as 
regards the beautiful spectacle of "La Belle Peruvienne. "   This ballet which 
has so delighted the public of New York,  is much indebted for its attraction 
to the charming music which accompanies its action.   A.  P.  Heinrich has 
been made one of the chief contributors to this department,  yet he alone 
was passed over in silence by the New York criticks,  who failed not to 
notice the other foreign celebrated authors that were, not like him,  in want 
of a name.    The very first piece which opens the ballet with such charac- 
teristic magnificence is the march of "Kinsky" taken from "The dawning of 
music. "   The sweet expressive strain that describes the Princess in the 
act of administering aid to the shipwrecked stranger,  is also to be found in 
the same work under the title "From thee Eliza I must go. "   Passing over 
other fragments borrowed from the same source and used in the service 
of that popular spectacle,  we must particularly notice the pathetic and sub- 
lime melody which may be said to give utterance to the European's prayers 
and protestations of innocence in the beginning of the 3d act.   This melody 
is a part of the Ode composed and dedicated by our enthusiastic author,  to 
the memory of Commodore Perry, as inserted in the above mentioned work. 
It is a strain which would do credit to the Beethoven of Europe,  and we can 
not do better than give here an epitome of it,  and thus conclude our remarks 
by appealing to the judgment of the reader himself.    Our limits will not 
allow us to do the author full justice in presenting diis specimen of his 
talents as it stands,  in the original, but we may perhaps succeed in awaking 
some interest and curiosity which may easily be gratified by a reference to 
the work itself where the accompaniment exhibits all that rich combination 
of harmony,  which can only emanate from true taste and profound know- 
ledge . * 
Upton,  op. cit.,  pp. 66-67, citing Boston Euterpeiad,  April 13,   1822. 
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In a Louisville paper the article was introduced in this manner: 
It is with much pleasure we print the following article from the Euter- 
peiad,  a periodical publication at Boston devoted to musical science, as it 
is in unison with the judgment of those to whom the compositions of Mr. 
Heinrich are familiar.   It is the well-earned tribute due to the merit of a 
gentleman whose modest and unassuming manners are not less remarkable 
than his sterling worth.    Mr.  Heinrich lives in retirement in the neighbor- 
hood of this town, devoting his time to musical compositions which pro- 
fessors predict are to rank him as a composer with Mozart,  Haydn and 
Beethoven. 
The Euterpeiad later printed: 
A.  P.  HEINRICH. --We have the pleasure of presenting another original 
effusion from the pen of the above highly gifted author of "The dawning of 
music in Kentucky" and the "Western Minstrel."   It is but a few years 
since this extraordinary man,  from the very height of commercial pros- 
perity,  was suddenly precipitated into the abyss of poverty and domestic 
affliction.   Bereft of all other means,  he had recourse to music for support, 
and from a mere amateur,  became, as suddenly,  perhaps the most profound 
and scientific composer of the new world.   There was, however,  so much 
eccentricity mixed with the real merit of his compositions; so much of that 
sombre cast which betrays a protracted struggle with the evils of life, and 
a spirit wounded past all cure by the tragic loss of a beloved friend; so 
much more of a comet than a regular planet; and so much laborious execu- 
tion at the onset, that his voluminous works, shunned by amateurs on 
account of their forbidding aspect and difficulty of access,  and disdained 
by Professors for their very originality,  breaking forth in all the wildness 
of native grandeur, have remained a mere burthen on the shelves of music 
sellers in the sister-cities,  where they ought to have been known and appre- 
ciated.   Indeed, they need only the pruning knife and a more frequent re- 
prieve from intense labour to become popular and current in any part of 
the world. 
Had we not already stated,  on a former occasion,  in what manner their 
value became known, the author's own address which accompanies our 
present number would have been of itself a sufficient explanation.   The 
honor of the discovery belongs, therefore,  of right,  to Boston, and we 
claim the merit of having been the first to announce it to the public.   The 
judgment we then ventured to promulgate,  has since not only been ratified 
Ibid.,  p. 68,  citing Scrapbook,  p.   1194. 
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by our most intelligent professors and amateurs,  but they are about to give 
a more substantial proof of their approbation,  by uniting in the generous 
effort to transplant the author himself from the wilderness where he now 
languishes,  to their own atmosphere,  more congenial to the exertion and 
expansion of musical talent.   In other words,  he has been invited to Boston, 
with a view to permanent residence; and a free benefit concert will be given 
him immediately on his arrival,  in order to defray his traveling and other 
incidental expenses.   Our feeling,  as lovers of genuine merit,  and our 
pride as citizens of Boston,  are highly gratified by the opportunity of an- 
nouncing an arrangement so honorable to all the parties concerned; and we 
cannot but indulge the hope,  that the liberal public will cheerfully co- 
operate in vindicating the claims of neglected genius,  and of securing new 
and valuable services to our circle of musical science. 
On this note Heinrich's experiences in Kentucky ended and he embarked 
upon a new phase of his erratic musical career. 
In the Spring of 1823 Heinrich received a most cordial greeting in Boston, 
the stronghold of American culture.    The promised benefit concert was an- 
nounced in the Boston Daily Advertiser,  May 29,   1823. as follows: 
CONCERT.    The concert which is to take place this evening is calculated 
to excite more than common interest,  not only on account of its choice per- 
formances,  but in consideration of its object, the circumstances that led to 
it,  and the manner of its annunciation.   Mr. A.  P. Heinrich,  for whose 
benefit it is designed,   is indeed the first regular or general American^ com- 
poser--the first who,  notwithstanding his great practical skill on various 
instruments,  has almost exclusively devoted himself to the sublime study 
of harmony.    His fame is rising fast,  and America will have good reason 
to be proud of him; while those who now patronzie him, do best establish 
their foremost claim to taste, discernment, and liberality.2 
Heinrich then stated publicly his own views and feelings thusly: 
As a number of paragraphs have appeared in the public papers of this 
city,  concerning the humble Minstrel of the Western Wilds,  teeming with 
'ibid.,  pp.  68-69. 
2,u; Ibid.,  p. 70. 
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some compliments of distinguished brilliancy, whose lustre might adorn 
Apollo's choicest sons,   far too luminous for the visions of nature's truly 
unassuming muse, he in justice to his lowly pretensions,  waves from his 
breast all undeserved claims to Fame's alluring spire.   Those generous 
hearted friends who greeted the lonely retired musical notary with un- 
anticipated splendour, and with the liberal design of a Benefit Concert,  will 
with relative kindness,  pardon this address,  the burst of conscience,  free 
from the weeds of Vanity.   Grateful,  however,  from the true fountain of 
feeling, he will endeavour to thrive beneath the congenial rays of the en- 
lightened Bostonians,  and perhaps the primitive branches of his adventurous 
muse which sprang in sequestered wildernesses, deep in the West,  may 
wax sufficiently strong to bear in some measure the unfolding of Criticism. 
To feel conscientiously worthy of the esteem of his musically adopted 
country, would be a cheering support to his laborous enterprises,  in the 
fields of harmony.   Concerning the projected Concert, he awaits with due 
submission die public ordeal and is alive to every sense of gratitude to his 
friends and patrons.   The musical brethren of their devoted minstrel are 
warmly requested to harmonize on the occasion. 
A. P. Heinrich1 
On this program Heinrich appeared as orchestral conductor, composer, 
pianist and organist.   The concert sponsorship was described as follows: 
By the unanimous desire of the Professors and Amateurs, and under the 
immediate Patronage of "The Philo-Harmonic and Handel and Haydn 
Societies, " as a tribute of respect to private worth and eminent profes- 
sional talents,  there will be given 
being for the benefit of A. P.  HEINRICH. 
a grand concert The whole 
The review of the affair,  although heavily weighted down by an over- 
abundance of words and awkward grammatical constructions,  was favorable: 
It is certain that the Americans do not approach to the animated interest 
which the natives of the Continent of Europe manifest for the arts and for 
artists.    Of late eminent literary characters have been treated with so much 
personal distinction as to prove that mind is gradually rising to the pre- 
dominance mind must rise to in a state so cultivated as our own.   Whether 
Ibid.,  pp.  70-71, citing Scrapbook,  p.   1060. 
2,L. Ibid.,  p. 73. 
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we shall ever come to bestow laurel crowns,  whether our cities will be ever 
eager to enjoy and to reward the works of living poets,  painters,  and musi- 
cians, is a point yet to be determined. 
In music, however, the general and exalted estimation of arts gives the 
European professors such superabundant encouragement over our own,  as 
no other benefit can balance.    With genius,  (we speak of it in all times and 
ages, ) no reward will weigh   against personal fame,   public deference, and 
the private respect that usually accompanies them.    Hence the incitements 
which are administered to a musician of talent by the multiplied engage- 
ments the cities of Italy, Germany,   France and lately England,  immediately 
hold out to a man who rises to celebrity, complete what a regular education 
in science begins. -- Hence these nations are the fertile parents of the arts 
and of artists.    For ourselves,  whilst we are indulging this train of thought, 
we long to cast an eye into the coming on of time, and to ascertain whether 
it be granted to our own country to emulate them--whether nature,   in the 
distribution of qualities, denies to one race what she has so liberally 
granted to another,  or whether these differences are no more than modifi- 
cations of die same physical principles,  wrought by natural and moral 
changes in the revolutions of ages? 
These remarks are elicited in observing the current of public taste 
evinced and encouragement held out to the gentleman,  whose name stands 
at the head of this article,  author of The Dawning of Music m Kentucky, -- 
The Western Minstrel,  &c. --works which abound in boldness,  originality, 
science,  and even sublimity; and embrace all styles of composition,  from 
a waltz or song up to the acme of chromatic frenzy.    He may be justly 
styled the Beethoven of America, as he is actually considered by the few 
who have taken the trouble to ascertain his merits. 
This original genius is now in this city, --and has accepted the appoint- 
ment of Organist in the Old Soudi Church--an honorable and judicious 
choice.    Our feelings, as lovers of genuine merit,  and our pride as citizens 
of Boston, are highly gratified by the opportunity of announcing an arrange- 
ment so honorable to all parties concerned; and we cannot but indulge the 
hope, that die liberal public will cheerfully co-operate in vindicating 
neglected genius,  and of securing new and valuable services to our circle 
of musical science. ' 
A Boston paper printed the following: 
Ibid.,  p. 75, citing Euterpeiad,  August,   1823. 
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May 29,  Mr. A. P.  Heinrich took a Benefit Concert at Boylston Hall, 
which was well attended; but we are sorry to add, that he was benefitted 
by "money out of pocket."   The receipts were not sufficient to defray cer- 
tain necessary expenses for which the Concert was given. 
Although Heinrich's benefit concert was not a financial success,   it did 
result,  as is seen from the above,  in his being offered the job of organist at 
Old South Church.    He had the pleasure of playing on a new organ which had 
been built by Thomas Elliot of London at a cost of approximately nine thousand 
dollars and which had been installed only a few months before.    Heinrich re- 
signed from this position in a few months.   The Euterpeiad reported the re- 
signation in the following manner: 
The Western Minstrel -- from the Wilds of Kentucky. 
In our last we stated that "Mr.  A.  P.  Heinrich was now in this city,  and 
had accepted the appointment of organist in the Old South. "   We have since 
learnt that this arrangement which would have proved honorable to both 
parties is at an end,  and the organ has already commenced an Alia 
Intrigante movement. 
After the erection of the organ in the Old South last autumn,  Mr. S.  P. 
Taylor was appointed its player, and so continued till May last,  when he 
resigned,  for reasons which are unnecessary at this time to detail. -- 
About this time Mr. Heinrich arrived in this city; and was requested to 
preside at the organ in the Old South; with which he reluctantly complied-- 
stating that he made no pretentions to play the organ, but with their in- 
dulgence he would attempt it; and we are happy in stating that his per- 
formance on this "Father of Instruments" met with the unqualified appro- 
bation of every hearer of taste and judgment.   But in August,  it appears, 
that "some super-refined Critics" became displeased with,  or,  a more 
correct assertion,  prejudiced to, his playing; while, on the contrary, the 
singers,  to whom reference should have been made previous to a decision, 
decided unanimously in favor of his performances, --stating, that they were 
perfectly well satisfied with Mr. Heinrich--not only with his superior talents 
as an Organist,  but as a Gentleman.    Mr. H. also received several anony- 
Ibid.,  p.  76, citing Scrapbook,  p.  1072. 
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mous discordant letters,  &c. couched in terms of pretended friendship, 
intimating that the gravissimo movements by a few in the Old South, were 
operating very much to his disadvantage,   &c.   He therefore judiciously 
declined acting as organist in their church a further term,  and addressed 
a letter to that effect to the Committee of said Society--a copy of which we 
have been enabled to procure for insertion,  which is as follows: 
"Boston,   14th August,   1823. 
Esq. (one of the Committee of the Old South.) 
"Sir, --As my quarterly engagement at the Old South Church in the regu- 
lar course of process would have expired next 3d of September,  I find now 
tiiat I am indebted to your Society for some little surplus of payment.   I 
tender the Committee of your Congregation through your politeness,  my best 
acknowledgements, and am always ready to stand the test,  if not as an humble 
Organist,  at least as a man of Sincere Feelings. 
"During my short Modulations on your Organ,  I have been treated rather 
roughly by some super-refined Critics,  lurking in ambush like fell- 
destroyers or puny insects, not to say beasts of prey.   To them I would 
observe, 
Those are never the worst blossoms or fruits, 
On which the Wasps are gnawing; 
and finding myself thus ultimately discharged from all Fancy Stops,  and 
having to rest upon other Pedals, I will conclude this farewell Organ Epistle 
with an old honest remark,  namely; 
"It is every man's duty to labor in his calling,  and not to despond for 
any miscarriage and disappointment,  which it was not in his power to pre- 
vent. 
"With every consciousness to that purpose,  and conscious also, Sir,  of 
true sentiments of respect due to yourself,  I call myself the good Old South 
Church Devotee's much obliged very humble Servant, 
A. P. HEINRICH. .. 1 
Since Heinrich's restless nature caused him to be a wanderer throughout 
his life,  in all probability he was relieved to withdraw from Old South Church. 
hbid.,  pp. 76-78, citing Euterpeiad, September,  1823, p. 60. 
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The fact that he did not have money never seemed to bother him; all he desired 
was to have enough to get along.    Always he conducted himself with dignity 
which resulted in many friendships and much admiration among the influential 
people of Boston. 
Heinrich soon began to long more than ever to see his daughter,  so he 
decided to take another trip to Europe,  planning to give concerts to help pay for 
the trip.    He worked diligently toward this purpose and finally obtained his goal 
as is reported in the following article: 
MR.  HEINRICH'S CONCERT 
"What harmony is diis,  my good friends, hark!" 
We notice,  with a mingled degree of pleasure and regret,  the advertise- 
ment of A. P.  Heinrich to give his last (Finale) Concert in Boston, -- 
pleasure,  as it will afford him another opportunity of knowing how strong a 
Phalanx of friends will attend him on the occasion, --regret,  that we shall 
soon be deprived of so excellent a Musician,  so talented a Composer,  so 
amiable a Man.   Circumstances of a very imperious character call him 
away,  no less a call than his own flesh and blood. -- A motherless daughter 
in a far off land needs his presence and protection--need it be added, that 
the call must be obeyed,  and that promptly?   Mr. Heinrich has some 
claims on the musical citizens of Boston,  which we strongly hope will be 
fully and amply remunerated.   Who that has heard him display his wonder- 
ful talent on the Piano Forte, and not been delighted?   We are not acquainted 
minutely with the bill of fare he intends to offer--but the most prominent 
are several new and unpublished Songs of his own composition.   We cannot 
close this article widiout expressing a hope that,  in the event of a Concert, 
he will not be disappointed. V. I 
On April 29,   1826, the farewell concert took place at Boylston Hall with 
Heinrich singing his Farewell Song,   "The Bohemian Emigrant, " as a moving,  if 
rather sentimental,  finale.   The musical farewell was followed with an article 
'ibid.,  pp.  81-82, citing Scrapbook, p.   1012. 
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published in the September 2,   1826,  issue of the Boston Courier: 
On the eve of returning to Europe, I bid a final adieu to the good city of 
Boston,   and in my full confidence on the magnanimity of its citizens in 
general,  (many of whom were my respectable patrons,  friends and passing 
acquaintances) I wish most sincerely,  not to leave one discordant voice 
behind; and that the humble memory of die Wandering Minstrel may be 
cherished as one,  who will always endeavor to walk in the paths of 
rectitude and harmony.   Wherever I steer on the ocean of life,  whether on 
the billows of good fortune or of contrary blasts,  still shall I remain a 
warm and unshaken advocate for the so richly endowed denizens of diis 
musical city of Boston--It was here, that my ideal aspirations partook of a 
more congenial atmosphere, than in any other city of this happy grand con- 
cord,  and where I experienced patronage and sympathy far beyond my ex- 
pectations,  but never above the deep engravings of my gratitude.   Adieu, 
ye sympathysing musical brediren!   Farewell my generous patrons, my 
exertive pupils!   Ye senior and junior sons of song and glee!   Ye Handel 
and Haydn Society!   and all ye hospitable inhabitants of this friendly 
metropolis! I 
Although Heinrich's modesty was apparently sincere, he felt that he had 
a certain destiny to fulfill as a musician, and,  because of his success in the 
rather primitive circles ol America, he felt a necessity for a more cosmopolitan 
evaluation of his work.   Too, he wanted to represent America and its music in 
the great international musical centers of Europe. 
Still, the most compelling reason for the journey was undoubtedly the 
desire to see his daughter, whose guardian had refused to give her to anyone 
other than her fadier. 
Unfortunately,  the London venture was marred by mishaps.    There are 
two reports of what happened.   According to one, there was an accident on 
board ship resulting in the destruction of his beloved violin and an injury to the 
Ibid.,  p. 86, citing Scrapbook,  p.  1014. 
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index finger of his left hand.   The other report was of the violin's accidental 
destruction by the carelessness of a musician of the Drury Lane Orchestra. 
This latter report,  which is from Dwight's Journal, XIX,  April 20,   1861,  page 
22,  seems to be the correct report for Heinrich,  himself, refers to the acci- 
dent in the preface to "Storia cl'un violino, " the composition written for 
Paganini.    At any rate the finger was injured and even though it eventually 
healed,  it always remained crooked.   Heinrich's performances as violin soloist 
were ended. 
Heinrich spent some time in London teaching and trying to get per- 
formances of his compositions.   The following article is quoted from the Boston 
Gazette: 
... A London paper before us contains the following paragraph,   rela- 
tive to Mr. Heinrich,  extracted from the Liverpool Mercury: -- 
"The Western Minstrel. --We were last week introduced to Mr. A.  P. 
Heinrich,  a Bohemian by birth and a musician by profession, or perhaps 
we should say by nature, as music appears to be with him rather a natural 
instinct than an artificial acquirement.   He is truly 'il entusiaste per la 
musica.'   He has resided of late in America, and the public journals speak 
in the highest terms of his talents.   For our own part,  we have seldom met 
with a more interesting character.   He seems to combine great genius with 
the utmost simplicity of manner and character,  and his physiognomy is so 
prepossessing, that,  notwithstanding the eccentricity of his manners,  it is 
impossible not to feel deeply interested for him at the first interview.   Of 
his compositions, which are almost innumerable,  it is impossible for us 
to speak,  from a mere inspection of the score; but the public will soon be 
enabled to form a judgment of their merits,  as he visits this country for the 
express purpose of submitting his works to the test of a British community. 
We have written this paragraph with the view of intimating to those to whom 
Mr. Heinrich may be introduced, that he brings with him from America the 
most unexceptionable testimonials of the respectability of his character.   He 
has dedicated one voluminous work to Mrs. Coutts,  and we trust that that 
generous patron of merit and genius will take a lively interest in the fate of 
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this talented foreigner. Of these effusions only three copies are extant, 
one of which has been presented to the celebrated Dr. Crotch, President 
of the Royal Academy of Music. "' 
This Mrs. Coutts,  referred to in the quotation,  was noted for her interest 
in music, a fact Heinrich had heard when he was still in Kentucky.   Immediately 
upon his arrival in England,  he sent the dedicated volume to her,  but she re- 
turned it without any suggestion of help. 
Since he was unable to obtain public performance of his compositions, he 
finally began playing in the Drury Lane Orchestra for thirty shillings a week, 
spending his salary on manuscript paper and rent for a piano.   It was at Drury 
Lane that he came to know the conductor, Thomas Cooke,  and developed a very 
real affection for him.    He also became acquainted with Richard Hughes, Second 
Leader of the Theatre Royal,  Drury Lane, and John liraham,  Musical Director of 
Drury Lane and a great English singer. 
Finally,  in 1828,  Heinrich issued his first London publication,  a canzonet, 
"The Absent Charm."   He composed another setting to the same text,   "I Love the 
Brilliant Courtly Scene."   Thomas Welsh,  a singer of note, a composer, and the 
publisher of "The Absent Charm, " wrote to Heinrich as follows: 
240 Regent St.     Saturday 
My dear Friend -- 
Your generous offer to pay all expenses relative to the Song, and die 
real beauty of the Composition made me so anxious for its success as a 
work to class with the refined Canzonets of immortal Haydn, that I have 
bestowed pains on it,  to sing it so as to please you,  (I hope) and the en- 
^ 
1Jbid.,  p. 95,  citing Scrapbook,  p.  424. 
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lightened admirers of music (whose praise I value more than the ignorant 
mass of the public) will I am sure receive the work with enthusiasm. 
I am too much interested in its effect and too sensible of your kindness 
to feel any remarks you make but as the effusions of agitation.   You say, 
if we were at the Piano Forte together, we should soon agree.   We must 
at all times agree.   Come and take a chop with me today at 5 o'clock--send 
word by the Bearer--Yes! --and we shall arrange everything to your fancy, 
and you shall see your song according to your own desire. 
Should you refuse--I shall feel that I have offended,  and certainly with- 
out intending so to do--for if skill, and highly cultivated knowledge of the 
Profession could not insure or obtain respect--kindness and excellent 
feelings like yours would not fail to command the regard and respect of 
Your obliged Friend 
T. Welsh 
Heinrich,  Esq. 1 
A London paper published the following: 
Tom Cooke,  whose taste and judgment in musical affairs it would be 
heresy or madness to dispute,  writes thus:-- 
"Accept my best thanks for the very acceptable gift of your truly ex- 
cellent productions.   I consider you have done wisely in introducing your 
name to the musical public by commencing with such a display of genius, 
both as to invention and arrangement, as must ensure to you the high 
opinion of the profession,  and that of the million will,  I sincerely trust,  of 
consequence follow,  in such a manner as to induce you,  and render it in 
every respect worth your while,  to follow up what you have,  in my opinion 
(and without one word of compliment),  so admirably begun. "2 
Also printed in a London paper on September 1,  1829,  was a letter from 
the Irish poet,  Thomas Moore: 
Lastly,  we may mention that we have seen the following letter from Mr. 
Thomas Moore,  addressed to Mr. Heinrich.   We,  perhaps,  have hardly a 
l*W, Ibid.,  p.  102, citing Scrapbook, p. 971. 
2Ibid.,  p.  102, citing Scrapbook,  p. 992. 
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right to print it, as it was never intended for the public eye; but it is so 
honourable to the poet, and is likely to be so beneficial to the subject of 
it, that we trust both will forgive the liberty we take: 
"Richmond-hill, Sept.  1st,   1829. 
"Sir, --   I have had the pleasure of trying over the Canzonets which you 
were so kind as to send me,  but should have been much better enabled to 
pass a judgment on their merits had I possessed the advantage of hearing 
the author himself (or, at least, some one more competent to do them 
justice than I can pretend to be) perform them.   The truth is,  I fear, that 
the reason of your compositions not having the success they deserve,  is 
the (perhaps redundant) portion of harmonic science you have infused into 
them,  so far beyond the capacity or powers of execution of any of our 
ordinary amateurs of music; and if I might venture to give advice to a 
composer of your experience and knowledge,  it would be to counsel you to 
keep your science a little more in the back-ground than you do at present, 
or at least to throw it into the accompaniments, and not let it interfere so 
much with the simplicity of your airs.   The perpetual variety of your 
modulations, though they show the extent of your resources in the art, 
disturb too much the flow of the melody, and render your compositions 
rather learned exercises than songs. 
"You will excuse, I am sure, these remarks from one who has no pre- 
tensions to be a critic in music; but, as popularity is your object, I think 
it but fair to give my opinion that you have no chance of attaining it by your 
present erudite style.   It is,  in short, too good for the world, --particularly 
our English world--and you must throw a good deal more singsong into your 
works before you can expect them to succeed. 
"I am, dear Sir, your very obliged servant, 
Thomas Moore .,1 
One anonymous review of Heinrich's music was indeed kind to the com- 
pos ar and must have helped compensate for his many adversities: 
His compositions, however, do honor his talents.   They show that he 
has thoroughly studied the science of music,  and if the lighter graces of 
'Ibid., p. 103, citing Scrapbook,  p. 992. 
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some of our popular melodies are wanting,  they display extraordinary 
power and prove the author a man of genius,  who only wants to be more 
known to command general admiration.' 
In 1831 Paganini came to London, a visit which resulted in Hoinrich's 
writing the fantastic "Storia d'un violino, " dedicated,  of course, to the great 
virtuoso.    Heinrich sent the composition to Paganini with a note asking its 
acceptance and performance.   The results of the correspondence are not known. 
While in London, Heinrich wrote what probably was his first composi- 
tion for orchestra,  the "fantasia instrumentale, " Pushmataha:   A Venerable 
Chief of a Western Tribe of Indians.    Finished in 1831, it called for an  orches- 
tra of thirty pieces.    Upton describes the work as follows: 
Instead of being an orchestral arrangement of some piano composition, 
it is genuinely conceived in orchestral idiom--a work in which for the first 
time the composer has thought orchestrally.   Then, too, it is probably the 
first attempt in all history to treat in music,  in any adequate manner,  the 
idea of the American Indian.   We may well question,  of course, the ade- 
quacy of even this attempt, but at any rate it aimed high.    And we may well 
grant that in its introduction,  with the characteristically rhapsodical flute 
part,  Heinrich has worthily attained his aim.   That he failed to make all 
parts of this extensive work equally successful is scarcely surprising. 
It marks the beginning of a line of monumental works for the orchestra-- 
monumental in conception but oftentimes weak in execution--which of all 
his works formed probably the truest expression of Heinrich's musical 
personality.   As a man he seemed ever simple and childlike; as a musician, 
he was too often verbose and rhetorical.^ 
In the fall of 1831, Heinrich sailed back to America on the Joshua Bates 
after five long, hard years in London.   They were not without their incidents of 
Ibid., p.  105, citing Scrapbook,  p. 910. 
2Ibid., pp.  114-115. 
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excitement, however,   including a coronation and a meeting with Mendelssohn 
who had visited Heinrich at his lodgings while on his visit to London in 1829. 
Boston was evidently eagerly awaiting Heinrich's return as is revealed 
in the following articles: 
CONCERT FOR MR. HEINRICH 
Mr. Editor --I am one among many of the friends of this erudite and 
highly talented musician,  who was deputed to express to that gentleman 
their wishes, together with the general feelings of the public at large. 
That a Concert of Vocal and Instrumental music should immediately be 
got up,  for the purpose of evidencing a sense of their attachment,  as well 
as to welcome him again to the shores of America. 
Mr. Heinrich's reply to this communication is expressive of regret that 
he is unable as yet to comply with the wishes of his numerous friends.   In 
his own words, he says:   "I do not know whether I can establish a Concert 
honorable to myself,  and to my muse.   I have not yet been able to sift my 
manuscripts, and prepare some pieces,  which perhaps might find some 
able representative among the musicians in this city.    Although I have not 
returned from England laden with treasure, and lack a little of those NOTES 
which have the best currency according to the dictates of the mighty god 
Plutus still do I prefer according to my own mind and feelings the Notes of 
Apollo.   Under the sunshine of the good city of Boston, I hope not to perish, 
being fully ready to prove myself agreeable and useful so far as my talents 
will permit. " 
It is presumed that a Concert for diis Gentleman's benefit will shortly 
be announced, and we doubt not his brethren of the profession will con- 
sider themselves pledged to afford their aid in furthering the general 
wishes of the public at large,  by improving the earliest opportunity for 
such a purpose.1 
GOOD SUGGESTION.  - Our neighbors of the Courier suggest,   in their 
paper of Saturday, that Mr. A. P. Heinrich, the distinguished musical com- 
poser, who has just returned to this city from London,  after an absence of 
five years,   "ought to have a Concert immediately,  that his friends in a 
body may have an opportunity to salute him with their congratulations. " 
Hbid.,  p.  117, citing Boston Evening Gazette,  December 3,   1831; 
Scrapbook,  p.  1014. 
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The suggestion is a good one,  and will doubtless meet the hearty approba- 
tion of all true lovers of harmony.    Among Mr. Heinrich's brother 
musicians,  there can be but one opinion upon the subject. * 
This stay in Boston resulted in several concerts and the publication of 
other compositions.   On occasion, when the left hand did not have to play diffi- 
cult passages,  Heinrich performed as pianist.   Besides his own publications,  he 
had four hymn tunes included in the 1832 edition of Nathaniel Duren Gould's 
National Church Harmony. 
In 1833 Heinrich went back to London,  again hoping to get to his home 
country to see his daughter.    While in London he again played in the Drury Lane 
Orchestra.    He remained in London for two more years,  teaching and compos- 
ing.   These were busy years and resulted in numerous compositions for the 
orchestra,  his favorite medium at this time.    One of these was Heinrich's most 
beloved work, The Ornithological Combat of Kings,  or The Condor of the Andes 
and the Eagle of the Cordilleras,  described by him as follows: 
A grand symphony extracted and arranged for a full orchestra,  and with 
some deviations from a descriptive concerto grosso vocale of the same 
title and subject, comprising successively four characteristic movements 
united in one.    First, The Conflict in the Air; second,  the Repose; third, 
the Battle on Land; fourth, The Victory. 2 
In August,  1835, Heinrich received a letter from a certain H. Hill with 
a clipping from a London newspaper: 
Ibid.,  pp.  117-118,  citing Scrapbook, p.   1012. 
2Ibid.,  p.   133. 
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Important To Musical Composers.  -- The directors of the Concert 
Spirituel of Vienna have offered a premium of 50 pounds for the best new 
grand symphony for a full orchestra; and the invitation is not confined to 
native composers,  as the advertisement says,  "Foreigners as well as 
natives are requested to send their scores,  free of expense, to Mr. 
Tobias Haslinger,  music-seller,  of Vienna.   The period of trial is fixed 
in Lent,   1836.    Men of first-rate talent are to be the umpires; and the 
successful candidate will be paid on the 1st of May,   1836,  when the score 
will also be returned, and the name of the composer who receives the 
reward of his exertions will be announced in the Vienna newspapers!"* 
What composition was submitted by Heinrich is not known,  but it might 
be assumed that it was the Combat of Kings,  since he was so fond of it.    Un- 
fortunately nothing came of the venture. 
The score of still another ambitious work, the Jager's Adieu,  was com- 
pleted on November 24,   1835.   Attached to the score is this note:    "Composed 
and arranged under severe bodily affliction, and at the time of finishing this 
work, I was under the painful necessity of becoming a patient in the London 
Hospital. "* 
As soon as he was able, Heinrich left London to see his daughter,  but 
disappointment awaited him,  for when he reached the home of the Hladeks, he 
learned that Antonia had sailed to America to find her father,  not knowing that 
he was in England. 
From Joseph Hladek's home at Gorkau,  Heinrich went to the nearby city 
of Saaz where he had many friends.   They persuaded him to postpone his journey 
in search of his daughter until he had heard the results of the contest.   They also 
'ibid.,  pp.  133-134, citing Serapbook,  p. 205. 
2Howard, op. cit.,  p. 229. 
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suggested that he try to have some of his works per formed in his home country, 
so he went to Prague where he tried,  unsuccessfully,  to accomplish this task. 
In February,   1836, he went to Vienna,  where he again became ill.   He was 
cared for at the Spital der Barmherzigen Br'u'der1 and soon recovered.   When 
he left the hospital he learned that another had captured the prize he had 
wanted so much to win. 
The stay in Vienna was not a long one.    Heinrich,  if he could not be 
with Antonia,  wanted to be with those who knew her.   To achieve this purpose 
he went to Graz where he found a public eager to hear his music.    Heinrich's 
own account of the concert he presented is brief and modest: 
The noble Hlittenbrenner, 2 a man of property and renowned here and 
in Vienna for his compositions in the larger forms,  presented me to the 
public.   The Hall was well filled and I hear that I gave satisfaction.    It 
is a difficult task,  with serious and churchly music,  or music that is 
new and original in style,  to satisfy an audience spoiled by waltzes and 
military music. 
Heinrich was unfair to himself as is seen in August Mandel's review 
which was most favorable: 
As to Heinrich's compositions,  it is entirely beyond all question that 
in America and England where many of his works, even operas, have been 
1Ibid.,  p. 229. 
2Upton,  op. cit.,  p.  140.    Anselm von Hlittenbrenner was a "truly dis 
tinguished man and musician,   .  .  . who had been a fellow student with Franz 
Schubert under the teaching of Salieri.   Schubert knew and warmly praised 
Huttenbrenner's compositions, and it was in Hlittenbrenner's arms that the 
mighty Beethoven had breadied his last .... Again Heinrich,  the composer, 
was fortunate in his interpreter." 
•^Ibid., p. 140,  citing Mussik,  p.  15. 
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performed and published he has attained a high reputation; several periodi- 
cals call him "the Beethoven of America" and British trans-atlantic poets 
have celebrated his achievements.  ... A letter from the gifted poet 
Thomas Moore,  establishes the fame of our composer beyond all doubt and 
what he advises him in all friendliness is what a great part of the world 
would call out to the dead hero,  Beethoven:    "A little more of sing-song. " 
And yet after what we have heard we cannot charge Heinrich with any lack 
of melody; and might indeed assert that he is well versed in all the subtleties 
of song-writing,  even in the demands of the Italian school,  as is shown in 
his Cavatina for soprano in polonaise form.   A vocal quintette,   "Deadi of a 
Christian, " shows a true dignity of style,  a thorough understanding of the 
text (in itself very happily chosen by the composer) and masterly treatment. 
A second setting of the text of the polonaise shows kinship with our German 
type of song.   The most striking achievement,  however,  was the Symphony, 
The Combat of the Condor,  in which the cooperation of all known orchestral 
instruments is required to represent die strength of the gigantic bird as it 
wings its way over the topmost peaks of the Andes; while at the same time 
the work in question acquaints us widi certain American folk melodies. 
Your reviewer dares not maintain that this composition will please every 
ear.   Something peculiar in its design and treatment distinguishes it from 
everything that has as yet come into our sphere of enjoyment.    For as al- 
ready intimated Heinrich's muse is a daughter of Nature,  but not of that 
Nature whose quiet,  idyllic grace possesses us all unconsciously.    He has 
sought out Nature in her workshop where she produces her mighty works, 
where great bridges of rock are thrown across streams; where rivers, 
broad as seas,  flow out of undiscovered sources over hundreds of miles to 
the ocean itself; where great lakes plunge with deafening roar to the depths 
below, and the tornado,  with its crashing strength lays bare the impenetrable 
secrets of the primeval forests.   If anyone objects to the powerful instru- 
mentation which after all cannot conceal certain very melodious passages, 
and whose needs could only be met by the kind cooperation of the most dis- 
tinguished members of our regimental band,  it should be remembered that 
since Spontini and Meyerbeer,  even in our own hemisphere,  orchestral 
scores as broad as the falls of Niagara are no longer infrequent,  and at any 
rate Heinrich's Symphony has not gone so far as to seek reinforcement by 
bells and cannon. 
Shortly after the Graz concert Heinrich received still anodicr distinct 
honor as related by Upton: 
lIbid.,  p.  143, citing Mussik,  pp.   18-20. 
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Another signal honor and one greatly appreciated by Heinrich,  was the 
inclusion of a biographical sketch in Dr. Qustav Schillin's Encyclopedic 
der gesammten musikalischen W.ssenschaften,  oder universal Lexicon der 
Tonkunst,  published that year (1836) at Stuttgart.   It was undoubtedly the 
first time that a musician from America had ever been included in a foreign 
dictionary of musical biography.   It is extremely doubtful if there was at 
this time in America a single other individual whose musical attainments 
would have warranted such an honor. 
Near the close of the biographical sketch occurs the following pen 
picture of Heinrich: 
"He is a lean but strongly built man with white hair and sharp eyes, 
very decided in his speech,  and speaks with great warmth,  not to say en- 
thusiasm,  of his art.    In his more recent compositions for full (often 
overfull) orchestra, he is distinctly individual,  particularly in regard to 
rhythm; and his descriptive notes,  both in English and German, disclose 
something of genius,  scarcely to be expected from one of his education."1 
Heinrich went from Graz to Buda and Pesth where he again became very 
ill.   As soon as he was able to travel,  he set out once more to try to find his 
daughter.   This time he was successful and finally the two were united. 
In the fall of 1837 Heinrich returned to the United States and settled in 
New York where he was to spend the next twenty years.   During this time he 
published many of his larger works and spent much time in teaching and in com- 
posing.    He made some public appearances but it was not until June,   1842, that 
a concert under his own direction was given.2 
The concert was hailed as America's first Grand Musical Festival and 
was enthusiastically advertised as follows: 
I Ibid., P.  144. 
2In April of the same year Heinrich served as chairman for a meeting 
which resulted in the formation of the Philharmonic Society of New York. 
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THE HEINRICH MUSICAL FESTIVAL 
It should be extensively known that preparations are being made for a 
grand musical festival to be held in this city some time during the present 
month.   In England,  and on the continent,  since the grand commemoration 
of Handel,  such meetings have been frequent, when the most eminent per- 
formers combine their efforts, talent and skill in presenting to the public 
the great compositions of the giant masters. 
The Heinrich Concert has been projected on a magnificent scale, 
corresponding in some degree to those assemblages in Europe, with 
respect to the music to be performed, and the ability of the performers. 
It cannot be doubted that such meetings conduce materially to the extension 
of the art,  where ever they are encouraged; as by those means the public 
taste is improved, and the artists themselves are impelled and stimulated 
in many ways to continue their efforts to excel.   We are not aware that any 
combination of musical talent has yet taken place in our country under such 
circumstances as to justify the designation of a Musical Festival. 
If,  however,  an orchestra,  which will number nearly 100 of the best 
performers in the United States,  and a choir of sixty selected vocalists, 
trained and drilled by an efficient and competent chorus master; combined 
with the brightest stars that corruscate in our musical horizon, constitute 
material for a Festival--then is Mr. Heinrich prepared to give an enter- 
tainment which shall be referred to,  in after times,  as die first American 
Musical Festival. 
The Concert will open with Heinrich's Grand Festival Overture, and 
among the selections from his works will also be given: "The Stranger's 
Requiem, " "The Hymn of the Virgin, " "The Loved One's Grave, " "The 
Death of a Christian, " and the "Biographic Log House."   We do hope that 
there will be such an effective interest taken in this matter that the venerable 
enthusiast Anthony Phillip Heinrich will have the pleasure of hearing his 
grand oratorio once performed.   The subject certainly is one which should 
interest Americans,  particularly if they feel any pride in the history of 
their country.    Let those who have read Zanoni and feel for GaetanoPisani-- 
who think they would have come forward to aid him,  come forward for 
HEINRICH.   He will certainly die one of these days with his fingers on the 
instrument keys for such is his feverish devotion to the heavenly science, 
such his earnest application,  that he has absolutely produced a nervous 
disease in his system,  of a singular character.    At times the ends of his 
fingers are so acutely and tingingly sensitive that they will not bear the 
touch of any object.    It seems like driving acute pin points into the flesh, 
to let his hands touch an instrument.    What does the old enthusiast then? 
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Suspend his pursuit?   Not he!   Armed with thick glove finger ends, his 
hands disdaining the confinement of whole mittens he rattles away as in- 
dustriously as ever--and compose he will--test the capabilities of his notes 
he would,  though each key of ivory were a glowing coal! 
Having referred to Gaetano Pisani,  in the connection,  it is only justice 
to our old friend Heinrich to say that the parallel between them must not 
be carried too far.    Mr. Heinrich does not select gloomy or monstrous 
subjects, he is not moody or repellant in manners,  but has a word for 
every body,  and never forgets the person to whom he has been once intro- 
duced.   His whole conversation is,  to be sure,  of his own profession,  and 
he moves about by fits and starts,  as if the pulse of eloquent music were 
all the time playing on his nerves.   Single hearted and benevolent, all his 
share of the irritability of his profession is reserved for replies to attacks 
made on him by certain young musical critics,  who can no more understand 
him than an Esquimaux could comprehend Aristotle.   Old and deep musi- 
cians give him credit for wonderful power and originality, and nothing de- 
lights Anthony more than when he has struck off a composition which those 
whippersnappers who affect to be his critics cannot read, much less play. 
But we know nothing of music,  technically or scientifically.    Our 
opinions are formed on such subjects on the representations of such men 
as we know are worthy of confidence.   The soul of music, however,  we 
can detect,  and its incarnation always seemed to us to be Father Heinrich. 
There is music in his joy--there is expression deep,  and untranslatable 
into words,  in his rapid and fitful gestures.   We love his enthusiasm-- 
love the man--admire the eccentricities of his genius,  evident even to a 
person whose pretentions to science are as slight as ours.   He has been a 
life time summoning strains which will speak in his "Pilgrim Fathers. " 
Generous public!   Shall not this old man have an opportunity to enjoy your 
kind patronage? .  .  . Come forward and crown this man's career, and let 
him die happy. 1 
The exciting anticipations were evidently fulfilled,  at least,  if the fol- 
lowing comments can be considered apt judgments: 
THE GRAND MUSICAL FESTIVAL 
Thursday night was one of triumph to Father Heinrich.    There were a 
thousand people at the Tabernacle, a grand orchestra and choir, the most 
'ibid.,  pp.  163-65, citing Scrapbook,  p.  879.    Bulwer's Zanoni was 
published in America in the spring of 1842 and most enthusiastically received. 
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eminent musical talent,  vocal and instrumental, now in the country,  and 
over all presided the genius,  enthusiasm,  and wonderful power of the old 
composer, whose choicest productions were so proudly and so happily 
given to the world. 
All his long life,  Anthony Philippe Heinrich has had one single,  absorbing 
passion,  controlling and overpowering all others.    Music has been his meat, 
his drink,  and all his pleasure.    He talks of nothing else,  writes of nothing 
else.   To it his days and nights have been devoted.   Of late he has been en- 
gaged upon a great work,  which he wished to bequeath to his adopted country, 
and to have performed, at least a portion of it,  for himself and the public. 
He summoned the musical talent of the land around him,  and it is most 
honorable to those composing it that they promptly responded to the call, 
and volunteered their services. 
Madame Otto, the most brilliant vocalist in America, volunteered-- 
Madame Spohr-Zahn, Mrs. Outcalt, came from Philadelphia, and Mrs. 
Hardwick, Mrs. Strong and Miss Pierson, were among the most distin- 
guished. 
We had the great violinist, Leopold Herwig from Boston, who came here 
expressly for this occasion, Mr. Timm, Mr. Scharfenberg. and other well 
known artistes. ' 
MUSIC 
M. Hcinrich's Grand Musical Festival. --On Thursday evening we had 
the gratification of witnessing the complete triumph of a veteran musician, 
who,  although he has written voluminously and well,  has not achieved here 
the reputation he deserves, until the tardy period of his greatly advanced 
years.    M. Heinrich gave his festival at the Tabernacle,  and assembled for 
the performances a powerful orchestra, consisting of at least forty instru- 
ments,  nine principal vocalists, and about sixty chorus singers.   The 
weight of the instrumentation devolved upon M. Herwig (violino obligato,) 
Messrs. Timm and Scharfenberg,  (Piano, ) Mr. Rosier,  (contra basso, ) and 
an artist whose name we know not (trumpet).    Mr. U. C. Hill was leader, 
and Dr. Hodges,  and Messrs.  Alpers and Harrison, presided by turns at 
the Organ.   In the vocal department were Mesdames Spohr Zahn,  Otto, 
Strong,  Hardwick,  Outcalt (a debutante,) Miss Pearson,  Messrs. Pearson, 
Senr,  and Junr,  and Mr. Massett. 
Ibid.,  pp.  165-166, citing Scrapbook,  p.  50. 
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The music was chiefly from the compositions of the venerable Heinrich; 
the opening piece,  a grand overture to The Pilgrim Fathers, consisted of 
four movements indicative of the origin and progress of civilization and 
freedom in America.   The first movement was an ottetto adagio, giving 
the idea of solitude and repose in the vast forests of this continent; it was 
loudly applauded,  but it disconcerted the composer for it interrupted the 
resolution into the next movement,  which was another adagio for the full 
orchestra,   in which all is supposed to be gradually wakened into life.   The 
third movement indicates the onward march and struggles of Freedom; and 
the fourth is its joyous completion.   Nothing could be more grand than the 
conception,  and few things were more beautiful than the enunciation of this 
plot; the melodies were good, but the harmony was magnificent.   It is to 
be feared however,  that the passages were upon too scientific and German 
principle to receive their due measure of applause,  except in the hearing 
of musical critics.    The general effect nevertheless was highly satisfactory, 
for at the conclusion of the piece the composer was honoured with repeated 
rounds of applause from the thronged audience who had listened to it.   It 
was a grateful sight,  though an oppressive one,  to witness the emotions of 
the veteran upon receiving the unequivocal testimony to his taste and 
talent.   It shook the old man out of his composure, but we trust that after 
his excitement shall have subsided, that he will remember last Thursday 
evening with peculiar satisfaction.   In the first movement of the piece to 
which we have alluded,  the low notes on the bass horn did not mingle well 
with those of the violoncello and the contra bass,  and the effect was some- 
what harsh,  but this diminished when the subject continued,  and the in- 
tended effect became understood.    The other principal compositions of the 
evening,  by M. Heinrich,  were a "Grand Chorus Canonicale. " in which 
the national airs were mingled up with much skill; and a vocal quintett 
called "The Death of a Christian" in which the harmonies displayed the 
most erudite skill of a master,  and the performance was honoured with the 
most enthusiastic applause. 
Besides these pieces,   Mesdames Otto and Spohr Zahn sang in fine 
style a duet from Tancredi, and an air and chorus were sung from the new 
"Stabat Mater. " ' Mrs. Hardwick sang "Thy Mighty Power, " composed by 
Novello,  and was accompanied in capital style by Mr. Rosier on the 
Double Bass.    Mr. Herwig played a concerto on the violin,  in a manner 
which showed much skill on the instrument,  but the effects were but me- 
chanical.    Mrs. Outcalt made her first appearance in public,  but was so 
completely terrified that she did herself great injustice.    We feel satisfied 
that this lady,  whose voice is that of a mezzo soprano,  has much power, 
sweetness,  truth,  and even skill in the management of her voice,  but she 
1 This was the Stabat Mater by Rossini. 
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certainly needs to improve in self-possession.    We had never given Mrs. 
Strong credit for so large a degree of sweetness or of skill as that which 
she exhibited on this occasion.    She was evidently indisposed,  yet she 
sang music in which difficult distances,  chromatic passages, and most 
extensive display of compass were continual,  and she went through her 
arduous business of the evening in excellent style.    Miss Pearson also is 
a very promising vocalist, and we trust that she will not be allowed to 
spoil her voice by singing indifferently contralto or soprano parts.    Let 
her be kept closely to one line,  that,  namely,  which legitimately belongs 
to her quality. 
We congratulate M. Heinrich on the deserved compliment he has re- 
ceived, and we equally congratulate the numbers who assembled to pay 
it,  for the good taste which they thereby displayed. l 
On July 12,  Heinrich published his own views of the affair: 
Mr. A. P.  Heinrich tenders his sincere thanks to his friends and the 
public,  for the liberal patronage extended to him on the occasion of his 
Musical Festival.   To the Orchestra,  and to the ladies and gentlemen who 
assisted at the performance, he acknowledges many obligations for the 
promptness and enthusiasm widi which they responded to his invitation for 
their aid,  in bringing out some of his works.    To the editors of the various 
public journals,  Mr.  Heinrich desires to express his gratitude,  for their 
liberality and very flattering notices,  both before,  and after,  the per- 
formance.   This is especially due,  on account of the confidence reposed 
in his ability as a composer,  and the assurances given to the public,  that 
the Festival would be worthy of patronage. 
Mr.  H.    regrets that any circumstances,  should have prevented a 
larger number of citizens from listening to the numerous and powerful 
orchestra convened on the occasion,  comprising the highest order of 
musical talent in our country; and,  particularly,  as the receipts were in- 
sufficient to enable him to make such returns for the service rendered,  as 
he had intended.   If,  however,  he should be able to realize his present in- 
tentions of again visiting Europe,  to exhibit to the musical giants of the 
Old,  some of the minstrelsy of the New World,  he may avail himself of 
die kind suggestions from many estimable individuals,  as well as from the 
press generally,  and give another public performance as a Farewell Con- 
cert.    Fully alive to a sense of their kindness,  he proffers to his musical 
1 Ibid.,  pp.   166-167, citing Scrapbook,  p.   L053. 
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brethren,  friends and patrons,  the testimony of his grateful acknowledge- 
ments . ' 
On May 6,   1846.  in the Broadway Tabernacle, a concert devoted ex- 
clusively to the works of Heinrich was given.   This was probably the com- 
poser's greatest triumph. 
In his biography of Heinrich,  Upton writes: 
One of the most interesting communications is from Lydia Maria 
Child, a warm personal friend of Heinrich's.   She is remembered as a 
novelist,  poet,  and abolitionist--a woman of great importance and reputa- 
tion in her time.    Her statement was published in connection with the 
following letter to the New York Tribune,  in its issue for May 5,   1846. 
Mr. Greeley:   The artists of the city have nobly come forward with 
their precious gifts in behalf of the dear old man whose familiar name-- 
Father Heinrich--sufficiently tells the love and veneration we children 
all feel for him.    His Benefit Concert--the last public triumph in all 
probability that awaits the worn out Artist here on earth--is tomorrow 
night--don't forget--tomorrow night,  at the Tabernacle.    Do make room 
for the following sketch of Father Heinrich written by Mrs. Child,  which 
must,  I am certain,  induce many strangers, who will thus perhaps hear 
of him for the first time, to attend his Concert. 
G.G.F. 
I rejoice to see that a complimentary concert is to be given to the 
good old man,  well known as Father Heinrich.    It is highly creditable to 
the musicians of the city that they unite with such cordial good will in 
paying this tribute of respect and affection to the gray-haired minstrel. 
It is to be hoped that the public,  too,  will do their part.    Father Heinrich 
deserves it at their hands, not only for his great musical talent and learn- 
ing,  but for his child-like simplicity of character,  his innocent and gentle 
heart, and a life full of kindly deeds.    Incapable of meanness himself,   it 
excites his indignation in others.    Artless and impulsive,  he can forget 
and forgive all wrongs to himself,  but cannot tolerate any want of kindness 
to a fellow creature.   The loaf which he earns by patient toil is shared 
freely with the starving beggar,  and while his piano is propped up with 
wooden boxes,  for want of legs,  and all the ivory has been swept from the 
'ibid.,  p.  170, citing Scrapbook,  p.  1053. 
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keys by the chromatic storms of many years, he cheerfully transfers his 
own pupils when a teacher of music,   in greater need than himself,  excites 
the sympathies of his generous soul.    That first great requisite in a musi- 
cal composer he has almost to excess,  viz: a heart full of feeling, a 
nature that modulates from enthusiasm into tenderness. 
How little worldly wealth the minstrel gains by his exclusive devotion 
to the divinest of arts,  may be conjectured from the following remarks in 
a letter to one of his friends:   "I am trotting about from morning till night, 
teaching little misses on the piano forte,  for small quarter money,  often 
unpaid.    Sometimes I have had good cause to sink under my exertions, but 
still my spirits remain buoyant on the heated and dusty surface of the 
summerearth.    At night,  I close my toilsome labors and lonely incubra- 
tions,  on a broken,  crazy,  worn-out feeble, and very limited octaved 
piano forte.    As this decrepid instrument has,  alas,  lost,  by moving on 
the first of May, one of its legs,  and many other props and intestines of 
enchantment,  it might be well worth the visit of some curious antiquarian 
to look at it and hear it. 
I believe my music runs in the same vein as my letters to you; full of 
strange ideal sommersets and capriccios.   Still I hope there may be some 
method discoverable, some beauty,  whether of regular or irregular fea- 
tures.    Possibly the public may acknowledge this, when I am dead and 
gone.    I must keep at the work with my best powers,  under all discouraging, 
nay suffering circumstances.   The pitcher goes to the well till it breaks, 
and tiiat I apprehend will soon be the case with my old shell.   It is hard to 
go out of the world without the least encouragement." 
I believe it will not be so, even in this selfish world,  and this busy 
age.    The numerous professional musicians,  who are preparing this well 
merited ovation,  from motives so honorable to themselves,  and to the 
venerable object of their affectionate respect,  will surely be cordially 
sustained by the public. 
May this concert prove a bright sunset gleam in a life full of clouds 
and storms, and may it warm and cheer the good old man, with a soul 
full of music,  and a heart full of love. 
L.  M. Child 1 
The newspaper reports found in Heinrich's scrapbook admirably 
'ibid., pp.   181-82, citing New York Tribune.  May 5.   1846. 
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describe the affair as well as the aged but dedicated composer: 
HEINRICH.   -- A. P.  Heinrich,  or Father Heinrich,  as the veteran com- 
poser is familiarly called,  had a benefit, got up by Mr.  Meiggs and con- 
ducted by George Loder,  last Wednesday,  at the Tabernacle.   The old 
gentleman has been long known,  and highly respected,  in this city.    He is 
an admirable composer,  and one of the greatest enthusiasts in music that 
ever lived.  .   .  .   The Tabernacle was nearly filled,  and none but the com- 
positions of Heinrich were performed.    Heinrich was in his element.   He 
no doubt looked upon the night as the happiest of his life, and when, after 
his pieces had been loudly and enthusiastically applauded, he was called to 
appear in front of the platform,  and receive the warm-hearted greeting of 
his friends -- (every body in the house was his friend; if you had said to 
any individual that he was not,  he would have insulted you) -- and when he 
was almost smothered with bouquets -- and when his old head, which sixty 
winters have silvered,  was crowned with a coronal emblematic of im- 
mortality -- he must have been in a very delirium of delight. 
A GRAND MUSICAL FROLIC 
"Father Heinrich's" grand benefit concert,  which took place on Wednesday 
evening last,  was,  indeed,  in many respects the most remarkable,  exciting 
and never-to-be-forgotten entertainment we have ever witnessed.    Auditors, 
old and young,  orchestra, chorus and solo performers,  all seemed for a 
while to have gone partially mad,  or to have become inflicted with the 
venerable beneficiary's nervous and excitable enthusiasm.    Such yelling, 
screaming, cheering, laughing and stamping; such showers of bouquets 
and wreaths, were never before seen or heard of on a similar occasion. 
The signal for this excitement seemed to have been given by a child, which 
ascended the platform and presented a beautiful bouquet to Mr. Heinrich, 
just after the first part of the concert was over.   This was immediately 
followed by a wreath of laurel,  thrown by a lady-poetess,  distinguished by 
her ultra-transcendental enthusiasm in musical matters, and the incompre- 
hensibility of most of her "superlatively splendid" notices.   It seemed to us 
that the lady must,  in former days, have had some practice in the athletic 
and manly exercise of quoit-pitching,  for the wreath was thrown with such 
admirable good aim and precision, as to fall directly upon the old artists' 
head, encircling his silvery locks, and giving him the perfect appearance of 
lIbid.,  pp.  187-88, citing Scrapbook, p.  878. 
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a modern Apollo,  somewhat advanced in years.    Over the Apollo's left eye, 
however, dangled a delicate card,  which was attached to the wreath, and bore 
the words,   "For Father Heinrich,  from L.M.C."   The tribute to the old 
man's genius was in no danger of being mistaken.   Amidst the shower of 
wreaths and bouquets which followed,  Madame Otto gracefully stepped for- 
ward and crowned the hero of the evening with another magnificent wreath. 
A number of these floral offerings had mysterious little bits of paper at- 
tached to them,  but we question much whether these were bank checks, as 
has been intimated. 
The concert,  upon the whole, was a great,  a very great,  triumph for the 
old artist.   Wc should suppose that about 1500 persons were present on the 
occasion, and are certain that all were pleased and delighted.    Much of the 
music is truly magnificent and grand; but in the midst of this sublimity and 
grandeur,  we were sometimes startled by the quaintest and oddest pas- 
sages we ever heard.    There is certainly a wonderful deal of originality in 
all Mr. H. 's compositions,  and the most fantastic parts are always artisti- 
cally correct, and perfectly descriptive of their subject.    The "Grand 
Monumental Symphony" to the memory of Beethoven was omitted, as, not- 
withstanding the very large orchestra engaged,  there were not instruments 
enough for its execution.    Madame Otto's first song,  "The Maid of Honor 
Laughing at Love, " is certainly both for the singer and the pianist,  one of 
the most difficult ever written.    We question very much whether any other 
lady vocalist could be found in the country capable of executing the long 
running passage which occurs near the close of this song,  in so charming 
a manner as Madame Otto did, although her shake in the same place was 
"no great shake. "   "The Parting, " a most sweet and pathetic song,  was 
very effectively and correctly given by Miss Northall.   It seemed,  indeed, 
as if each of the three principal lady vocalists had her song written ex- 
pressly for her,  so peculiarly well were their respective pieces adapted to 
their individual talents,  style and voice.    After the above two ladies,  Mrs. 
Loder sang a sacred song from Mr. Heinrich's Oratorio of "The Pilgrims, " 
entitled "We Wander in a Thorny Maze, " which (is a) most charming, 
chaste and beautiful composition.    And no one could have done better jus- 
tice to it than Mrs.  Loder; for that sacred song,  executed as it was by 
this lady, was certainly one of the most brilliant gems of the evening.   The 
"Embarcation March of the Pilgrims" is a very expressive,  and highly 
descriptive composition,  replete with the author's peculiarities and diffi- 
culties.    Some parts of this were well given,  but in others,  especially the 
more difficult concerted passages,  a lack of sufficient rehearsal was 
strongly perceptible.   The "Yager's Adieu" is very beautiful and effective, 
and we should say,  destined to great popularity.   We must not omit mentioning 
Miss Watson,  who sang in very excellent voice, nor Messrs.  Loder, Timm 
and King, all of whom came in for a well merited share of applause.    Mr. 
Heinrich, however, has by this one concert immortalized himself.    May he 
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live many years more, and in happiness repose on his well earned laurels. ' 
There were similarly enthusiastic comments from the Boston newspapers 
also: 
MR. HEINRICH'S CONCERT at New York, according to all accounts, 
was brilliant and successful, almost beyond parallel. The Tribune says 
of it. -- 
Father Heinrich was absolutely overwhelmed by an eruption of bouquets, 
wreaths and flowers, at the close of the first part of the performance last 
evening.    He fairly staggered under the rosy burden of his well-earned 
triumph.   The old man's music is grand,  glorious -- sublime.   There are 
here and there fantastic syllables or even whole sentences; but then so 
there are in the solemn dirge of the autumn winds.    The Creator has 
evidently developed in close conjunction with sublimity the manifestations 
of a full, joyous and unrestrainable mirthfulness,  which breaks out in most 
grotesque and unexpected fashion -- thus helping to keep Nature's face 
decked widi smiles.    Heinrich is undoubtedly ahead of the age: and we be- 
lieve that his music will be far more popular long after he is dead than 
now.     The "Washingtoniad, " and the "Embarcation March and Chorus, " 
are most extraordinary compositions,  and could have been written by none 
but a man of the profoundest musical genius.    Altogedier, when we consider 
the variety of pieces and subjects introduced into this mammoth Concert, 
and remember that they are all die work of a single mind,  we cannot but 
admit that that mind is a most extraordinary one.   Sincerely do we con- 
gratulate Mr.  Heinrich upon his brilliant and unmarred triumph. 
At sundry time we have brought to the notice of our readers, the extra- 
ordinary claims of Father Heinrich to the favorable consideration of 
musical amateurs.   We avail ourself of the present occasion to express a 
hope that he will give Bostonians an opportunity to show their kindness, and 
to convince him that he is not forgotten in a city,  which he once considered 
as his home.   At any rate, he will find a few who admire his genius,  respect 
his character, reverence his age, and delight to refresh their recollections 
of past enjoyment. 2 
On June 13,   1846,  a concert was presented at the Tremont Temple in 
'ibid..  pp.  188,   190-i91, citing Scrapbook, p. 320. 
2Ibid.,  pp.  192-193, citing Scrapbook.  p. 320. 
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Boston with the citizens trying in every way to make it a more brilliant occa- 
sion than the New York performance.   It was said that the concert netted 
Heinrich more than twice the amount of the New York Concert. 
The highly-respected and capable critic, John S. Dwight,  gives a de- 
tailed account of the Boston affair in the publication, Harbinger, July 4,   1846: 
"FATHER HEINRICH" IN BOSTON 
This eccentric,  noble hearted man,  now quite advanced in years, whom 
it was the fashion to call music-mad,  until further acquaintance with the 
great music of Germany taught us to suspect our own taste rather than his 
genius,  is at last reaping some reward Tor a life of disinterested,  ill- 
appreciated devotion to Art and to all kindly sentiments.   The Compli- 
mentary Concert tendered to him by the musicians of Boston, and his 
other numerous friends there,  took place on the 13th.   The audience 
numbered twelve or thirteen hundred; the orchestra sixty and the chorus 
forty.   The enthusiasm of the occasion,  the warmth with which a numerous 
assembly greeted the re-appearance of "Father Heinrich" and the manifest 
good will with which both orchestra and managers and audience cooperated 
to make all pass off pleasantly to him,  were in themselves a sufficient 
source of interest. A certain characteristic Yankee pride evinced itself in 
the manner of expressing this enthusiasm, which reflected somewhat upon 
the concert got up for the same end in New York.   Instead of covering the 
good man with garlands and bouquets,   the Bostonians concentrated their 
ambition upon the one point of producing solid silver for his benefit.   This 
was very well,  but yet one-sided and a little surly,  inasmuch as it was a 
suppression of a very natural prompting.   We should have preferred the 
silver and the wreaths. 
The hour belonged to friendship and the man no doubt was pleased.   But 
there was also the Composer's ambition to be gratified.   And there,  we 
fear,  the concert must be in the main pronounced a failure, though it had 
its good points.   It did furnish (which was probably the main hope with him, 
as well as with the more musical portion of his audience) an opportunity to 
test the value of his musical genius.    His works were tried, but not brought 
out.    Parts were drowned by the unmitigated energy of those who plied the 
drums, and cymbals and triangles; parts were weakened or confused by 
the breaking down of some luckless trumpet obligato; and parts,  indeed 
whole movements, through the lagging or impatience of some instruments, 
went distracted, (as did the vexed composer and his audience too,   from 
sympathy with him far more than from any perception of the right or wrong 
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in a musical point of view.)  The whole was therefore but a poor distorted 
image of what the composer meant to place before us.    His creations still 
continue his own secret.   Those piles of folio scores,  so elaborately 
wrought out for full orchestras, and copied in a beautiful hand,  which he 
shows to every one, but has never even heard himself,  must still abide 
their time.   An accomplished orchestra must study them,  and become 
familiar with them by repeated rehearsal and performance,  before we 
shall know what they are.    America inspired them,  but his own Germany 
will have to be the first to hear and understand them.    We say diis 
reverently; for it does not seem to us that so much labor,   prompted by so 
much pure enthusiasm,  the devotion of a life to its own strongest calling, 
is to be lightly treated and dismissed as so much incoherent dreaming, 
until it has had a chance to speak for what it is. 
Meanwhile if we were called upon to state the impression which we did 
get of this music, after every allowance for the representation,  we should 
say, that it was swarming with ideas as beautiful and palpable as most 
modern music; that there were passages of very grand and impressive har- 
mony; that there was nothing superficial,  weak or false in the manner in 
which the themes were wrought out; that it was thorough,  artist-like and 
learned composition; and so far entitled to respect as a whole, while here 
and there in passages, the effect upon the mind was as of glimpses of some- 
thing truly great.    But we did suspect a want of poetic or dramatic unity in 
the largest pieces.   Beautiful details,  sudden fancies,  shifting without end, 
would continually fix attention; but it was not so obvious whither they were 
leading; no unitary design appeared to cover them.    This might have been 
the fault of performance merely,  and not intrinsic to the music. 
And yet in one sense there was too much design.    Too much anxiety to 
make his compositions clear to every one,  has doubtless helped to make 
them only more eccentric,  difficult and unintelligible.    In efforts to 
describe things,  to paint pictures to the hearer's imagination,  music 
leaves its natural channels, and forfeits that true unity which would come 
from the simple development of itself from within as music.    Beethoven 
had no programme to his symphonies,  intended no description, with the 
single exception of the Pastorale; yet, how full of meaning are they!   Mr. 
Heinrich belongs to the romantic class,  who wish to attach a story to 
every thing they do.    Mere outward scenes and histories seem to have 
occupied the mind of the composer too much, and to have disturbed the 
pure spontaneous inspiration of his melodies.    We are sorry to see such 
circumstances dragged into music as the "Indian War Concil, " the "Ad- 
vance of the Americans, " the "Skirmish" and "Fall of Tecumseh. "   Music, 
aiming at no subject,   -- music composed with no consciousness of any- 
thing in the world but music,  is sure to tell of greater things than these. 
It is true that every thing about America and American history was ideal to 
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the warm-hearted and liberty-loving enthusiast when he came here.   It was 
to him a new world; and in his log cabin in the forest solitudes of Kentucky, 
there must have been as much to inspire and people a musician's fancy,  as 
in the most fabulous region of the world.   The "Genius of Freedom" which 
he celebrates in his Overture to "the Pilgrims, " was what he followed, 
what he fancied everywhere.    The vanishing hosts of the Red Man, 
ministered to his passion for the picturesque and marvellous.   This was 
so far well,  and can be conceived to have cooperated finely with his musi- 
cal labors,  had he only composed from the sentiment with which they filled 
him,   instead of trying to compose tone-narratives and tableaux of them. 
Music is the breath of sentiment, and utters states of mind,  but errs in 
undertaking the same office with her sister,  speech,  which is the voice of 
the understanding and describes facts.   But this distinction we have often 
made before; we need not repeat our conviction, that imitation and descrip- 
tion are not the true end of music.    A series of historical events may have 
unity enough in themselves to make a very good story; but it does not 
follow that just that series of subjects,  translated into so many musical 
themes or passages,  will still have unity as music. 
We except however,  from the above remarks,    the Songs of Mr. Hein- 
rich which were sung on that occasion.   They were truly beautiful in senti- 
ment and style; worthy of a place among the "Gems of German Song. "   The 
Indian Love Song was full of grace and tenderness,  original and deep.   The 
song from the Oratorio of the "Pilgrims, " though rather lengthy and un- 
varied for the idle ear,  was yet a severe and lofty melody such as an 
earnest soul is ever glad to hear.   And the Coro di Caccia,  or "Yager's 
Adieu, " for choir and orchestra,  was full of rich grand harmony, and most 
inspiring. 
The orchestra made amends for any want of familiarity with the Padre's 
bewildering scores,  by the spirited and clear style in which they gave 
forth the noble Overture to "Der FreyschUtz" at the close.   Then for senti- 
ment,  in lieu of garlands,  the musicians craved leave to express their 
feelings to their good friend and father by a song, which all could under- 
stand.   The singers were drawn up in close ranks on the front edge of the 
stage; the orchestra behind commenced with Auld Lang Syne; the voices 
joined in, and the hearts of the whole audience responded.   How was it 
with the good old man?   His music may be wild and complicated; but his 
simplicity of heart, his childlike,  fresh, and loving nature,  must have 
felt this as it was meant.    May the memory of it refresh his old days, and 
may he yet find the publisher and the orchestra and the audience to do jus- 
tice to his music,  which is more to him than himself!' 
'ibid.,  pp.   199-201, citing the Harbinger, July 4.   1846. 
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After the concert Heinrich published a notice thanking those who had 
helped with the affair.    On June 23,  he announced that should he be able to re- 
turn to Europe as he hoped to do, he might follow the suggestions of his Boston 
friends and give,  in the fall,  another concert in their city.    On July 11,   1846, 
he wrote a letter to his friend, J. G.  L.  Libby in which he discussed Mr. 
Dwight's review of the concert, and in which he mentioned his daughter and his 
grandchild.   The letter follows: 
The musicians of Boston have in their zeal and refined accomplishment, 
nearly chopped off my head -- but with the little stump left,  I hope to have, 
in some less barbarous spot better luck, and dien I will play a Duet with 
Mr.  Dwight or a Cappriccio with the illustrious Boston Sons of Appollo. 
Mr. Dwight is a happywight for he lives in sunny,  serene solitude at 
Brookfarm among the chirpings of some innocent insects and the Concertos 
of the Bullfrogs, the latter like the symphonies of Beedioven needing no 
Programmes, as speaking for themselves to the mind of that contemplative 
gentleman,   -- He is unquestionably an honest kindhearted good soul,  talk- 
ing eloquently with the genii of music in the air,  alike Swedenbourg with 
the Angels .   .  . Mr. Dwight is really very distantly located from full good 
orchestras and has probably heard very little of orchestral effects, com- 
binations and professional tactics.    Upon the very imperfect,  nay slovenly, 
confused execution of my orchestral works in Boston, I cannot accept any 
criticism or forecast of judgment on my musical ways --in common jus- 
tice beyond that miserable fact of instrumental bankruptcy with which I 
was so cruelly served by many delinquent performers ... I cannot see 
why I should not introduce into a work,  which I choose to call "Tecumseh" 
-- "the Indian War Council--War Dance" etc.,   -- likewise so the clacking 
of cymbals,  triangles etc.,  in proper places for the feats of a savage 
"nel stilo musicalc.  .  . "   I have however never taken any pattern of 
Beethoven or anybody else.    Mr. Dwight judges a great deal by faith and 
musical superstition.   He discovers so much meaning in Beethoven.   I 
congratulate him upon so important a discovery at my expense.    Had my 
instrumental works been properly performed in Boston -- they would pos- 
sibly have acted quite otherwise upon the Yankee notions,  or upon the 
Musical Philosopher of the placid Brookfarm,  where no cymbals or the 
rolling of drums disturb the music of Nature, except,  perhaps the many 
peals of the gong for their social frugal dinners .   .  . The Overture of 
Weber which my friend alluded to and the Boston Orchestra understood full 
well as also "Auld Lang Syne" can hardly atone for the incongruous manner, 
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with which my "Overture to the Pilgrims" was performed,  of which the two 
Adagios might even claim a very particular something of the critiques not 
only in Brook farm and in Boston but in the world at large,  first from the 
score, secondly upon the results from competent orchestras.  .  .   .   To tell 
you the truth I like Mr. Dwight for he writes so contrary and ideal.    He 
rails gently at my programmes whilst all the while he makes in his 
speeches all sorts of metaphysical metaphors and creates wonderful 1 
imagery,  far beyond my summersets.    Mr. Chickering asked me on my 
leaving your concerted city which I considered my greatest work.    I will 
answer him now through your kind medium that it is my Symfonie of the 
Condor.   Some ten years ago I heard a movement of it in Germany.    Since 
I have worked it over six times and it is now the seventh time that I recast 
and recopy this stupendous production,  which is so extensive that I fancy if 
the secret was known, that the bare notes of it closely put together would 
cover the whole road from Mr. Chickering's wareroom of splendid Piano- 
fortes till the printer's devil type cases of the Harbinger or Phalanx in 
Brookfarm .   .   .    My daughter and grandchild is pining away,  especially 
the latter.   She looks like the poor little departed girl Seymour,  and I am 
apprehensive of some fearful consequences.   I should like to send them on 
preferably to Boston for a few weeks,  in change of air, and ask you 
whether for love or money, I could get diem shelter in your house,  at Miss 
Graves' or Miss Graupner's.   Do not misinterpret the freedom of my 
anxious fatherly inquiry and if you are so inclined,  write me a few friendly 
lines. 
Heinrich still was in this country when,  in 1850, Jenny Lind's visit in- 
spired him to compose a collection of pieces which he dedicated to her.    He 
spent many weary months attempting to arouse her interest but finally in 
despair simply requested that the scores at least be returned to him.    He always 
felt that he had been treated unfairly in the matter. 
On April 21,  1853,  Heinrich gave his Grand Valedictory Concert.   The 
New York Literary World,  April 30,   1853,  gave the following review: 
Whatever expressions musical critics may choose to make about 
Mr. Heinrich's works -- and there are many who deem them mere 
Ibid.,  pp. 203-204. citing Scrapbook.  p.  517. 
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enthusiasms -- every one will remember that already time has reversed 
some such criticisms with respect to other composers.    For our part, we 
see in a man who can do so much,  without learned works on Fugue, 
Counterpoint, and other perhaps very necessary studies, the real musical 
genius; one of more inspiration and deserving of a much better rank than 
the modern mere adapter or populariser,  as Bishop,  Benedict,  et hocomne. 
M.  Hcinrich, wherever he goes, and as long as he lives, will always 
retain the regards and affections of such as have witnessed his amiable un- 
affected simplicity.    We extract from a Weekly his parting address,  which 
in itself is sufficient to show the poetical character of its care and time- 
worn author: - 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: - An ancient troubadour,  whose harp must 
shortly be hung up for ever on the willows, acknowledges your kindly 
greeting.    He is about to leave the land of his adoption,  and the home of 
his heart for the country which gave him birth; and it is no wonder that 
his breast throbs with emotion,  and that his eyes are dim with tears. 
America has been indeed the home of my affections: but it has likewise 
been the grave of many hopes.    Looking back nearly half a century,  to the 
time when I first landed on these shores,  a curious stranger,  seeking 
amusement by foreign travel.   Then to another period, when I came as a 
merchant,  doing business in the great marts of commerce; and,  finally, 
to the day when,  stripped by capricious fortune of the wealth gained in 
traffic, I left the crowded cities and sought refuge in the wilderness of 
Kentucky -- there to form,  under the rafters of a log-house, the musical 
taste which has since been my chief solace in life.   In these three periods 
I mark the epochs of my existence.   And,  now,  once more a pilgrim min- 
strel, I take my staff and scrip,  and go back to the old world, to review 
the scenes of Fatherland, and to hear in the German land the expression of 
my American musical thoughts.    There are many kind faces before me 
to-night -- faces that have cheered me with their smiles for many years: 
and many "Loving Hearts" will remember the Kentucky Minstrel, so that 
he feels not quite "The Forsaken. "   And perhaps when they listen, after 
his departure, to the "Sunset Chimes" which tell his musical requiem, 
they will drop a tear to the memory of one,  whose heart and energies 
were consecrated to the divine art of music, and whose professional life, 
both as musician and composer,  has been devoted to the honor and glory 
of his adopted country -- "The Land of the Free and the Home of the 
Brave.M1 
1Ibid.,   pp. 220-221.   Attributed by a note in Heinrich's own hand to 
the New York Literary World,  April 30,   1853. 
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The Musical World and New York Musical Times published the following: 
"Father" Heinrich's Valedictory Concert a(t) Metropolitan Hall, on 
Thursday evening,  April 2ist, called out some fifteen hundred to two 
thousand persons,  most of whom were probably subscribers.    The veteran 
master's worthy effort to produce some of his best orchestral works in a 
style commensurate with the wants of the age,  should have been more 
cordially responded to.    A band of seventy musicians, the best the city 
affords,  and conducted by Mr. Heinrich himself,  undertook the difficult 
task of giving his music a fair interpretation, after meagre and unsatis- 
factory rehearsals.    The two compositions which we most desired to hear, 
"National Memories, " and "The Tower of Babel, " were both entirely 
omitted,  and the three that were played gave evidence of great haste in the 
getting up.    The orchestra were too closely tied to reading their parts to 
admit of freedom in giving proper expression to their performances.    We 
should except Mr. C. Haase, however.   His solos on the Cornetto in the 
first piece (Festive Overture),  evinced vigor and precision united to a 
noble sentiment and sustained,   manly self-possession.    Mr.  Haase is an 
artist of the first water,  and is becoming a decided favorite with the 
public.    Mr.  Vanderweyde's opening movement on the Phys-Harmonica was 
in excellent keeping with the design of the composer, and immediately pro- 
duced that quiet in the audience so necessary to a nice appreciation of the 
repose of a primeval forest.   This Festive Overture,   "The Wildwood 
Troubadour, " answers the end contemplated by its author.    Without any 
of the sombre harmonies or sudden transitions,  which are peculiar to the 
Beethoven and von Weber school,  it gives to the impartial,  unprejudiced 
listener a faithful picture of the forest home of the self-reliant Western 
man,  by means of simple harmonies united to melodies highly florid.    New 
and fantastic passages of imitation are distributed among the different in- 
struments of the orchestra in a style entirely the composer's own.    The 
harmony reminds one of Mozart and Haydn; but the orchestral treatment 
is to the last degree original.    We believe this remark will apply with 
more or less truth to all the instrumental works of Mr.  Heinrich which we 
have seen or heard. 
Mr. Heinrich's second piece was "The New England Feast of Shells, " 
which closed the first part of the programme.   It is a "Divertimento 
Pastorale Oceanico" in three movements:   I.    "The home adieus of the 
nymphs and swains departing to the maritime festival, " Andante.   II. 
"The fanciful curvetings of the mermaids in the ocean surf. " Andantino. 
III.    "The romantic 'love feast, ' resulting in the destruction of the 'bi- 
valves' at the sacrifice of shells, vulgate,   'Clam Bake, '" FinaleBrilliante. 
It is graceful and pleasing throughout,  though a greater variety of keys 
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and more changes in harmony would,  to our mind, have made it more 
marked in character.  .  .   . 1 
For reasons which are obvious, Heinrich still lingered in America, 
postponing his trip, and on April 19,   1856,  published the following note: 
TO THE PUBLIC 
The undersigned intends shortly to proceed to Germany,  where,  in his 
old home, he wishes to present to his countrymen his many Vocal and 
Instrumental Works, comprising both the Manuscripts and Printed Music 
of his Composition.    The preparations requisite for the proposed journey 
have totally consumed his slender resources,  therefore,  from necessity 
alone,  he appeals to the friendly sympathy of those who are disposed to 
aid the Composer,  already far advanced in years,  for he confidantly 
trusts to bring about the execution,  and consequently hopeful acceptance 
of his Works.   Upwards of forty years ago, the Composer landed in this 
country,  when music was in its infancy,  and now he desires to complete a 
long delayed journey to Europe.    Every assistance,  therefore, however 
trifling,  will be thankfully received, and considered not only as a memento 
of America,  but really the foundation,  in part,  of his further creations and 
actions. 
ANTHONY PHILIP HEINRICH, 
No. 351,  Broome Street. 
New York,  April 19,   1856. 
P.S.   -- The Composer did not commence writing music until verging upon 
the fortieth year of his age,  when dwelling by chance in the then solitary 
wilds and primeval forests of Kentucky.   It was from a mere accident that 
music ever became his profession -- its love and influence weaning him 
from his previous sphere of opulence. 
The majority of his compositions,  as will be noticed by the annexed 
list, are those of purely American sentiment.-' 
The May 24,   1856,  issue of The Criterion, a musical magazine,  ex- 
pressed the hope for generous response and added: 
i_Ibid.,  pp. 221-223 (April 30,  1853). 
2Ibid.,  p. 226,  citing Scrapbook,  p.  836. 
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Heinrich  is  a most enthusiastic devotee of the divine art,   and 
an honest open-minded man as all enthusiasts are.    There are not 
many who have as  few enemies and as  many  friends as  good old 
Father Heinrich. 
Although the date is not definite,  Heinrich finally sailed in the fall of 
1856.   There is a record of his having been invited to dinner with Friedrich 
Kittl,  Director of the Conservatory of Music at Prague in the latter part of 
December.   Therefore it seems that he must have gone directly to Prague 
where he was warmly received and where he stayed throughout 1857, except for 
visits to neighboring areas.    He presented several concerts climaxed with one 
consisting entirely of his own works on May 3.    Several excerpts from reviews 
follow: 
Without question the most successful number on the program was the 
third:   Grande Capriccio Volante,  a characteristic symphonic poem which 
in its several movements describes the life of the American passenger 
pigeons in excellent fashion, and for the most part with originality of 
treatment and piquant orchestration.   It closes appropriately with the 
American folk melodies,  Hail Columbia and Yankee Doodle. 
In a certain way we see here the primitive beginnings of that form of 
musical description which at present seems to have attained a degree of 
justification in the art world under the name of program music; and in- 
deed in this case it depends for its effect upon immediate and objective 
impression -- as of course it must do,  since that can be the only possible 
means of expression of a personality like this,  so absolutely untouched by 
any fundamental art culture such as is obtained tiirough the study of theory 
and musical literature,  but forced to rely solely upon its own exceedingly 
sensitive and innately expressive spirit.   That the effect is often surpris- 
ing and strange is easily understood,  yet it cannot be denied that on 
occasion we find not only true spiritual essence,  but also its eminently 
worthy expression.   Then, too, there are moments showing a well- 
iIbid.,  p. 227. 
2Ibid.,  p.  232. 
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disciplined, consistent,  logically correct musical diction,  and a carefully 
worked out and originally conceived instrumentation; all of which places 
the really artistic personality of our worthy countryman in a very advan- 
tageous light. 
Z. 
In September,   1857,  Heinrich visited Schonlinde where he was given a 
warm welcome and presented a poem composed in his honor.    Also in this 
month he presented to the National Museum of Prague certain volumes of his 
compositions. 
At the end of the score,  Per Felsen von Plymouth, Heinrich added the 
following statement: 
The foregoing musings were chiefly written during the winter season of 
1858 and 1859 in a desolate, comfortless chamber,  without any fire what- 
soever, during great sufferings of cold,  as without the aid and solace of a 
pianoforte.   The wanderer leaves now his winter-quarter for more genial 
climes,  on his musical experimental tour, under the banner:   Hope on, 
hope ever. - 
Heinrich returned to America in October of 1859.3   Dwight's Journal 
gives an account which provides the few facts known of his circumstances and 
activities during these last years: 
In 1860 he returned to his adopted country (the United States) and till 
the present time has quietly lived in this city,  where this octogenarian 
and probably the oldest musician living is fast fading away.   His life has 
been one of the most varied conditions,  begun in opulence with hosts of 
friends to cheer him and partake of his rare hospitality,   full of youth, 
vigor and hope,  now the picture has changed and he truly needs the 
'ibid.,  pp.  232-233. 
^Howard,  op_. cit.,  p. 235. 
3Upton,  o£. cit.,  p. 235,  citing Scrapbook,  p. 886. 
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sympathy and respect of the world. ' 
The Journal of May 11,  1861,  gives a sad and tragically meager ac- 
count of Heinrich's death: 
Anthony Philip Heinrich died in New York on the third of May, after an 
illness of four months.   Our readers will recollect an interesting sketch of 
his life and works in a letter from correspondent Trovator,  in this Journal 
of April twentieth.    The enthusiasm for his art which first led Father Hein- 
rich to adopt it as his profession seems never to have left him even in his 
sickness and old age,  as his occasional contributions to these columns 
attest.    His circumstances were very straitened during the latter part of 
his life, and his most pressing wants were recently relieved by the ready 
kindness of his early friends of this city and New York. 2 
Thus the old traveller finally came to his last resting place.    All the 
tremendous zest for life,  his unlimited creative energy, the exuberance for 
his adopted country, and the boundless enthusiasm for his art came to an end. 
He had sung his last song and played his last note. 
Looking over the countless pages of manuscript Heinrich left as his 
artistic contribution one is forced at times to smile over certain awkward 
passages, at childlike naivities and excess after excess.   But in the final 
analysis he was a product of the age that produced him and that alternately 
loved and rejected him.    In viewing the massive Victorian mansions that still 
glower majestically on the streets of many of our Eastern cities, one sees 
much that is completely incompatible with modern concepts of architectural 
'ibid.,  pp. 235-236, citing "Trovator, " in Dwight's Journal of Music. 
XIX   (AprTTTo, 1861),  22. 
Ibid.,  p. 236,   Footnote 28, citing Dwight's Journal of Music.  XIX, 
(May 11,  1861),  47. 
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beauty. But after peeling off the layers of excessive decoration and grotesque 
elaboration, one finds a solid structure underneath, built with great faith and 
determination in the realization of an ideal in its utmost fulfillment. So it is 
with the art of Anthony Hcinrich. Down in the hard central core of its inner 
being there is strength and conviction--evidence of a life dedicated to a need 
of value and significance. 
CHAPTER II 
STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF SELECTED WORKS 
The very first composition Heinrich wrote was "How Sleep The 
Brave, " a setting of an Ode by a certain Collins which J. R. Black brought to 
him in Bardstown,  Kentucky,  in 1818.   The work was included in The Dawning 
of Music in Kentucky,  Heinrich's first published collection of works.   It was 
sung at a concert at Masonic Hall in Philadelphia,  Thursday,  April 19,   1821, 
and bore the program note:    "composed at the request of several ladies of 
Bardstown,  Kentucky,   in commemoration of the heroes who fell at Tippecanoe 
and the River Raisin. " 
"How Sleep the Brave" is a simple song for solo voice and chorus 
consisting of two stanzas with an added harmonization for three voices.   The 
work utilizes the key of D Major throughout and is marked adagio con moto. 
A solemn, quiet eight-measure instrumental introduction anticipates the 
initial vocal melody.    Rather naive textual painting,  which is characteristic of 
Heinrich's style,  is in evidence in the first vocal phrase with its rise to the 
high F# for the word "brave" and the gradual descent on "sink to rest. " 
(See Example 1.) 
The second phrase follows a more conjunct movement with some orna- 
mentation in the vocal line as well as in the accompaniment.   Throughout the 
first two phrases a consistent and vigorous rhythmic pulse is established,  but 
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Ex.   ..    How Sleep the Brave, meas.  8-10.   (See Appendix,  page 121.) 
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suddenly in an interlude of only two measures, Hcinrich upsets the procedure, 
changing from quarter and eighth notes to triplets: 
Ex. 2.    How Sleep the Brave,  meas.  16-18. 
:.L 
The last vocal phrase is marked for chorus.    The accompaniment be- 
comes louder and fuller with ascending octave  figures in the lower part.   (See 
Example 3.) 
A graceful interlude, consisting of trills,  arpeggiated chords,  and triplet 
figures,  leads to the second stanza.    (See Example 4.) 
The harmonic content is quite simple throughout consisting mainly of 
tonic,  dominant,  and sub-dominant sonorities with only a few secondary domi- 
nant structures. 
Also included in The Dawning of Music in Kentucky is a charming,  much 
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Ex. 3.    How Sleep the Brave,  meas. 22-26. 
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more ambitious work entitled,   "A Bottle Song, " with text by Robert Burns. 
Heinrich,  however, added an epilogue,  "To the Memory of the Masonic 
Virtuoso,  Robert Burns, " consisting of one vocal stanza and an instrumental 
waltz.   No evidence has been found that this work was ever performed. 
An eight-measure introduction based on an ascending B   Major Scale 
establishes the gay,  frivolous mood of the composition.    The vocal line is 
energetic and four-square.    A mocking,  almost defiant,  attitude prevails, 
enhanced by the chromatic appoggiaturas in die accompaniment.   A four- 
Ex. 4.    How Sleep the Brave,  meas.  28-30. 
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measure interlude consisting of a rippling scale passage ends the first stanza. 
The mode is abruptly changed to the minor and the second stanza begins.    De- 
lightful variety is effected by the accompaniment which consists of off-beat 
appoggiatura figures above and below the melodic line.    (See Example 5.) 
Another rather humorous example of textual painting is revealed in mea- 
sures seven and eight of this stanza.   The text reads,  "I scorn not die Peasant 
tho' ever so low, " and appropriately the bass part plunges chromatically down- 
ward.    (See Example 6.) 
% 
Ex. 5.   A Bottle Song,  meas. 28-31. (See Appendix,  page 108.) 
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Ex. 6.   A Bottle Song,  meas. 34-35. 
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Another four-measure interlude,  similar to the first,  leads to the third 
stanza in the major mode.   The accompaniment becomes much more ambitious 
and consists of flaming sixteenth-note runs,  interrupted by rather eccentric 
flourishes and triplets.    An interlude of only two measures opens the fourth 
stanza which speaks of more tragic events.    Quite appropriately the accompani- 
ment becomes gentle and flowing until the poet once again finds comfort in his 
bottle,  a sentiment enhanced by suitable ,•turns,• and   •runs."   The tragic mood 
is dissolved by the six-measure interlude introducing the fifth stanza.    (See 
Example 7.) 
The fifth stanza is much like number three with a prevailing major mode 
and a predominance of sixteenth-note passages in the accompaniment. 
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Ex. 7.    A Buttle Song,   meas. 82-87. 
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Trills,  first in the upper part and then the lower, act as a fanfare for 
the rather triumphant last stanza which is almost militant in nature utilizing 
solid chordal figures in the accompaniment: 
Ex. 8.   A Bottle Song,  meas.   115. 
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The vocal line rises to a high B_ on the words,  "a big belly'd bottle's a 
heaven of care, " as the climax is reached.    A short instrume ntal cadenza, 
marked bene placito rounds off Burns's text and introduces the Epilogue scored 
for three voices and accompaniment.   This joyous outcry leads to a virtuosic 
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passage for the piano and a lilting waltz proposing a toast,   "Health to Ama- 
teurs. " 
The original vocal line is rather crudely varied but the Epicurean spirit 
is nonetheless captured and everydiing ends with great good humor and opti- 
mism: 
Ex. 9.   A Dottle Song,  meas.  247-254. 
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Another interesting work included in The Dawning of Music in Kentucky 
is "The Young Columbian Midshipman, " composed to a text by H. C.  Lewis. 
It consists of three stanzas in strophic form with an instrumental epilogue en- 
titled  "Epitome. "   The key is E   Major,  the meter 3/8, and the tempo marking 
vivo.   As is typical of most of Heinrich's early works, the melodic and har- 
monic content is extremely simple, built mainly around the tonic and dominant 
sonorities,  but even so, the composer manages to capture effectively the mood 
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of a given text and maintain interest by varied accompanying figures: 
Ex.   10.   The Young Columbian Midshipman,  meas.  1-8.  (See Appendix,  page 118.) 
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Further evidence of his ability is seen in the instrumental interludes 
where his flair for variation is often displayed.   An excellent example is found 
in the last portion of the second stanza of this work.    Beginning in a rather 
Mozartian manner, Heinrich sets his sights on Beethoven and ends with a great 
Teutonic flourish.    (See Example 11.) 
His concluding "Epitome" is a suitable summing up and probably was 
used as an independent composition for piano. 
"Avance et Retraite, " a "military waltz for the pianoforte, " is still 
another selection included in The Dawning of Music in Kentucky.    Marked to be 
played con spirito.  the work is solidly in the key of F Major throughout and 
again is marked by utter simplicity in harmonic and melodic content.   The 
opening phrase establishes the prevailing mood with imitations of trumpets and 
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Ex.  11.   The Young Columbian Midshipman,  meas.  40-60. 
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drums: 
Ex.   12.   Avancc et Retraite,  meas.   1-10.    (Sec Appendix,  pagei24.) 
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A new idea is introduced in measure fifteen, characterized by one mea- 
sure of eighth notes followed by three heavily-accented quarters, still retaining 
the militant mood.    (See Example 13.) 
A long passage of parallel thirds, over,  first, sustained notes in the left 
hand, then,  long trills alternating in both parts,  increases the excitement and 
might well have been Heinrich's idea of describing the height of the battle.   (See 
Example 14.) 
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Ex.  13.   Avance et Retraite,  meas.  15-22. 
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Even though interrupted from time to time by such passages as those 
cited, the drums and trumpets are heard persistently throughout the entire 
composition. 
Again Heinrich's tendency for abrupt rhythmic change is in evidence 
causing a certain erratic nervousness throughout.   Sometimes such changes are 
effective in enhancing the programmatic idea; other times they detract from the 
overall flow of the music and result in rather awkward disjointed passages. 
The title of the composition not only signifies the program but implies 
a musical trick which must have delighted Heinrich as much as his audiences. 
For at the conclusion are the words:    "Retro, or begin at the end, and end at 
the beginning. "   In short, the entire work can be played in retrograde,  not 
particularly ingenious since the whole consists of regularly alternating mea- 
sures or measure blocks of tonic and dominant harmonies. 
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Ex.   i4.   Avancc et Retraite,  meas.   100-113. 
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While Heinrich was in London (1826-1831),   he revised "Avance et 
Retraite, " transforming it into a military overture arranged for pianoforte. 
This version was dedicated to Mr. Richard Hughes of Drury Lane. 
Heinrich's "The Yankee Doodleiad,  a National Divertimento dedicated to 
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the very liberal Patrons of the Science in the United States as a very small 
Mite of Gratitude, " is one of the composer's most enthusiastically national 
compositions and one of his most fantastic.   Of all his works,  perhaps this is 
the best example of exuberance in expressing his own peculiar Americanism. 
No matter what faults may be found,  the great love for his adopted country 
shines forth in almost every measure and the depth of his emotion swells 
almost to the bursting point in the last wild passage.   Scored for string quar- 
tet (three violins and 'cello,  no viola) and piano,  the work opens with a fanfare 
for the full ensemble.   After five measures, the piano plunges into a brilliant 
cadenza which runs up and down the keyboard in passages that would almost 
put Liszt to shame.   (See Example 15.) 
After this breath-taking excursion the ensemble breaks into "Hail 
Columbia, " the melody carried by the second violin while the other parts 
scamper around with all sorts of virtuosic passages.    (See Example 16.) 
All this builds to a brilliant climax with all the instruments exerting 
themselves to the utmost,  finally giving way to the principal violin which takes 
off on a cadenza leading directly into the famous "Yankee Doodle" melody. 
Here the first two violins carry the tune with the two lower strings,   in a rather 
subdued manner,  simply supplying harmonic filler.    But the piano refuses the 
bid for timidity and lets loose with colorful ornamentations which weave a 
highly decorative web around the strings.    (See Example 17.) 
There follows the most fantastic set of variations (fourteen in all) 
imaginable; variations which make the famous "Devil's Trill" look like back- 
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Ex.  15.    The Yankee Doodleiad,  meas. 6.   (Sec Appendix,  pagci29.) 
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ground music to a Sunday afternoon tea.    The composer instructs the non-solo 
instruments to:   "Accompany the following variations with the foregoing theme, 
(semprc da capo con Precisione.)  After Variations No.  9 and 14,  strike up 
Yankee Doodle,  quasi Prestissimo alia Crowdero. " 
The first nine variations are given to the principal violin, challenged by 
such passages as the following.   (See Example 18.)   At the end of Variation 9, 
the following much needed advice is given: 
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Ex.  16.    The Yankee Doodleiad,  meas. 7-10. 
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Ex.  17.   The Yankee Doodleiad,  meas. 44-47. 
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Ex.  18.   The Yankee Doodleiad,  Variation 7,  meas.  1-4. 
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Take breath,  good Signor,  pray dismiss these quakes, 
Such Doodleiads, I know,  have dreadful shakes, 
But 'breast thee to the shock'; yet rest awhile, 
And let this Band in truest Yankee style 
And jiggling cant, these yawners now beguile 
Of half their dreams. 
A rather quiet interlude,  marked Poco Grave and scored for 'cello and 
principal violin, ensues,  but it affords little rest to the players, being full of 
such passages as the following: 
Ex.  19.   The Yankee Doodleiad, Interludio,  meas.  1-2. 
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Then comes the famous "Yankee Doodle Shake" introduced by the following 
words: 
Yankee Doodle -- what a shake!!! 
Sure such a shake's the dandy, 
A shake of shakes,  a mighty shake! 
O shake it!   shake it handy!!!! 
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A march,  "Huzza for Washington!" and other variations, each trying to 
outdo the foregoing in virtuosic feats and sheer acrobatic pyrotechnics,   fill up 
the remaining pages.    Heinrich has the last word with the following written 
Epilogue: 
Well done good Signor Virtuoso!   other days, 
When rest does calm thy ague fit,  shall blaze 
Thy matchless deeds -- up thy Cremona hang; 
Let no rude Yankee Doodleiad,  e'er twang 
Again its cord,  or shake thee with such pain 
To pay a MITE,  or LIBERAL PATRONS gain. 
Now take your stand,  ye mighty Band, 
With Fiddle,  Drum,  and Trumpet, 
Da Capo Yankee Doodle doo, 
As loud as ye can thump it. 
Join all the glee -- All colours free* 
From reckonings,  duns,  and gripers; 
MARCH!   beat the flam,  for Uncle Sam/ 
Pays all,  but SCRIBES and Pipers. 
♦"Gratis, " see title 
page 
/ Eldest son of Old 
YANKEE DOODLE. 
"The Yager's Adieu, " from The Western Minstrel,  A Collection of Ori- 
ginal, Moral,  Patriotic,  and Sentimental Songs,  for the Voice and Piano Forte 
Interspersed with Airs,  Waltzes,  &c.   Composed & Respectfully Dedicated to 
the Citizens of Philadelphia,  became one of Heinrich's best-known and most fre- 
quently performed compositions. 
The work is a simple hunting song of six stanzas,  each using the same 
music.    A three-measure introduction made up of "horn-fifths" establishes the 
mood,  the key, and the principal rhythmic patterns.   The vocal line is straight- 
forward,  folk-like in character,  and peculiarly Germanic throughout.   Heinrich 
must have written this with a certain amount of nostalgia for his native Austria. 
The first vocal phrase is as follows: 
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Ex.  20.    The Yager's Adieu,  mcas.  3-7.  (See Appendix    page 147.) 
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Again Heinrich cannot resist the temptation for flamboyancy,  even in 
these simple surroundings.   On the words "Adieu, Adieu, " his hitherto rather 
subdued accompaniment suddenly moves into fast sixteenth-note passages,  rising 
up the scale to a fortissimo ending. 
Ex. 21.    The Yager's Adieu,  meas.   16-20. 
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Heinrich adds the following note at the conclusion: 
At the request of many of his friends,  the Author publishes this Song in 
its present form;   He regrets that the limits of the present Work, would 
not allow the Original Embellishments, and the German Poetry; for which 
he refers to "The Dawning of Music" -- The foregoing translation is from 
the pen of his esteemed friend,  P.  Grayson Esq. of Bardstown,  Ky. 
"The Four-Pawed Kitten Dance, " "A Mewsical Jest, " is dedicated "to a 
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reviewer of music who had dealt with (Heinrich) unfairly. "   The capricious work 
is scored for piano,   four hands,  but all the second player does is to sound a 
simple chordal background of tonic and dominant harmonies.   Heinrich wrote a 
short prologue, appropriately stated thusly: 
Ye nimble claws 
Stir up applause, 
Move ye with grace, 
Light as the BASE. A. P. H. 
In two-four meter,  a short cleverly written introduction is sounded over 
a dominant pedal.    The persistent appoggiaturas in the upper melodic line give 
the desired jocular mood.    (See Example 22.) 
This leads into a quickly-moving gallop,  quite well constructed, amusing 
and appealing.   Atone    point,  Heinrich instructs the performer to "Purr-puss - 
ly. "   A descending chromatic line effects the purring. 
Ex.  23.   The Four-Pawed Kitten Dance,  meas.  47-50.    (See Appendix,  page 151.) 
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Interest and excitement are achieved by means of glissando passages, 
long drawn-out trills,  abrupt changes in mode,  and a rather virtuosic climax 
marked rather facetiously,   "Cat-enza alia cat-alani,  or Feline Purr-oration.' 
The last hold is,  of course,  indicated,   "Paws." 
This is one of Heinrich's most delightful little works and certainly 
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Ex.  22.   The Four-Pawed Kitten Dance,  meas.  1-8. 
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deserves performances today.   It could serve both as a teaching piece and re- 
cital composition,  even for the more sophisticated performer. 
Heinrich's never-ending humor and insatiable love for jesting is again 
in evidence in his song,   "Dean Swift's Receipt to Roast Mutton. "   The work was 
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published in 1824 and was performed by a certain Tom Comer in Boston at the 
Grand Secular Concert on March 17,   1832,  "with full orchestra. "   The dedica- 
tion on the title page is both to "All the cooks of the country" as well as to a 
Mr. Thomas Cooke,  Esq. 
After an introduction of two eight-measure periods,  the voice enters 
with a gently rolling melodic line,  which because of its almost operatic grace 
seems grotesquely out of place with the broad humor of the text.    Flourishes, 
ornaments, and a cadenza,  ad libitum,  further add to the parody.   The last 
phrase is right out of grand opera with its highly emotional descending line and 
its passionate plea for "Mutton,  mutton,  mutton,  mutton,  mutton,  mutton, 
mutton. " 
Ex.  24.    Dean Swift's Receipt to Roast Mutton,  meas.  28-31.    (See Appendix. 
page 158.) 
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Throughout, the accompaniment is quite restrained and does not attempt 
to overshadow the vocal line, a rather remarkable occurrence considering 
Heinrich's usual exuberance. 
While Heinrich was in London in 183I,  the great violin virtuoso,  Paganini, 
was engaged for several recitals.    Never one to overlook an opportunity,  Hein- 
rich hastily and hopefully composed a fantastically difficult composition entitled 
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"Storia d'un violino" which he dedicated to the master.   What Paganini thought 
of the work is not known for there is no record of a performance,  and it can be 
surmised that the fiery Italian had little time for the efforts of die American 
Bard. 
Heinrich wrote on the title page diat his own violin,  his favorite Cremona, 
"was alas! unfortunately wrecked by a chorister,  during the stormy Entr'acte 
of an Oratorio at the Theatre Royale. "  In the music that follows,  the ghost of 
the destroyed violin appears to Paganini both complimenting and challenging him 
to wondrous feats of virtuosic display.   The opening consists of the famous 
"Yankee Doodle Shake, " greatly altered, however, and vastly extended.   The 
capabilities of the instrument are explored and exploited in every conceivable 
manner and the total exaggeration is almost unbelievable.   That the composer 
was serious in his efforts cannot be denied.   Again he simply was carried away 
with his skill at putting notes on paper and the blacker the page,  the better.    (See 
Example 25.) 
The skill of on-the-spot scordatura is ultimately challenged by such 
passages as the following.    (See Example 26.) 
After the "shake" has been exhausted the composer follows with the 
"trumpet flourish from the Castle in the Moon. "   A concluding extraordinary 
flight into fanciful regions is captioned:    "Many a castle has been built in Air, 
Why not build a Story higher?"    (See Example 27.) 
An expanded and more ambitious harmonic language is apparent in 
"Hail Beauteous Spring, " a song and chorus with words by W. B. Tappan. 
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Ex. 2D.    Storia d'un Violino,  page 4.   (Sec Appendix,   page >63.) 
Ex.  26.   Storia d'un Violino,  page 5. 
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published in 1832.    The dedication was to Mr. Jonas Cliickering,  founder of the 
famous piano company which bears his name.   Secondary dominants are now a 
definite part of Heinrich's textures and consequently his accompaniments can 
depend less on melodic ornamentation for interest.    More subtle changes of 
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Ex.  27.    Storia d'un Violino,  page 7. 
=4 
mode also help to enrich the overall color palette.    (See Example 28.) 
After the initial statement of the solo,  a choral version of the same 
melody follows.   Heinrich's melodic variation technique again must be admired, 
although he, as so often is the case,  falls victim to the desire for excessive 
ornamentation and decoration.    (See Example 29.) 
Interesting and effective devices of textual painting are used throughout 
in an attempt to create the feeling of spring and die sounds of the natural world. 
(See Example 30.) 
Four compositions by Heinrich were included in a collection of hymns 
entitled National Church Harmony,    'Designed for Public and Private Devotion. " 
edited by N.  D. Gould and published in Boston in 1832.   In addition to those of 
Heinrich,  hymns by Luther,  George Linley,  and others are included.   Signifi- 
cantly and typically,  most of the settings are quite simple and straightforward 
with the exception of those of Heinrich,  who even here could not resist the 
temptation for some elaboration and dramatic effect.    For example,   m his first 
Ex.  2s.    Hail Beauteous Spring,   meas.  24-34.   (See Appendix,  page .70.) 
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Ex.  29.    Hail Beauteous Spring,  meas. 68-71. 
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Ex. 30.    Hail Beauteous Spring,  meas. 62-66. 
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hymn,   'Harmonia," the first phrase moves solemnly and squarely in note -against - 
note procedure.   In the second phrase, however, an arpeggiated bass is added, quite 
out of keeping with usual hymn technique, but very much in line with the Heinrich 
style.   (See Example 31.) The principal melody is in the accompaniment and is some- 
o 
what obscured by the rather tedious discant which dwells far too long on F_. 
The setting of "Antonia" is much more successful from the standpoint of 
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Ex. 31.   Harmonia,  meas.  4-9.   (See Appendix, page 256.) 
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both the contrapuntal and harmonic content, even though the rhythmic flow is 
somewhat erratic at times.   The following example illustrates Heinrich's de- 
light in certain chromatic harmonies he has now learned,  particularly that of 
the diminished seventh chord used as a secondary dominant: 
Ex. 32.   Antonia,  meas.  7-11.   (Sec Appendix,  page 257.) 
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Textual painting is present on the words "honors sing" with a grand little 
nourish in the upper line of the accompaniment answered by die bass.    (See 
Example 33.) 
Ex. 33.   Antonia,  tneas.  14-15. 
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Heinrich attempted a more dramatic presentation in "On Judah's Plains" 
with the first phrase scored for "solo voice, " the second for "trio, " and the re- 
mainder for "full chorus. "  The traditional fermatas at the ends of die phrases 
are filled in widi moving voices.    A short codetta is added with a startling little 
passage for organ or bass voice (the latter ad libitum): 
Ex. 34.   On Judah's Plain,  meas.  12-14. (See Appendix,  page 258.) 
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Heinrich's last selection in the volume is entitled "Death of A Christian" 
and must be classified as a rather elaborate anthem instead of a hymn-tune 
setting.   The work evidently became quite popular and received several im- 
portant performances.    Heinrich later arranged it for vocal quintet with an 
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accompaniment for organ and full orchestra.   The work falls into three large 
sections defined by alternating major-minor-major modes.   A rather somber 
instrumental introduction sets the overall mood and displays the rich harmonic 
coloring used throughout. 
Ex. 35.    Death of A Christian,   meas.  1-4. (See Appendix,  page 259.) 
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The augmented-sixth structure in measure two,  used as a decorative 
chord to a secondary dominant,  becomes a rather distinct feature of Heinrich's 
later style.   This leads directly into a section for soprano solo squarely in E^ 
Major but utilizing frequently the flat sixth scale degree in a very effective and 
poignant manner.    A florid melisma on the words "heaves the expiring breast" 
ends Section I. 
Ex. 36.    Death of A Christian,  meas. 25-27. 
Section II begins with a solo for bass voice but involves the full ensemble 
after eight measures.    The mode changes to e^ minor,  but the composer gives 
only a five-flat signature with C    written in when it appears. 
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Section III is again in the major and assumes a much brighter and more 
optimistic character.   The second soprano sings a moving eighth-note line for 
two measures which is taken up by the full group in measure five.   Eighth-note 
patterns continue until the words "O grave where is thy victory" when the 
somber mood of the beginning is recaptured and sustained to the end. 
"The Log House,  A Sylvan Bravura, " was published in 1832 and was 
included on the program of the Grand Music Festival in New York Thursday, 
June 16,   1842.   There is some evidence that Heinrich sang the work himself at 
a concert at Boylston Hall in Boston on April 29,   1826.   Certain stylistic charac- 
teristics suggest it was composed at an early period and later reworked.   Tin 
composition is one of Heinrich's most ambitious for solo voice and it extends 
to almost epic proportions. 
Some very fine passages are to be found, but again the overall quality is 
hampered by excessively ornamented lines, erratic rhythms and a sad lack of 
knowing when to stop.   The text is clearly autobiographical,  telling of the com- 
poser's solitary life in a log cabin in the Wilds of Kentucky,  of the beauties of 
nature surrounding him,  of his desire to express these wonders in music,  of 
his loneliness and dejection,  and finally of his determination to conquer his fear 
and rise to the heights demanded by his poetic genius. 
The work is programmatic throughout with vivid descriptions of "the 
rushing cataract's flood, " "the thundering fall, " "the bubbling stream, " 
"nature's whispers, " "gloom and mists, " et cetera. 
Many passages seem drawn directly from Haydn's great oratorios,  and 
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it is quite obvious that Hcinrich knew and loved the works of that great master. 
The composition falls roughly into four large sections, the last three 
being entitled respectively and appropriately:   "II Malinconico, " 
"L'Ent (h)usiasta, " and "II Romantico. "   Further delineations are made by 
means of fluctuating tonalities,  but no actual thematic repetition is in evidence. 
A twelve-measure instrumental introduction sets the mood for the first 
section and heralds the virtuosic character of the melodic lines.   The com- 
poser's weakness for unwisely mixing widely-varied rhythmic patterns makes 
its appearance after only a few bars.   (See Example 37.) 
A more coherent and united procedure is effected with the entry of the 
voice,  upset only by the programmatic flourishes.    (See Example 38.) 
For some eight pages the key is a solid C Major with short excursions 
to the dominant.    However, there is a sudden deceptive cadence to the flat 
sixth scale step and we find ourselves abruptly thrust into A^.    There follows 
a rather rhapsodic section marked first presto scherzando then Andante con 
Malinconia and with the second entry of the voice adagio quasi a piacere, alia 
recitativo.   Effective coloring is achieved by modulations through A_ to Eand c 
minor,  in which tonality the second large section begins.   This is also rhapsodic 
in character expressing the growing confidence of die poet in his ability to ef- 
fect magic with his "Minstrel Lyre."   Some of the finest writing in the entire 
composition is to be found in this section with its modulations from e to G to 
E^ to b minor,  E Major and finally back to C.   The last modulations are parti- 
cularly effective as is shown from the following example.    (See Example 39.) 
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Ex. 37.    The Log House,  me as.   1-8.    (Sec Appendix,  page 175.) 
An instrumental vivace leads into section three where everything seems 
to bog down with endless tremolos in the accompaniment, tempo changes,  melo- 
dic lines that rise and fall without any apparent design, and constantly 
fluctuating rhythmic patterns.    The complete textual content consists of "He 
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Ex. 38.   The Log House,  meas.  19-20. 
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came a wandering wayward child,  a native flower,  free and wild,  with ardour 
fierce!   With feelings mild:  Tis Genius' boon; then swept his Minstrel Lyre and 
smiled; For fear had flown. "   Each phrase is repeated endlessly;   "Tis Genius' 
boon" alone is sounded ten times.    Finally, after another lengthy interlude, the 
fourth and final section begins.    A return to C Major is effected and the simple 
type of melodic line of the beginning is utilized.   This is rather short-lived 
however,  for the work is approaching its climax and Heinrich never lets such 
an opportunity go by without rising once again to the virtuosic splendor he 
loved so much.    The word "flown" is underlined throughout with melismatic 
flourishes,  but now it really soars.   (See Example 40.)    But this is child's 
play,  and after a short instrumental interlude a vocal cadenza appears which 
could well cause a Farinelli or Galli-Curci to seek another profession.   (See 
Example 41.) 
With this, nothing more can be said or sung,  and the work ends with one 
last splash,  grunt and sigh from the piano. 
Another extensive and most ambitious work of Heinrich was "The 
Adieu, '■ published in New York in 1845.    The title page bears the inscription: 
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Ex.  39.   The Log House (II Malinconica),  mcas.  12-16. 
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Ex. 40.   The Log House (II Romantico), meas. 39-52. 
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Ex.  41.    The Log House (II Romantico),  meas. 94-95. 
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"The Adieu being the Opening Vocal Soli,  & Cori,  With an Organ Accompani- 
ment from the Grand Historic Oratorio:   The Wild Wood's Spirits Chant, or the 
Pilgrims to the New World.    The English words by Charles J. Hempcl,  Esq. 
.   .  . Composed and most respectfully Dedicated to His Imperial and Royal 
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Majesty Ferdinand the First,  Emperor of Austria,  King of Bohemia,  &c.&c.&c. 
&c. by His most humble and most obedient Servant Anthony Philip Heinrich. " 
The composition was performed at a benefit concert,  Wednesday,   May 6, 
1846,  at Broadway Tabernacle in New York,  again at the Grand Valedictory 
Concert on April 21 ,   1853,  and also in Prague under the auspices of the Sophien- 
Akademie,  March 22,  1857,  when Heinrich was seventy-six years old.   Part of 
a larger work which related the early history of America,  "The Adieu" is con- 
cerned chiefly with the conflicting emotions, hopes,  fears,  and expectations of 
the pioneers leaving their native lands to embark upon the journey to the new 
country. 
The work opens on a solemn note widi a rather extensive instrumental 
introduction in E^ Major.    The harmonic texture is rich and varied, making ex- 
tensive use of secondary dominants, augmented sixdi chords, transient modu- 
lations and chromatic alterations.    (See Example 42.) 
A soprano solo comprises die first vocal entrance on a text dealing with 
"Home dearly lov'd where kindred dwell,  Our native land,  farewell."   Beginning 
in a very simple melodic style, the vocal line becomes much more florid toward 
the end with melismas such as the following on "resplendent star".   (See 
Example 43.) 
The second section introduces a change of mode (e_ minor with key 
signature of five flats) and involves the full vocal ensemble (soprano, alto, 
tenor,  and two basses) beginning widi a short solo by the first bass.   Most of 
the texture is note-against-note and proceeds in an almost hymn-like manner. 
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Ex.  42.   The Adieu (The Embareation March),  nieas.   1-8. (See Appendix, 
page 202.) 
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Ex.  43.   The Adieu,  meas.  23-25. 
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The atmosphere changes abruptly in the following section (now again in 
the major) with moving eighth-note figures in the inner voices. (See Example 
44.)  The text proceeds:   "Though storm and wave and tempest roar,  Our bark 
shall reach that distant shore. " 
A short instrumental interlude introduces the next section in the domi- 
nant key.   The meter changes to triple and a quiet mood of resolve and accept- 
ance is effected both in the text and in the music.    However,  on the words, 
"Unfurl the sail!   Away,  Away!" the writing becomes more agitated and every- 
thing works up to a climax with the soprano line soaring up to several high B_s. 
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tix.  44.   The Adieu,  me as.  50-52. 
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A long melisma,  on the word "Farewell" for full vocal ensemble reaffirms the 
original key of Eb and introduces still another section.   The tempo is allegro 
and the meter still triple.   The voices move predominantly in note-against - 
note procedure with the accompaniment supplying most of the movement on 
rather florid sixteenth-note patterns.   (See Example 45.) 
After a larghetto interlude the tempo quickens and the lines become more 
florid particularly on such words as "Away,  away! to our home adieu. " 
Passages for full horns interspersed with sections for solo ensemble unroll in 
a pageant-like procedure leading through the key of the sub-dominant, a return 
to tonic and a grand full cadence for divided chorus.   A highly virtuosic and 
Ex. 45.   The Adieu,  meas.  131-132. 
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melismatic coda follows which, even though extremely demanding,   is more 
logical in its construction than many of Heinrich's other compositions of similar 
nature.   The inevitable cadenza is included for the final dramatic punctuation. 
The word "Adieu" is sounded again and again, each time more fervent and 
tortured than the preceding statement.    Finally the soprano takes over,  leading 
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everything to a brilliant climax for full chorus and solo ensemble which utters 
a last farewell and diminuendos to a double piano on the closing cadence. 
All in all,  the work is one of Heinrich's most successful compositions 
on a larger scale.    His harmonic language is handled well and his feeling for 
sustained choral passages and climaxes is admirable.    Only the tendency for 
final exaggeration mars the total gesture. 
Toward the end of his life,  Heinrich made a serious attempt to simplify 
his style and to curb his exuberance and musical exaggeration.    Perhaps this 
was due to rather severe criticism he had received,  particularly as a result 
of some of his European concerts.    Whatever the reason, certain of his later 
compositions show a dramatic change in style,  both from the standpoint of 
melody and inner textural procedures.    For instance,  the little Indian love-song 
entitled "Imoinda" from Breezes from the Wild Wood,  is almost Mozartian in 
its quiet unadorned melodic line and harmonic restraint.   The principal melo- 
dic material is stated in the four-measure instrumental introduction. 
Ex.  46.   Imoinda,  meas.  1-4.    (See Appendix,  page 239.) 
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The same melody is stated by the voice and extended into a full period 
structure.   This is rounded off by a two-measure interlude and a final four- 
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measure vocal phrase.   The tempo quickens lor the next section,  still in the 
tonic.   The melody is similar to the first,  but is varied enough to effect a 
fresh mood and atmosphere.   Another interlude leads to a return of the first 
section with a slightly ornamental accompaniment and some extension.    Only 
in the very last measures does Heinrich resort to awkward affectations with 
an unfortunate bit of chromaticism and a "barber shop" close: 
Ex.  47.   Imoinda,  meas.  47-51. 
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With die exception of the few bars quoted above,  this little work is 
among the composer's finest utterances.   Simple,  straightforward,  and from 
the heart,  the song certainly deserves a place among the best of America's 
lyric expressions. 
Another little composition which reflects the composer's efforts to curb 
his exaggerated outbursts is "The Valentine, " the second of a collection entitled 
Reminiscenses of Kentucky.   Gay and charming,  the work is a duet for tenor 
and soprano falling into a simple ababa design.    After a rather awkward and 
cluttered introduction the tenor introduces his first melody,  again widi a decided 
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Mozartian flavor: 
Ex.  48.   The Valentine, meas.  23-30.    (See Appendix,  page 245.) 
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The text is a challenging one to any female,  and the soprano immediately 
enters to demand proof of the damning statement.    She proceeds to the first b 
section in the relative key, the melody of which bears a close kinship to the 
opening: 
Ex. 49.    The Valentine,   meas.  41-48. 
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A modulation back to Fends the short section and reintroduces a, again 
in dialogue form.    The soprano repeats b adding one little flourish at the final 
cadence after which an eight-bar extension forcefully declares "never doubt 
love true. "   The final a presents both voices in duet while the accompaniment 
becomes a bit more decorative.    On the whole, however,  Heinrich restrains 
himself admirably, although one can sense his almost frustrating "chafing at 
the bit. " 
In 1852 Heinrich published a set of twelve songs under the general title, 
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"Sunset Chimes, " in which he once again asserted his intentions for simplicity. 
At times he almost succeeded.    In the first number of the series,   "I Have 
Something Sweet to Tell You, " the vocal line assumes a gentle simple dignity 
in the opening bars: 
Ex. 50.   I Have Something Sweet to Tell You,  meas. 5-8.   (See Appendix, page 250.) 
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A movement to the relative minor for the b section maintains the mood, but the 
piano interlude which follows begins to hint at the old virtuosic flair: 
Ex. 51.   I Have Something Sweet to Tell You,  meas.  28-30. 
Section a returns with considerable variation in both melody and accompani- 
ment,  a treatment which is also given the ensuing restatements of b.    For the 
final a,  the parallel mode is employed with the accompaniment stating triplet 
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figures which unfortunately tend to complicate the texture without doing much 
to enhance the overall effect: 
iix.  52.   I Have Something Sweet to Tell You,  meas. 53-56. 
s-r. 
A final vocal phrase reaffirms the tonic major, and the composition ends with 
a brief postlude from the piano. 
The text of this little song must have been particularly appealing to the 
aging Heinrich with its bitter-sweet sentiment and final touch of ironic tragedy: 
Oh,  shut your eyes so earnest 
Or mine will wildly weep; 
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I love you 1 adore you! 
but -- but -- "I am talking in my sleep. " 
ll is hoped that the foregoing analysis of but a few of Heinrich's countless 
works has served as an insight into the overall style of the composer as well as 
giving a glimpse into his own peculiar world of dreams,  exuberance,  and ver- 
sion of the American Spirit.    Much that is wrong can be found in his music: 
his erratic rhythms; his restricted harmonic vocabulary; his almost total lack 
of ability in the treatment of the larger forms; his exaggerated and sometimes 
ridiculous demands in virtuosic display; his awkward modulations; his lack of 
contrapuntal agility; and the almost tedious excessiveness in his more ambi- 
tious works. 
On the other hand there is much to be admired and praised:   his fine 
gill for lyric expression; his ability for variation; his sense of color and 
chromatic inventiveness; and the uninhibited manner in which he undertakes 
undauntedly the most gigantic and ambitious tasks. 
Above all,  however,  Heinrich's music reflects his unbounded love for 
his adopted country.   He never tired of singing of its beauties,  its vastness, 
its mysteries,  its harshness,  its brutality,  and, most important,  its people. 
Stamped indelibly on page after page of his countless manuscripts is a vision 
of greatness,  a vision of America. 
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In presenting  this work  to  l!,« world, tin-   Anthor  observes, that  he has been 
actuated   much   less  by   any  pecuniary   Interest, than   seal, in   furnishing   .1   Vol- 
ume  of various    Musical   Comnositions, which,il   is  hoped,will provebolhuseful 
and   entertaining. 
The many and severe animadversions,so long and repeatedly cast on the 
talent for Music in this Country, has been one of the chief motives of the Au- 
thor, in the exercise of his abilities, and should he he able,by this effort, to 
create   but   one    single     Star   in   the    West, no   one   would  ever   be    more    proud 
than himself, to be called   an   American Musician    He  however is full;    a- 
»are of the dangers which, at the present dty,attend talent o.. the crowded 
and diiFicult road of eminence -, but fears of just criticism , by Competent 
Masters, should never retard the enthusiasm of genius, when ambitious of pro- 
ducing works more lasting than the too many Butterfly - effusions of the pres- 
ent age._ [fe,therefore,relying on the candour of the Public, will rest con- 
ndent, that justice will be done, by due comparisons with the works of other 
Authors ( celebrated for their merit, especially as regards Instrumental execution) 
but who have never, like him, bvcn thrown, as It were, by discordant events, far 
Prom the emporiums of musical science, into the isolated wilds of nature.wbera 
he  invoked   his    Muse, tutored  only    by    ALM»    M.TEK. 
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Take,   l.n.itli gooil   Signor, pray dismiss these quakes, 
Sii'li Doodliiad*,! know.havc dreadjid_£hnkes, 
Cut "breast thee  to the  shock',' yet rest awhile, 
And let this  Hand in truest Yankee  style 
And jiggling cant, these yawners new beguile 
[ Of half their dreamt.   
V IDI.INO 
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IM'KHI.UUIO , I'OCO  GKA>E .(subitodopo Yankeedoodle Y^ST~~K 
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Yankee Doodle what a shake !!! 
Sure sneh  a shake's the dandvi YANKKK  DOOULK SIIAKK. 
A shake of shakes, a mighty shake! r.M~Jt^i2 
O shake it! shake i<   handy!!!! 
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Da qui il Violino  l"!° 2*1° • B»B«O ssmpra puzioato. 
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Wi'll tlono   good   Signor   Virtuoso!  other days* 
When  rest   docs   calm      thy   ague  fit , shall blare 
Thy  matchless  deeds   up thy   Cremona hang ; 
Let   no  rude    Yankee  Doodlciad , c»'er twang 
Again   ilk cords, or   shake   thee   with  such  pain 
To  pay   :«   -MITE, or   LIBERAL  P\TRO\« gain. 
Now   take  your stand, ye mjghty    Band, 
With    Fiddle, Drum, and  Trumpet, 
Da   Capo    Yankee   Doodle doo, 
• As  loud   as   ye     can  thump   it . 
Join all the glee _ All colours Tree* 
From   reckonings, duns.and gripers i 
.MARCH ! heat the flam,for I'ncle Sam 
Pays   all,but   SYHIBES   and    Pipers . 
"Gratis", see   title page. 
Ii Eldest   son  of   Old 
YANKEE DOODLE. 
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clicu, Adieu, A = dieti! No   oilier   tear shall    stain, they cried, The check a    warrior* 
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ki-»       him    dried, Ar<nVn,A«lii!i,   A - 'lieu, ,\di. il! Thin all  for ° lo ^  ry       lly !        Then 
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II  for glo = ry    f ly! Huzza,Hti/.za,Huzza,Huzza! 
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Canto da Capo. 
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.V thousand more   are   on  tlir field, 
Adieu, &c . 
Will)  martial   KOUnda   the  skies are   fill d« 
Adieu , &c. 
The II  where  is he  so mean and shy, 
In woman's  arms   would   trembling l'e, 
Adieu* fee • 
When all  for glory   fly ! 
Huzza! kc . ■, ■' 
3 
Ami where, young    warrior dost thou fly? 
Adieu, Sic 
With dauntless  brow   and eagle  eye, 
Adieu, Sic 
To meet  the foe that   fiercely   comes, 
To ■-uoil  our  fields  and  sacred   homes, 
Adieu, &c 
I  too   for  glory   fly ! 
Huzza !   &c 
M 
Or 
Our Country  calls the Yager hears , 
Adieu, &e. 
We  give  her  hope, and calm her  fears. 
Adieu, &c. 
Then for the   fee _  and  leave behind, 
On its  bleak  cities   the mountain   wind, 
Adieu, fce. , 
When  wc for  glor,   fly ! 
Huzza !   &e 
5 
Where  cannons dread  their lightnings flash, 
Adieu, Sec. 
And sword  meets   sword in fearful crash, 
Adieu,See. 
The  Yager  there still spurs    his  steed, 
Whilst  'neath   his   hoof the  foe doth bleed, 
Adieu,etc. 
For  we to glory  fly I 
Hu7za! Sic. 
r*T 
But'now   we pant  for   war's   alarms, 
Adieu, 8tc 
To   Love , and   Beauty's twining arms 
Adieu, &c 
We go    but  in   the dreadful light. 
For   us,dark  dangers   path you'll   light, 
Adieu , 8io 
For all  to  glory   fly ! 
Hdzia!  Stc 
fe, 
t 
Not.-   _ At the rc.p.est or many ol his friends,the Author publishes this Song in its pr.-*.-nl form, 
* NgrU. that the limits of the pre-ent Work, would not allow the Original  Embellishments, and  the 
Cerman   Poetry,  for which h. refers to "The   Dawning of Music 1;   The foregoing un,.*lai.r.,: I. from 
• the p. t, of his esteemed friend. P. Gray«t»n   Rs«|. of Bardstown, Ky. 
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KCCKN'TKIO l'linnim io\ -MR, IIBIMtlCII, 
" VealmMe clews 
Si Ir .pippin,^ 
,M..»ryc with j;r»ee, 
li ihnvelailia moiln t.> a most fincttbl four- 
|t4Wi-il Kiltrn-tlunrr, ■vjirrsi-ntlnft the mewing <■( tin- 
..I.I i.ii and kitten*, which, with mm little SI.QIF 
h..* »« •''»—. •"•• .. r.riii.i r.ir r.Msiiin* umllon from 
jl>r. Kitrfafiier. ire bear, .Mr. A. P. Hvinrhb will 
falHirily pnl'1 *ii, .)r.ii(..tnl t.i * reviewer «f motif, 
Iwlm lio.V.lt nith bini  urfalrly.     The piece time 
BRhOUIteed i», we ran li.inlly M)*, ttnouilu, hut it \% 
'.Mi'Lilly Intended for pnhlirnthiit,    Tkeirrtitfeajenl 
uf ibe mile*, w a> tu Kire trllb fttJeliijr l« future the 
j!. net of the old r-t end her ;•' nv»  |"»M produce 
! an effect irmMiltiy droll, and  wtfl show  the  ver- 
lailliijr as «rll at Ibe pntrer of tl c rotupoeer, 
U'e are clad lo  And that many persons nt great 
|eminei*fe ha.*- (ivea ilie welchlof llarlr opinion in 
'favaiir of Air. Ilrii.rlch.    We bare  ieea tellers from 
Air. Ci*llard,ufClei»riitl% ll«>o*r,in which law! *en* 
tleman, irlih i».'i. ■■  fr;»n«l ly ami iaaJicioue ronniel, 
•dfer* ibe varmeat tribute of bin admiral ion  10 ibe 
lalenu of Mr.lleifv.ch.    The following whimsical 
exhortation appears in ..ne «■!* hi* Mier«: — 
•• |tj(irci awgreai pv»-ure i» oh*"-*»e the boejraateai" 
TOurvptiai andti all the difficulties iou 1 ->r! .,1 1., .;.-n<i 
tilth, .1:   .. HII the   ,>■.'-   >OU   '»iH   <.l   IK   ■   /n     K     r I |]ll, • ( 
)lra«t, you tuny thank I'roiiiltno . K.w »hai ml.«i« ink In 
tun in tin- Up of plenty >ou p«"«e-« ant-d-t rinumnaneta 
smith might well sakdne neorainan rr»"lution. It it uiJ 
■hat dt'ermintd perseverance »»« «i ia«t master ihc Basal 
toward freaks of torlane, jnJ if »n I think chcre i, hide 
doobt >">■ ><m »ili presently ihroo the rcnl alum the jade'a 
neck. U'lirn thia happens, as I hope 11 »hortly mav, do 
nut r:de he *.« if you would ■ re»k yur vengianec I'pnn her 
former ICMlveatM, bu'. pfoc.-d itlC uphill mad lo the Kmpir 
Ot* fame in a fine aiattly ini ; for if )ou rl-p your HOWS 
inlo her flanks and give her a rap BfrOftS the on, MSvch 
an uinii icadamised read, the frsakoojadc may ICBI apea ate 
hfmllctfw. «rd . dcnl of a lumblr )<>u mavnavo to^rlhfr 
lo i!.e umtam ef lha MUualH* N»t that I doubt your a*.. 
livhplnj yioffbold oTaleci of t* e mare, or the nirrup, , 
10 at to I- ■■• lute ot your a'al aj;a:n, but ih'nyou n.jy 
I m »»Ol nhlpi or thr bit n<4) flip out 01 lurmcjih, wJ • 
Ihu* her p-n»it,.iy he '■-* unArt ycur crmiroL" 
Tomlo'li',arboaa taata andJaokmeai  la musical 
.ii'.iu-. it HduM he Lin iy ar nid<l>.eas lo ditpuir, 
wniri tlina: — 
" Atn-pi my U M Ibaakl for ihr Tery arcet^aWe jri'l of 
joor tniij eirn'ei't prgducllOPt* I <on^iit^r n u b*va Jone 
wi»tl> in ratroduelaa yonr T»a.n« tu ibe maweal public by 
COmmencias] ": = U ■•-..■ >l ',■■■, uf feniua, both a> to in* 
*-mi"n »m! arraaoemral, *» mata! rnsorvia voaibralth 
OpbiaaB Ol tbe :-r<«U»»ion, and lb«l of tb* 11 ilti^n will, I no- 
iciriv lruslBotconaroaneafalblloaT( in aoeba manneraato ] 
mdoea yen, and rcadei 111.1 t-e*rrre»y** t avMh )onr white. 
In folio* up atba' )»u bare, in my 01 inion    -u.i ■ i/A«f •«« 
uift •>/ rO'-pJ>—tHi)t ao i'mirably be^un." , 
l«aatly« wc naaj mention Ibal ne hare iern il.r 
:.i!li-.»." J Irttrr frimi Mr. I'! ■ MM> Moor*, aJdrr*»ed 
lu Mr. Ilrirrit.li. Wp, perfaapa, bave haidly z riyht 
li» prim it, a* ii n*aa nevae Intended fop the paialla' 
e\c; bul it i« ao liunmir.hle lu lltt poet, ami i« 
libely in be -o benencial in the mbjrrt af it, ibat we 
mat both wiUforgita the flbertf we litbe' — 
Richr "r.d-hill. 5-pt. Isj. Ittt>      I 
Sir.—I ha»e 1 an the ptca-urr of trying orfr the f'a»X<-rr» | 
vlikhvo* »m M»kindaa-.-Mndmr. bul ahould UTS b#« / 
ilib-'tir .n-hnU i»p«*« a ju-V"»" »' *"> il'«ir ii(rrnah.»d 1 . 
icaacd ihc adfaniaeeoi hesrhujlbc author h BNelf(rr. at j 
t. aoma ane mere eampaioM to do lham jt#«*l» than I 
eat pretend to be) perform them.   'J'.ie truth ta, 1 "rar, ih-t 
ihc n --m or y -ir compA-btane not haemej il»« aneeeas ahet 
dt"<n. U 'lit fimliaai ndundani) po«uon ot aaranamc *eh 
e-irej'-u 1 nt infu^^d hup ttu-m. •-> t->r bgrond th» eapadi) 
orpuncmof tatcuibai oTaai  ol o»r ardtnar/ aasatean m 
■HUM   j -rd j!   I ii.vl • tcniore lo vlve advice <•» a OWfaMl 
t*i vmir experience and knooledii. H wowld u io cnoni'l yoo 
iu t.. .> y-Htr ■eknee «li-tlr mort 'n the b«ck croond lhaa you 
ii.»..   i •   ..-ri!. ." a' leaM la throw it inlo "be aicoiiipanimcnls 
,MIM>I ktl'ii' rfoa so mack with  the afrpllrJSJ aj[jpem 
e r>.    The   iHiittual   vaii.ty   of ><-ur   modulntton*, lluniKh 
Ihei ahnw the tn.it ot JOJI reaoarcoam 'he ait, aumra 
too mocb the floa ol IIH nxledr.»nd rooeki yuu: iMapasb 
ti . - rathci karnfdcaeKUHJ tb*n »«*!;■. 
Vou Willeawmw. I am «jre, ihcr r-marki rron one> who 
baa t a me'en-w- . "<'- ■ irltfc «" mmic; but. aa panulartip 
ta v.-ir obkrt, I ihlnk n bat '-i- tp ri.e n.y apaalra n.ai ran 
hiVcno>b*tnrrei atulnmtIt byj-jui nfCKtU -rudilr nrw 
n i.. in ahwfi, l«o goad f;.r ihe woild—iWatalsilp our 
But) all world—ai-i you o»«.al throw a ,;-HI deal »«'K #."<• 
1*4'iniovwr work-wetora pan mneaacci irxm toauccrcd. 
J am, dvar Bar. j our very obh«;c«V■ervatat. 
TIIOHAS Mooac 
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\ i.li  Dorlor Kil(-lnMici- f'ni.lts On■<•]<•,) 
■Dedicated to ;sll tW dVoks til Ihr (Tomttvi), 
THOMAS {;OOS;2,2SQ« 
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vi Vrnr Gent . \y     stir    ami       hl<>\t    the   fire, 
irivrro. On    the    di*ct....Bcr        sec      it      lie; 
:i1\.„,. On    the     ta hlc      spread the cloth, 
Lay the Miit . ..ton 
Oh! the charm, ing" 
Let     the   knixos    lie 
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In     the   (tripping- put a toast, That I     hun...g*»r may   re-move, 
!)n     the     sweetest (Trass it fed:      Let the  Jaefc    g-o twift-ly round, 
  fri'-'n anil g/fcen: With small   hecr, gtood ale    and vine, 
O  
Let   them     I 
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Miif   ton     i».      (he   meat     I       love, Mutton, mutton, mutton, mutton, 
Let   me   have     it      nice     l\    browned,      Let me have it-let me have it- 
()       ye    Godb!   how       I      Kball     (lino. 0    >••    Cods!     O   je    Gods! 
P    rRI,.rt? ^N afT   if 
T ' «*     a Tempo. 
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mutton, mutton,mutton is the    meat,    the meat I love,   I     love. 
nicely, nieely, nicely, nicely brownd, Let; n» have it niec.ly brow ml. 
()   jc   Gods'  O   ye   Gods!     how     I shall dine, how      I    Khali dine! 
j^^cr!^r<bt^g«£fE -~: „• q ■m=Sz -H-y- r" ~rf^s& 
m^m fYW  r pE^^^ 
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\ T OB i A  D'UN VIO L I NO 
irilif l'KKMIRH   VIOl.ON  loins   Majesty    ANDl'.KV/   THE    i?1 
(    PaUo vero. ) 
T/ii last Shake 
Ojf the last Fiddle 
(jf tftt last Fi'ddle/' 
Of the last Oratorio 
Of 'the /a. rt St ast >/i 
.// //////'/:>/ 77ieatre ftqya,Z, 
LONDON',    1851 . 
% ^\6MG} Varmint; 
a l.ondra 
V$V.SKO V\a\.V. Y^VWCY/AO   VV.Yv   \.0    WOYAXO, 
UN    K R HMI TA  BOB 3d O , 
vo\o  S,oUVKV«X\X«  AAVO^V u\\V\0\VVO6\ C*WVWKV&    At\\i\  "N^VuV U , ■) 
l>:,■!■• si-lvc <• dngli Amri oscnri   dell' Aiu.ri<-.i candidaiueote 
Dedica. 
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• Tin- above favourite Cn-mona, belonging' •<» .4.1'. H.M-AS alas! unfortunately 
irrickiil by H Chorister,during* tl»«- stormy Kntr'actt of an Oratorio «• tin- Theatre 
Royal.The Yiiakiidootlli Shah i> part of tli«* Ytinkti dttodhiad published by die Author 
in tin- United States of America, HIM! the Catth in ihi Moon,or the l.'<nr*'airy JUtf/it. 
forms ..MI- of liis 0>irturer.popular la the Capitol   "f .N.-u   Eng-land. 
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' The ahova favourite Cremona. belonging lo *4.P. H. waa abut! unfortunately 
wreck d by a Chorister,during1 the Htorraj Rsfr'aofr of u Oratorio Mt the Theatre 
Royal.The >"<»«*«<tfoorffc Sfcoto is part <.f tlte'VankeeApotlleiad1 puMixhed by the Author 
in the United States of AnienVa, ami tlie dull, hi th, Moon.or the Lorm'atry ftlftkt, 
forms one of his O\ertures,popular  in the Capital    of  New   Eng'lHiiH . f 
1..1 .<■■'■• itiii l.ii.vn a x.  
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Trumpet   flourish. 
a ti-mun *A!lijrro. 
('••t!,: Galopadc to the Castle in the Moon,or tlie Lo>ITS'airy flight. 
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Many a Castle lias beenhililt //I»/!/>, 
Whv not luiiltl a Story higher? 
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mj FOjOyrd ii- rompW*  lriun<]4i.    Ii »'.   iiiio. 
•ii-ii', mHi u ':. n are lti»i ;• w of in :(* li«t-aol ilw 
moat IviMHta of men, am! •• r^i-.y-'d IMWI * 
faralhn Ion? jwoiaoj ni.i-».,:!. d und i.n.>,-, 
•iaird lulKir    Tim; l...r-i nl  mhwiain V 
..iir* ml..r..iu>in.| ji-nm-, and it « i-   r <■ i.-M - u'l 
irlt, *• iboae only i..»irt* •*<■ an.i i- •*!, «in-.' * ■ ■*■■ 
MM Ii honur. 
Mr*. Onarnlf, :i- n araa IHT lit Init-ram   ■• '■ • t< :• 
iNrM Vork andn—gr, dra^prw n wontol i 
I **lii* hi« ,i nrrri and |«mrtlul roj^ivno »n". and 
ili<- r|«n-*«a .-I II «..IMJ  t *.mi in     II. i   iv!-- i 
|a>naiaf—hut on   'h    »« •-■• be w<if w irtrildy 
i'iiflin nr-d tli:it n      itvpidaiion UroU« i■,"■•   I ■ <   ■ 
il'-ncr, and *iir h.-'i ill ■ p* itraijr dirtii di in  IM !■ i 
iun-     Tin-, m mm Ii i» ("■ dfnWcd Ihow b i.-: ».' 
b' irondkw J at     V.V haw wn an Itiilian Puma 
Donna Inbnrinf nnoVi ih* name diflk uliy—aud lb* 
nroM in, that in ■ hn^ln BUAI UMTC »■ im I»J.|-<.IIU.>I- 
ly lo nenjnitn iba tcttttuf cooflaVnop lo do af c«| 
io nncutn |'uw-rra 
Of llerwiK »r n- -*d :«•-. ►i-'uk. :i- In" '-Iml i« »o' 
wll known »ndjii*ily avtwcialadl     l!-d ha Pftoi '•" 
H.MOIIT t-t.nj]*>*iiii II arlm encorrd, itwoald hnint 
pltaadiihanaaflgajon banrr. hwnanaoiaoflbrnunf 
►Oil ihry   »iinird, ;.n<l   n».f Of  UV 'Jlif  lliin?.      Hi* 
vai! .iinn- en " Ixag tin e ifo»" oronS-l hn*n |i*a« 
noon i! -..-.ir- 
lli ih»- xr.md • IM r I- of lha P.vnm l*i»tlnr*, ill* 
NI.UO.MI Aarhant, ll-il Colauabin, *»>• iMrodjiarad 
A.ih ;i »iand and ih.ill im 'flui. IV rBjiJia|4*r 
fcniinn'i-. i'.' '■■■I. in rr-d m aarni by m ■Aartt-n' 
niraaralioa, *;.- iba iiaaftstlhaajfol inai «ertn- 
l-.yrJ III iln-.ii>. 
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V.'.' nr  t*'*',''"''l loprrcltre by lha ar.n«-i«>d 
enmintinfcJillfln which u.- ropy from Ibc F.v. nin^ 
Bur.lbuMr  A  P. Uclnrlch la ftboat to publish 
anew w,irk,lhc .nee vc prei nine, vhltii was .in-1 
nouacad ftOUl-" dhrffhs ana lu caoalnl, ns s«l forth j 
in ihr proapecim, ul -rvri. number., one f.ir «*ath j 
.lay lithe week, (fan whole io be rniil.rl " The ' 
Mnaical Wcci.''    The arvenl pan> totmbraca 
liuporianlCTenia connac|ed with American Ui>- 
'ory,a«"Tb« laadlnijofthePilgrinu," -"Poea> 
hintai,"—" Thr irealjwlth William P«n»," Ac. 
Ac^—concluding with a "(irand  Voluntary," 
dedicated to Washington,    The whole  work '« 
intended eiprrssly for tbo Piano Foil*.   It will j 
'■• uodervt.s*!  iherofore,   ih.ii   "Trie  Musical I 
W'iek'        Ugh not . nc of liifl p'ophdlc wc«k. 
..' Daniel, i^ whal may uiih proprleiy 1-t trnnrd 
a historical week, and «e nave no count it * ill a-: 
: a »rrk full of Inlet est lu 'he mw*.lr.,! pobths. 
" The principal work ii a national one, lunnd- 
I ti >>n hiaiorical (act* and cireumatances, whn-h 
I wiii remisr it Invaluablaiulha piiri.-t of Amcrt- 
. B| ari'l Hie mnnnci ■■■ which iba -nuhui *■<*• par- 
fected hladenign, irllcvit unr c'>oniry f'om the 
Imputed injifc"'i|r !«• piodocc « -r.;t ml original 
work. Pcrinlt IOI'. itr, to notice iwoof ihrreif 
the mnny bea>itiinl and rapra%altaf|*^a**ci Tfrieh 
filled mc with adinliailon. The I :*grlm Palhefj 
arrive nn ihc . uag of Slew Eng^od. s.)mc yal 
hint «i»ihi» b<,4r aw ay 'u look out a suitable Ijnd* 
ins p;are. Y "i lis'an f*. iho rnu-ic, and be Wide 
Rdran'uious barque, w ith ii* hmne -ccbing-"rcw, 
rla* folly inca rier | you «•? thfin f>hif.ing tbelr 
cuu.se-r."\r. nearinjl the land '•• make a closer 
dxcrvailon—now maudiug on, (oavofdnaboal 
of a uri*jeiilngpuini—iben come*, the landing on 
' vld Plyiii:-:lh i -ck, and IS H lite graU-fut Prater, I 
1 which   anno* he beard without inspiring a fee Una ! 
| oi rareren< t and derollon.   After a pa»*e, full of 
■ svaa. .•.■, yvU hcai 'h« Mifl, Mill deep, tounotooie 
rolea of UM "hole  cungregdtloo,  iweliing and 
kobttdlng at iiitervabt as iba languiaje ol eontrl- 
Itoll    thcliTkoi   of snppli.'iiipii,   i<r ihe   Vuice i*l 
' thank>giting | iefa|l«,wlih ^n uccn«ionnl jpr'nu- 
•Inu o< a l-w nrighl -f^rklfng noi«-»in Ihe higher 
rxUtrea, me a-»..*r.iiinf a«piia'ion> ol a para and 
h1..wiily hope. 
The'fPeaktolShelU'*u a beautiful and highly 
t rougbi Pantoaia, wbieh eVpicturotha leaUniy, 
;n<1 pre «UU io the [luaglnalioathe happy S'oup, 
liow, f-.r iriefirvi iunr, colcbralingthe hinh ol re- 
tlafJooS frctf*oin. 
The TIM11. will ral*e Yank'- feelin- ■» a diz- 
zy height, and rankee bloo.1 will be 'eu1 daoc.ag 
.iii I coursing through ihe raiua with s rapidity «i.d 
a i\irt of motion oi which even a ynnkec rould 
have HO aafton, bui for Y.uikee Poodl-, wuh 
lleiarirb's variation*. In •Jsorllif6aaff«iJ nafai 
—mao-fe IM'U ihe nnlimiied resource* of the net, 
and the unbounded fertility of the author's ifo^ci-j 
luii.'n 
h m»»-le, ^om.-p.TMce* in ih'-*c works will be 
pronnuocel unmitlllgiMe by tba mom able per- 
lorroers now la oar country] b'Ji 'he rspiiad- 
rancemen* which Inatrumcatal p. rlofmance is ' 
miking, aiM, •» a few ye-ir*;, renal ml ih» '•* 
Kafiiaea/.ofinis eitra ndlniry genlua. 
VVbta llayda'sw »r1r%nntapnearodi£,Cnglaii«l, 
>.»u- oi ihe Mu>l< Dociofs called ihcm "ra> mv- 
m_"«.f 'i rW/aaiM " Baethiivca'B Works ret pie- 
•.•a dinVnltlas of «accnth>nto bnsarmoanfadi 
and atllivugh the indolent m-.y continue to pt-r- 
«tiatl.* lh. .'.i>. IVv ol Iheir nnmeanuiCM''*, )"«! 
there |aa elajs of ir»en who »ill never caaaatheir 
efTurik unul ihcy can bdlow ooi ihe IhTatt •/ 4t.« 
iiitmtr* by otercoming alldiinaultie* oleie.u- 
Uon. J*'» wili il [< with ihc worki «■! our author, 
who^e future fame -hall (WCU the page of our 
t..uiitiy> Si.-tory. 
AMBRICANUnV'' 
jJ iTr.ru hinun Jilui'.na \v     ) 
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,'/ i/'>'i)>/>/il'iM>/.iy/.Y ,'L"'/'i^N'/'l'. ■!. 
I .Y'.'J OPENING OVERTURE ,„„///.. (., I |l,si •lri.ilwi.../». lf,/./li;.*/i/.,„/..i/,.,„i.,„i/,. /;/„,„„./.■//,. .1; „ 11.-/./ 
.'///. VOYAGE SYMPHONY, nlhui >////< thi'mll'mi   .i;,„./>-. .■////,./,„,,„i>.,/„.'■■,//,,i„„„.„/.. 
i ./Vt/.\'/i://./: ..//////A///////,.   /.'./,iM, /',,A../ni   //,/„///, MIIIIIl>ni/i-iii:'/>.,/i,,i/i;f //<_ 
Hi.slni|Ni«ilxiicniilMUJVKIV FERDINAND the FI RST.i:ui|«-i.n... \. nIMI.^..'II.JI.HII:>X.X.X,V. 
I . I ''/ LA  B OHE M'ENNE !• Xnrr.in  .1.// J,iii/.'..l.'rilll I'llil/ilMll I/>/!///. .../it', ,i,.i/.n<!   l....n./>,/./..//.. /./.• ,/i /'til/It'/'t'/tt . 
/ s T« 0   .!'«.// /.!• fin '/tii/ml'/'Vimffr '///////• /■/■/// I'M/i/n/-.. /.•• .rfntxii rum '/him>Ftute sido 
I      ■■ LECCIAORETTE MLLOOlC. /.H.lfunrfm. /..• IlllrUiml,, tifli-Hi/**llnn • /// /■',/..;■/.; 
 OUATTRO WALZi',.. PIANO FORU^  
I..,I,. ■.i.-.ll..ll.,l,r,,.-„.,|.VII.....I >!..,. -I.   i^^^JJI^Ji^S^.^Si^J^,'■'"•^"'^•■■^'■U■''•■' " "••"•"I»"»" »'•»'• •*■*• 
.17/LA  T0IU1TE Ot LA REIHE ..I Itllfftllt   .V'ti" ■ IA TOILETTE DE LA COUR    . I/'•llin/l'/ivf/n   io/11 
I   THE MAIOIII HONOR LAUGHIKG AT LOVE . Sl/ll/:;'/////' . 
''/ELEANOR ./.l/riiw/i: Ji'ii•■!■ /'mill. 1'ir/. 
I  //LOVE'S coNnoiNC (1//1///1//1 li'.lffrtfo.       I 
/ //VTIJK.M.\»t>«.M>rXK.V. , _-/// Omfflno. 
'/I,./,.../..//. ll.i MoyiUntr « Mii/fxlr. luCJlJVT^V-. QmviiofCrviil DrilniiiX- A'-. A. A'. 
I I'"// MARCIA DULA REGINA., /'//.<M> /fi'/'/no /'/■/'///// fitMlttUn fhatJs..Imitffn/fiVOrVim'Mv» 
1      //THE JMMRS ADIEU /'■// «//V//'//////: .\<;nniil('lii\-uIn.ii^.vvi|ilii.iir./<V//'///''/ii'""/'/ Xn./n.'./jiri/i. /i.m,./■:■//. 
Drdii'iilcil li' lib lii-viil lliirlmr.™      —;—s 
< ,;..,. • /mil.. /"!>ilf 
.I'V.VHOMC Of Mr  rouTM .///// 
//THE CALM SEQUESTERED CELL CiMuwr/tti.) 
/• ' THE MOAN Of THE   FOREST. /■////!   t //,T,'/.iii /.•////.///. AN INDMN PHAHIASt>•////. '/'lil/ll' /•iiftr 
/I,./,..,,.,//,.  Sir.  S.-,r„.-  Hltft»lloVM .^^> <^ tTijCUU I Ijfl .   IW.x'^    l|j III ofcll .')      ) 
I '/"//THE IMPiBIAL tROYAL TQU^T V»ALTItS /Ol/li:i//)//,_/;„.l. 1.....'./•■• II..  '/'«//«'/•"///. 
/!..„ *i/,,//, ///1, .   //1:,/ .Oir'1'1 //■'    /i,,///,//i,. 11//,/. />///i/i'iy '/- mrr/* ///'//i'"/'"'"' 
A'ry*//.  //„,,.,/„., FERDINAND Bi«1»! /////-///. "//^/CAROLINE AUGUSTA/ uyf/Kta '■/ 
r   '//.//»//..('.,\,x. .1,    //</.   //tu/f/'/urit/.i. //„/..,/>/ VICTORIA.  '•//*"' tfny/ttut/.ASr. 
1 1; 1. ■>'>.. '//.■?„/.y/y/,„.u./'>,,:. ALBERT „,„/.//,,'./,,..>« .y/„//i»,.■//»■/!'»»■■■■> 
WiLHElMINA /. "^//./// ///,:„   A/,.,,,,.,,, O,,„,„„., ,„./„/,/„ 'K ,n/. >.'■'> *'>/.y!",y 
ry   .'//,,i   //,,.,///,/////,   ////,////<:•/> /"/i>< /'/    'Srlfft/tS^        V^>>— 
~//.O.U   ~ — 
/f SON EM tAN //V AM£/f/CAr 
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Mm/ /,■%/*;//,///, .; ///,//,/,/,- fh//ntM/toIb-i-mixl grainis Hij^h VICTORIA,t}«ii ..CCnvu l'mi1..i„V.A'AW. 
IM ' BOAOICEA.//, BRITISH WARRIOR 0UtEN.////^v;^^/^^5/>^>///*^,»>,//// U,mf*,*yf.J 
I!"/'/ (CjlC (inprro^A FUNERAL ODt^v Wf^ PIANOFORTE. .!/,,..> n>yw//u/tr*/mM/,Mto/i,»/«/ti> 
IG.v M:ijesivj(jOSEPH f RA.NZ QSKAR |IM> Is.', Kiu»ol' Swilaik XnnmvKAfJFJf. /» I«MT,//,/. 
/ai/sm/oifs r<THEB^nisi^«i»^0ir|,''.X)r3 r»     (JOHAN.) //-../. V 
l*5«{ DENMARK'S FUNERAL HONORS l.i 7%0/f >K3M}SSSS..m-t,.,////m- /tryw.w //„■///,■ n,//.s/ta or 
.l/////-//r /*/////*. /// I'riiin l'V«-|f - K\ii:nl. .///>/ nvrpn/zh/fy tt-fnimAfy/ift/irtjtii/ /n 
II^HiirNi,-,CHR:STIAN.V!lQl\;^..ri(,^Ht o-'.y^ _^ f/'n;/.;/j 
( 
I'.'J'/.lTHE ORNITHOLOGICAL COMBAT or KINCS.^Tt CONDOR OFTHE ANDES ««~o THE EAGLE ortHt 
>       ~      "-—'-        ZZ^^Z    CORDILLERAS,  _—>'^T~^^ -~—-_, 
/ir/tfwt/Wjr/M"^-ttmfltfi HMiirlir. .°#rlJjp Itqms.v;'.?'' tit*- Ifcuilc (.',. \ i. I,.,T miLiiul. 
f CONCERTO GROSSO ORATORIALE. On/„■•;/,,// if//// Ihr,/////,,.s//,,//,l/,,/j/..S.)_ 
i.\nV. THE"NEC^PLUSJJLTRA"WNKEEDOaDLEIAD.^c.^K'^^\^\JK Uuwcvni,. 
AV ///A/ ///.//,-\/tif.n/S.).*/>///■./ >#/>//;•,1-/////////A-//,>//,,//,,/AT$>%~ui.icsVV;  
C ^4fx\ fqjrt A; ;11U I helm "TVTKH^ ^iwxsiiaraj^ 
IfSftl   WALHALLA, THE PARADISE uhlic ENHYRONor HEROES .^BATTLE:   SuTfT. .mil 
.. 'V. THE VALKI REN,. ///r//i/,//// .i/w7/\,fwm/// /A^WALHALLA. 7iwrr/-/u/i/i%MiHU4//ni-/n//////i/x/i//im 
I /!//.\//// //////:///////,/,//:.■„■//,/'■ /hfa\\-/ni//ii Mnm\,ii//i>/.Viistnyji-4-/////AA-///////Mv /At//n//rr/ /t> 
f in- M.JJ.Mv. (fnrl CuMmjjAmjnf-t.I.K^JWJN*:*.#•.*: 
i'.1".' A ( ^ I'lltU f V. ft//ir/////,■ / or//////,'4/m/. I?,?/;.  vTv Cll'lri $ f t ll.V ffMf/or y >/,.• SHAWANEE THIBE 
.    - -v/A- /W///ry //„ THAMESTN CANADA.   SVMPHONIE GUERRIERE/ ;/VW'ft.fei*i/,g.<!w//» ///.,' 
/Mt>s/'r\r*Y//h//r<{■/,/////&/to/t,n/n//oIK.VJl,u.sH:TBXBEXM FRlEDRICH CARL, 
'*#£ I MAN ITOU  MY STE'RIESTMTHEVOICEDCTMGREAT SWBlfi^wAart/^JBkAr/itatrlHOiniA/jfj) 
( y-y A-y»//h/h^/wMr/iJfir/o/foIbsMjiVslr.^l^V^KA^^ Jfogof Sumu&'JOFJf. 
\'."?.'l. i PQCK^V^K^j.////'/I,™//,„/,,//,M,I„/,»!■///mwir,,/ rm/,,,,,,y/,,/>/y,v///,,ir,/,/.yy/,-,.,.rimtsiAHO»AHa. 
V: :.'■').     OUVERTURE I..II..- CASTLE ilTiTi- MOON,,.ri/,r/.,-r.rv .try //,.//,/.  /W /„,,,,./.■ I*.'„;/,, t.'.V.s! I/...-I It, ■ym.-t/ii//* 
I HMfTr.m/M- /A,//.,//.,//,■ llnU.Mil lli«linr>s. A'lA 1.1.1 AI'OJ'STA. I'n'ii. rss.nl' SllMHIV, .VA'A' 
■ Vf-lil.   THE DANCE'nf lfn- CALUMET.-v ////■//////////.. -.Yrw/W »/'/:,/,■>: A CONCERTO //>/■//„■ COHHtl frf.V XJ 
•*** '""*  »1*°   'ill ,-- - 199 
^~T    ■"'d OR   LANGUAGE      CONFOUNDED.  '        
.vr.KMJ.YI1 r.i.w.Ktr.i€K„, ,/„■ sr„jzz„e,y■/„,/,,,„„,. /-,,„/,,,/,/.</ .v, 
MOST RESPECTF'f'.viru.MUlYCfOICATED TO HIS IMPERIAL HIGHNESS. " 
OR  THE  FESTIVAL OF THE VINTAGERS   ONTHE  RHINE. 
ClOiwl IKvi 'i-ti.-.-Miii-nl •■l,:,i,,|,i-|i,y-«/ //''•/,,.\//r /M.S.) M.s/ /r^,//i,//r A /,,,,,,/./,■ /M,,,,/.../ /u 
" HIS   SfRENC   HIOMNESb, —  
I1I1ATK   OKOIMJK II) lh]   JIKTTJKK.YICJI. 
. i';;.;; -——-     - JN1X ISLKIHfflX J *r/.: L fUD, an 
THE INDIANS' OFFERING   TO THE   SPIRIT  OF THE  PRAIRIES. A"///////i-/,- .IM/,//,,,. 
  /»w   ///n//, \//r .■ I/.\JM..\/ /<■</..;///,/A-A-/,/,mUr /)n/i. „.',;/ /„ 
 ". - —T^».' HIS SERENE   HIGHNESS, 'i^Tr""-^         
.a txsMiJuiL v. isfisrKMK wrjsif. M&* 
/. TO  THE SPIRIT OF BEETHOVEN. 
i.l:.\'.V|)l':  iS I.N'KO.V.|,\ n»tt»rftAn^^iHi^^^^U^/r^^///re//f/M//i'/krf/r(i/t^ /» 
(^(^" lli.s .Scrijii-lli£,liiic.s.i, ■>)    )      » — 
^>iWv   FERDl N A ft D~o7TbBKOWITZ , 4 '<(■<; 
[SINFONIA PATRIOTIC       ^AMATICA.'/W/ ftn/n-\-»;t/MS/./»■//>/,/,■ /■•//„■   MEMORY OF THE 
\     A'Y7V//V.V.V. M.UiM TIIKHKSIA. VMv,/,,,-,//»/wt,>,r//uV;./A>lr/,/., HISTORICAL INCIDENTS: 
THE  CONVOCATION  OF THE DIET  AT PRESBURG .;i//,r //<*,» X/,/.mhr .//. <W. 
^ MARIAJHERESIA'S APPFAL.ANJ   CH.'VALRIC RESPONSE orT»CHUNGARIAN MAGNATES. 
l/.n? /r\/>.-i//////\- ,(■///.*■//■/!■ //(*//,,//,;/ //>//.; ■//,//„*»//Miji:\-/\:^T>»    ~ " 
i'\uuuy15 APd 1'fflci. fi/ywvTe/:///.f//-M.(>„«■/,~~t/•//,„„/,„■„,.,CA<A'A-: 
r,'i|)i'icc io..li»ai/i(ln>, ttthirmrTolr,farGntmlr ffrrAsstra. 
\SCENA MAGNIFICA t CR*N CAPRICCIO STREPITOSO/*/ 7/7//// OfY/ir&/u.(.V.S.) .//.\"t 
AN  AMERICAN   FESTIVE   OUVERTURE .  />y /////t/r,//<:\//,/.(.!/ S. I l/„w/. -v^//,,//,■ .< /„,„//*■ 
OEDICATEO  TO HIS MAJESTY. J6/S><73W    ./*// t.hiJ./'J'M, KING OFTHE FRENCH *=*.<*"*«. 
T HK   1J KIIII rAT 10J   IM LT35 . ^,, /.) 
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^ S   '!• /I   •!• H If "   -■— TO  TtlJS 
i m i.uum urn i« i a. ri-iL ITI KJ CJ I onil m/ii'LU". 
Sf/rr/t'// ///•///  //ir tutHHtvits 
.K"/0   SONG  OF JACOE TO RACHEL. 
//     THE   FLOWER  or   LEBANON.    *~£*'/f&/V.     ^"    ,'< ,'if  . / ■     /LA 14   AN  OFFERT0RIO..»'.» /-?    TOCCATA GRANDE     if,     /       /,cf,'„/\ 
//   SANTA   MARIA.       i^^• '//■ ff/sri'r//6.     ' , 
/.;  THE OfATH OF  A  CHRISTIAN. A I'V.THHAI. A.vniKM,. ^^ 
//i'liHL   STRANGERS REqUIEM . r    ',',&<', \.Xff     /':>/,„     '/rf-tl. 
| jT   ^ ' <y^;;>'/ L%i* '.    AaKleg i :•<• Dud. 
/r THE INOIAH WAR COUNSEL. (Own tfjmccrtu $rUtr<>. 
■AH    THE  INDIAHS'FESTIVAL Of DREAMS , ."HMO.V.U JI/l.MfO-r.i.i TIX,.r. 
10   COMPLAINTor LOGAN.-    ,/f     J//'«yf ~3/' '< '.     EAST OF MIS RACE. 
Fantasia   ;iuitat«»—dolorosa. 
.:/>    GRAN SINFONIA   EROICA. .'«   ■>   ^ff./Y,,,,/, C    '.  WSU't ViiJai 0# HAii . 
./"/     THE HUNTERS Of KENTUCKY .  ^    ■/l/,„'frr'Crf,v,-. 
J    /   . '      / fV   /    ■   //. .    /.     '. .. Si   THE FEAST OF SHELLS."^/'/'  I'/Vf   /•,;'•/>-,■"/•._    ,/./', ",f   <■   ,/„,<•",">. 
.    .;■•;   THXCHRDMATIO RAMBLE. ^ **'■■/f..</f  'r'A; '■■,,f.,W\\Cgh&XJ2v£b&> 
V*%™Cw*\^S ."The TltMlMf lU'fltltrC,. null. 1.1 AlMU « ft ftftraltf: CAILISlft- 
^7T^rir<r5iurT\ui« !HViumriJO'Toror3iiNSTRUMENTS.<mi.r;inii<iTWO PIECES INONE, Viz.: 
/'//i/."•/Ji£ .AVAx!Bin//"///Y/*/// ////////>///u//•/////.>///. »/v>i/<((\://// mmtmtibfy iSBfB'fl- 
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SMGjyjJBA 
__^_     THE MORNINU STAR —-^ 
ria yoc£ ziwiojfliBn, 
o 
ro.uro.sAu in 
AxruoxY niiiiin.iir iiKomcii. 
■-' v.-.-'   . 
NEWVORK 
/fi-riRTH 1H4U //-hwA/wS./.t FIRTH HAIL tPOND ."7V/*,»»/«/r 
F.>.' J:t;.fi'i ..il-li.i.ft K ■':.! >|l cm- 
it rl In £ r i- •>! iv if j t mi |< hi.i.l 
rrn 7 NNMnirm. ifirt   ..tn   I'M)      . 
rni. in ir..l-.:;i   tl     .'MEIBII   Hni;.-i   i'..     .-■.: nil   icdil 
vtf.   tVi:*.l.«fil    kilt    Ffllfduffi    |W    I 
9fRRrirf( uat '^i  >ia ■utrirlini, i ■. ■■ 
II    <"r!    . ClBWH     tK    till    'lillljfll 
ifriiipriji ■MI 
iWtiritrl 9* 
■   ■ 
. . llt'tlAfll 
... . ■•" ..I llMBM 
... rtiii"i.|<r fftfdlBl) IIHl ? nil'i.n iini 
Mi!   fnil'tr irii NBI   autb til   'vvir r.i 
ru.iMit i tf.ri.if. !Vi t> nut    ;.i itrii  ^wrrrffaMff  ftui 
ritl.H IMHit'll. IC M.l'u:' ;t v. n UNI ..(.'.mil I 
All tif fi'lf ttUOIMfr rif uttXUIt 'Mi': iiBI<J. Wit IT 
T'NttfB III b. 'i'. t!'.'ll IHlfTfl miilii'lititidl tjll(.';iuii- 
lift, IV: "in ;;h "dm.*. *',< iimrr trn -'Jjitid: ...».i 
i(i»r >finu*" in MftUMrufj »llbffj-:»HMI Vnxtn mi* 
Attlttto, Zititt iii'p tni iPrii Bitty i.'U.iiii ifiiiuuiun.w;i 
tinrt   iwhr    t.:tii   «OjUni«|rl ffrral .: V' IBlRl'l   |U)<Ul 
frifrti JtavUlcc wtiii iu* wry ij.ii'ii.u: tjii mi in.*ffrti'- 
nVan ntW'fcillifil mil M Wail IN tn "..iri'uii •ruif* 
jtjlf risarrd, JU tan ft Cut* irru .III.III.IIII. _fV.iNi 
ArinrtA" "■ *"i' '■■' UMrniitjIid'f. HIT. ITK  n«v   :.v v-n 
Kifii nrlrfci, runn  M,..,I--       :       in 
■Mltrifftri Jru.iri laiim .ViiiJiir, in tin ilftai«»iiti< 
am Mill ii»i rrrita.a) IfUUH BB( rrttBUiM arUinr 
hj!. IB tn WtalKMfil nun irM n flbatfl irurU „\n 
tir ih.ii lif.t »ift« tad nthrfi.t itut- ninn CMtffdBfllti 
Grifclf.ra emu .itnlm 3itit4 IN mm t» rran ti£tU, nri- 
rVtr il-in Ic ITII tr Itf'l t "i"';;""''"""iup fii uiir 'VKfrt 
>("d c ..'MM fltBuilt afc!'jn:»i! -t * f.- :ii LIT -1. niu trvuni mi. 
Dlffl AuiiiiUr ruin m '^uUiinn: <iner "iVnui re tfatrEUB' 
i'- ii'i: .tiitrrn Mifftlifftfi Wrtl», ivfld't nun :■.;..,,.irr.rii 
.IJI.II'MC mil ter riafaoHi IVmr rctltntrt, mdjta uat jc 
iidjT veil tir a-titi'Jil'if jJnd>.|(i*ii!i!i'il*' n-iillhaiiifi 
Riti lit', pen in '.lii'ilfiiRiiii^ (.in* nifiifrrHHtlid'rii 
!<i;!ll.uili* «*hf(Tl mil MM (*uirr rtPlKrHlri, icntiiR 
nai inn fiinrni mi.irrii Trjn^f i"*:i'iji ;;i tdim Ci'ir 
cmjhiifii tirirt TJlrn, (Tfil tm* tat f&dVttt vt ^cm- 
rr Hun if* jcntirbin* ridd*it. luiniidi nn «clr4«iiitfit. 
'A til tir* fin llfiiif.' SumifBl -B# fi.i.m jippfii Mti»-. 
n I ffi C:alort;nn Tir RJlfrlnu K.<*l..-r.- ;ml IITJI tut 
> "MI .S'.ii'diiuM -TIH' aihni.« Z't Ifn IrftL'nlri ni 
ten ^ifluni 3. (*tirn uiit luhn Hg*<ttlui lr.i l^fi^mint- 
Hid «lhf Wild W.,oiU »JMIIL . l.-nt- . «r thr i-ilfcriMi* 
o thr new Wild • KiJit 'JIIII uu* tlrftrii an' t.r'li:.'- 
tdnnii.1 tf« bfl niilifd)»jnifiifjiiud;f Wfi*id-i( rttti 
rcnimiurii <V[tirt'»3 fA.if^fn. tlir<t>t imu Id* jnfjf. 
juhni flftnr. mil grc|r« "PdfjII .iu*4'ii-'i"miiif rcmrurf 
:n K» inn 10 iriiujfr rUCR V.1H11111I; 1111 SrHrlhttlHMj 
qttl dit ii »4 I'in <V.ini(» I'fi-ii.'i-rni.'ii HHl liar 111; 
!<iJBrtf.iIJIMM gfilrtli nirri: f "">i '•' N^ JUi; '" 
ncfi tt.-idli die' mi uflniiifiii^ bft'id'nfi kxrtti tticl 
Ifirt'i irnt trm « ruriiiiifn iirt ■Bfrirn ?nt>linBi no* 
t;f (V(if^nil«ftl in il'.tl. nn re!iiijiitij(; mm: 'Ji-rclr 
in reJi'i^itt .iff (Vctt^ii JH l^rcl. 
%* Uilfi iiiium VjiitJ-iui.r, ten in CM DtniBi^ici 
€ijjiiu '.'I.itj'iiniljf" .iu llfairrllfuf ui;. ik^ii be 
Ijiinini t>rn. Ciniivnp 'i'luiirp ((inricb,  rrfdbni  ■ 1 
feljlinW hf^T.iit-1'd'f 'i\liil*. .'J'aitt -Vfiii:iO>.- iri* ei 
tn '.lmiiifa allifiiwir iti^f. ill in *.ljfiit»d::l. t'fjue 
Ccbculi. f. hlWhUfl i.»Jjl'ir i;-l i»rc»H. lii l».u. 
(ii:ir fanftjin JH I. I *nr (MnplMiiHir (rgeMMfl, 
■Hrii rea uiii9<t uiflidn ZnHfia>l flftrittci. trit- 
initr (i i!i* tn 41 .'. e'ini Nrifri, rtmi-i! 4 iu4 
Mdttt, v«rtu|il, u.lKt$i Qnglant, rrmitcriri nid»i 
rlcl f'iue 5r"d>«' <'.n.i«» un; 'IVni'd-uIniniiiii «cn- 
tnn fiihriin ibn .S = it JJrrffiliAInu" 1 in .1 mm in. 
iriiifrf fiiti,lfitiu; ... titaMn fiajriffit. (it auu »u* 
fentrn unt Irlic Ct>ri alt «<ulimit M\ tut ifiu:uiii'!i- 
flcn Xlfdlcn, tr«f ttunfdu, OntiU'Ointfa u. i IP 
unt crfrculr fi* tn Wi.ii-ittjsatt <'■ fii:iti<d»i.i tfrMlfi' 
Iirf»ift*n unt Crafrftrr, t" NiofciBtni .-MI.I.IJ Jfhi 
0(jl'3m unt Irt ai."P«ii X;4i(r l^eaidl ai.-.i*. Q»' 
jjmut 0"cujb u. ai. a. 91ji fi*t(njjt-:i^*ni flu-f nt-jlif 
ic Scnrcn mil " t" M««l ^:*Ii *a- *< '»' lh» ""' 
IIWMfM k*0fllll.   llnafP'J'.t KB fc« I'litdi 3>rf-Jl*« 
fAiijir.  ti« ibn bin irdfiu,  rcii tt<: frbvnra %iH*n 
ar,\. t:e rrttl   f*P'» MfHlltCtfi.   "CI   faMRHi,    Cffjtl 
unt Onitchruijin j'tet flr Ml utn ihi fcmillBHj«, 
tiica n fin nnijniri *i«l ifhjul in tfi BMItni| Kn 
turlpf  ire n fii jiiuft a» IJeBirHiifBi   afl rincM Kit* 
Now «lrep Ihf BfBTt '!'if id-IJ't tn V'U i riM-irHr. 
3d turn u(ii'J!t:;±*;t 'ii. ijir.Idt, lnijiiirin tf.. -Sin 
ttBtfiri emir riffijrn'.11..:.. ifbui .» frfM licmiT-'it.-mii. 
' latflrhu 'i*i'teii URl "Ittf 
Rat lim 'Hft|f;dinij frmrr 
bRa  OfdVUiriBiffi  ^^;l 
fin an, iiittn ^BHtntl PCB 
J'cnillc ton. 
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y t#»irr:   Slain   O'tnri*!. 
mil trnf^ 1: iRt't* 111   '1:-' 
tifbtriatn  aiilinn '•Dr'Jl- 
ulebi .. n.:/i all 7ft WLMIII 
Jirttrn unjftfAnfi. IPrn fiinf .it^mn ^rfiirciiiu-iifn 
fi^it tit ganiti Rnflaan fanni iin'taiijuni Ljt* 
Rfucr uni anifi* .la'-"' i'J Wamti afaanara Tu 
jt:!.iiiji:itM-<r ,1curnjlr Nlrn .Qaui fr«an**#" ttnli 
Khc ;i'mti j anfaraaiiaift, nut i^m (^"." l<trui«tit( l1^* 
rulaniai rrvnltR. Ilia 3ftnaltna, ttitb *u nti'd**n 
OlnfauUmi, arcliff ^CMIII* ffia ^auilaai. n ciam 
ui.'iitd'jit;d"ii fllui iruniK fr tit. til Qlifaftm itan 
trtmu KttttiU atifcl id':u»nt. ten uiinrnn'Jiri ScbatadN 
.itirtfitn inrrti fnaii 6n<iiai iu '."(rfi er aiRfitia^ 
in* ftl(ir :Hcrl lurMTrBn. friliu bifiMM la rtaraOfR 
tt:i mfhtf ffiaa or an-.-'In cm 11 ;ui deffaprau leaiaua, 
Ict-rll flJM.rt'Uail *:l i-rfjunnil ITU hn   BlllPfilftf:   _j. 
Ti\ llrrjlt. Canon, '.ml tia ffvtKia t" Wutsil 
Halfali d*f luttr'Via4rarHi A ii.nrn.irr. hrvalcfn^ .•• 
I. I'rfln.J o crmf mi.irrii>..i fit lir Cracl mil ?*<-lr 
ni ■■■ CM 11.   2. I.j.f' puaora.il.  Ouamj ;ue 
.* :::.i:.',.li. ;l Ad.gm cr'i.m...i> am Tntl.ut rm C'*<. 
In (Corarltu run-rn..iii. ) I. Har.-ia r l'..U .* I.r'- 
bale ;ir Mild OiaViit. B  V I t:t iir>nlia>« laifn. 
.. II. (iod >.vt Ihr (.lurro! Ii lirl i*\ a*< Irr jrc 
jr:i EBNIBrrMtl Iriljilliii'd'ti 'JIJII.IIJI itnaMri ll|m. t" 
I'ficjrnlnl trr BlltaWRlUanj ailri-.n-lia'*! anaiaci* 
m rtu 3kn «•'! 411111-111 «»a MI r.-n linjiiit 
— III $j» ainrnljm'd.| ^iiilrruutfii orrr liia (Mr. 
aftiritUIH XnimalM    I. AaAma ad Allegro.   Tit 
ailrjia   trt    etjll   lint    III    Inilirinlrii   iirrirl "ia\r!l 
rimr Vialaal aranilaaitdm Kaatmaatn.   1. I 
4-iiln ?lcnii:rnhrir U\\: 14   U Hall   mrln_ 
[ilicatia 9ii)i imt rtirfiaiia Samji  t«  ""> 
inllHuair    3  AadiaU cd AadaMIM     lime JUI<;I*I. 
' 5<rui     III .«."H Iri  r.alra rci ifin Raajmbl    4 
1 Mltftg '»">">.  f" •.li..rrniJ *.»rin Irirnol Irr qirnji 
I Xigirf om tti RrsMMatiaN. 5. Ad>s o "1 Ailreinia 
I caMtWr.    .In. .-.irfr.. 'Iilhr  a-nt lrlit!:frn.  trrilrr in 
U<Ma     6    X'.lio nnnnnlo.   «litlld>il   Url-irra   unt   Mi 
■iromari fltiiij   7   I'm BWM». t'l HuJllnn tn 3ajt. 
tudlirn ii»l trn trfitirM *•»!"•!   m   Ijrllu'"   »•«• 
junj.    >J)na.|intm unt Slnrrnti iinlrii lui Urt. |nal 
H  Allrgra »sii»lo. 3> irurci   'Au'-njiM"   MiMal I» 
Orriatl tuio)  riiflmirici  ilijiciiin  unt   nil   taairda 
III Mia   tn   aroiatiirai   Uaat«U|   lum   n»=ni*irn 
lllttMla, liu aniaiB  Sinnnin.    ».  K.nalf.    Tir   Uc. 
bnMiati    >'""" c""" "'■ " •*""■ ,l"l'l"°    ?°".l" 
l.-.::.ir •"•H'Tril.il    rM CnlmnLm "'IV.nlf 'W'""' 
»i*    II    f   i    f. 
9Vb:iind>< fliltMibiun^ bfl „?iibrliunr      Ki-ni.ll 
.Tir liidi.irn dfiBll o.-n 'WnitlVi".) 
;i.nillii..i.:ini n»liflti yoni(II tn'uut 
turil'ircrts.iik»tTemirefiilciwii mtfcirl aiflfni tan!InMiwfi :1 uibo no 
'UbiliiT .ft(inHit i.ban frflbtt baiim it-it QMciJcilMt, im 
HBR|flt( ^cl ^p^birii.ifjtniiir nn 3CIIMUIIH(II ren ii'in Eenncn tu 
kiiifii ioivcH Mcjcl flinif $MgntriU anj tun .iif^s'ii biik'iifil'fii 
CidiiMiiiiu wrin' pD|trini K.illiiT" aid tir jjtfKni tiiM,irjrihiiiii 
Inibiibiim^iii liiiifu iiiiii rit if.iur.rnfiirnibr SflMltlilMcil Nlfrd 
c»n»*tbi|j«», bntiil litri 70 Sonmn s.ibliiinn .«i'iiirci"iiiiiu ad)t'ii, 
tir BBH i'nifiii .fiuii.'rfn'l'.in.iSnKl ijfiiifbin, iilbi'i ni iiiniiii rerjin 
liictifii ?llifi iiid'i tn i^fiabiiit imb Qibrrarilfid/riini nun irniin 
iifinii id'iiur. nut inn tit fimim OaittlanN tit biuib mil :Niirt 
rcn .'i.ibifii urn brit'Uiitrriin^fJii'Hitiqir VluDt.uiri unt un rfatnpi'r 
urn tun iiliiiiiun lliiji.un* cjiiaiiimiluu AMftrdBtBtllln bjnn |u 
ffrtiutn     .'Vnbiint irat :* .ninirihin,  irii brr nob ?ir biiutflrii l^r- 
['.iblllltgru    lir.t     :;!;..:-.!    Irbti^i.iiil'l   C'.lllf)   tim   :1llti:illlllM   flit 
bit ib<u i.tjiivintnr ^rmr.ubn unb tin uutlnb .)rirriibii(u .1..:.infj 
mil rifbib.itn Wiiiituua. uut hu^liibrn .^.iutitiu.ffn ilium Tn'"1 ju 
(ifiii;:;:; H„:.      J(r   rrfnl '.Kuir..uri  bf* m .iu»iitaui|"ibii Wiifi tu* 
ummiiij.-iiillirn llii^i.-.uim*    ,bn UnMlt|d>4Ct*, irrMit tUtbitu 
riri'l^'So cravi* niislfrniMi fur Ctgrl  t'.'.n   Cncinlijlniiiua.  rnirm 
IJI'_'H pi'iisorofO| Cuaiiiii iui BIBIMC(&1| nub riuiin Adagio grM« 
ili'iMi   im   ruriuito  i-niiciTldiilc   unb   iiiinn Marcia  t>l rulacra 
Jiiillaiilu   iiii   rcliro   Ciitnwi   biflibl,   m.irt  jiiii  qrlttuin ^.ilur.. 
raitin CAl Amtfiuimriii innir luufilaliiibrn 9tuVttnnt  unb tnfcrt' 
mn   iiu'iii   cmiriiicbni   Jlmfcim   „.\ii*lria" :   .ftiil   Tit ilunliiiit I 
•dlfrt",   BMhtcl   mi!   tti   tiujiilccl'iiHin   iJiltiii.ftif.bin  ''lajitnal. 
b*mm rcu fi-rin Salaldjat, bcffn StlofUmmm tit gtaidftadUitaa 
unt  iUiLiiiMi'iiiib, tn -v>«ttn Ommllgn nut Jlialjri uinl baiim, 
.iu-«.inui'ii iruiti     Tn ;miiii NmUKi biltiu trn nftin  3J» aud 
bti .licj::!   Siiifi.in.1 Lr limtiei   .XajlBulntBtnugni*,   reciin tir 
rn^liiflir   ilrlljbi'mur   (Jud (ivt< Ihc Ouccn   in tjiifbirbrnuiijiirn 
:Kb-imtn   ba»   fi.inriibrma   tiltri      tir   jr.'uiia,ri|tir   iA iimltriiij 
bit   J    -liummii.    Granrlu  cipriccio volaiie, nn d-,ujttmiiii*re 
Jtii.inn.iltt. ictlrbts t,i5 Urbin tr: .imrntaniirbrn WantiiMubin in 
untie::,   ;uuifiii   tvf.iui   ini'iiuuirniiirrn   ori.imclltn   3.ibm ttrrjlid. ' 
iftiltrn uut mil  tin .imrtifanii.tii.i   •DrlfJirnirn:    ll.nl (nluinliia 
ami Yam iv duootlti r.i».-ub fuMiifi   3.finnn;iitr :iiuiniurin iruitrn 
rcu   ('but    uut   Ctrbri'trrm t.ilittrni   tr«  ii.inbifitiu  tbraind imb 
iiMiii.tru Cllriianita, trr2a| fdrGmii'ltaroMerbnlc mdim 
J>r:!-.:ilr;i tr.  i'lulUlipelc  tr* I'ltbrtira,   i.iuii ^utjTiiriiii'jiminid 
Bitnwl aus.ur.il'i:. unb bir 'lltitincn trn'rltin.  ic trie tir li'i.rrt. 
am  tn   jctuiij. Cine* .ins rniil'irtrurn I'l.mrnir.i |nfaniBtrafjrfr|irB ."iii.liu. 
netilalllipcti ven  ;r.ir tti .tiriru .-.fioup |etatcf baf; yrtirin :icib 
iiuinrt riiiin  tiniruirn.ijb atb.'ii.i tu bautbabrii irrii 
•y II  ( i"f « I   i f rti  t  I. 
»" "'''''t'lnMnViie'ia SilVeriii nttia«l  u«  rail  eiaim J»i-a)i eatii.  ia"n,.-la)ia 
: .3in!M Datllt*   n»l   .felanbia'   turmibl nn Jtornjan 
•""',." ,,»)aflir-« iSeaia.-i »•• 'M till Inrrt W.iiJinanj nut arria-ra rani 
T a -. - i£.'--«l •'■ Un brrr«rnn. .» tti* nlllrtl*, ,rt»* tana Or •lOiirtrift. 
D". ..,.a'i«f   t i-rn-io i uiDi a'at'B.'Ojia roi-w«.   Ji a i-ri.-r !t'|i!i«ni, fa IMI 
-,', •niimtuii HBB sirij 
unolian i» •It'll a• fjtft'i ri* 
jil     cr.ji irU    .1 •   .   r ;'r i   J .'I .1 II. : 4:..^, 
a IB tpi'tla   *!• ■}'', , 
Votrs. 
Pi A SO.. 
,W !L\ UHLVN LOTE StWG . 
xvonl.s hv 
'   /!N (DJ^4ttilMtT«r<f*q. 
Aii-lniit'mo Kistorale. 
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MUSIC BY 
A. P. HEINRICH. 
Pan S'g'1'- 
4'WMmm m m -M: 
JL * *>   *- 
My  love   is 
_^£ 3^ -f :- 
( 
** like    y..n gol.len   1H.11. >or s!.o«s so E.ir   the   hil lork ^reonjH.r voi-,.  is   like     OH    «■-»•* 
mm 
lsp 
^r^ if^ 
a~ 
P 
£ pilPPW 
o M 
=? ^ T 
P 
_?ii 4..J _*  *_ .1   .,.....>     1»*    ic    l»«»r  int'in.      ^"^. 
ip 
rill,    And rich mid ronir - ly   is   her mein 
0    H    S& £§ 
«EteS*.   =**£ 
See 
r P •?s^ s. 
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i 
#--.|oi. 
I'"i «i.i« • .1411:1*1 
All.-ii-.-<l'. 
llo* li n    II.T    tii-juT «iiisl (..  IIII-H,    All lirigM h«r jrl-1?     rtngMs flow, Nor     M-IHU. . . Hi. 
a, • '  J-> fe 
* 5^7 
i   gm 
t 
1 
« ..II..  Vo 
P 
Ajr— -   -   - in? Elk. . .   .   so. . .     fleet. Nor      bounds. . . so. .   li^lil ...     Ha-. . 
1m zm mm 
_ lain      Ro»: 
¥">     .*, 
I 
fP^l =fei 
®*3 
r ^^ 
* • # 
B 
*fe r 
£££*. 
;ib ill 
And.urtino    |»r ,. 
V 'llie   |..-s.rly   (iw.       tfr    from hr.-nnrfh   *I1„.    dashing    tavr 111 s1ral   for 
u 7 
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m, f^m '*mm ^m ;//| 
*r#PWPil 
\m u 
?$n ^m 
p 
' 
m wm J,.i^, z==p=*=* 
\ 
&\ 
*^    tr^;     S«.Ct    is   <nVl.i-*irili        of   opening   IWw, Swe«Uj   l!»-   bird.        .«*-,.orl    in 
r 
@f U- » i< 
g    f 
■d& ippgllltill ':B*-    *—.  r: 
/ 
E±    K ^   f+PZZft »—r 3±=^ r jt*_H !- *^m 
'"/ a  
air, But     •«««4«r      fi.r «re    waning     ■ "'"" '"' 
I @<j r r 
-^.Wv', Q*a {gp~i        = ' K y K- y ■»— 
*>.,.. Wlx-n     lm-n.-in..cfn miN-<*iiic    (her*. 
~* 
rt> 
Hum! 
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t>- Tha   fr^nd.   of   -Old   ftlbtf   H«t«llcb*l 
hut find upon «aiu.daj, ihc |||| ,Dn, for tU, 
Complimentary Rrorfit. \ m*rli.>g ».. htlda,' 
lhi> roomi 01 Mr GhlekftlOf laal "-.■«: and 
.11 '•!■..■-.:..,.' tr?4* for ■ tplfndid fOIrrliiDmenl. 
W« lean fro* ihe Bre :hal tae mrtttwra of th« 
National Thraire "KI-MII, tomrri-ina; IB *x. 
«ll#nt pft(r>rmtt%, bare already kindlr volunteer. 
ed ih'ir WtVlflMj aa al»o a large nun.her of ihe 
**?«• "Hi*!* ID (be cily. J"r- • ■ . 10 adjournment 
;* » follo-rlng rrtolution %.■■ "•■»rt!n:..u»:y adopted 
Rfmltrrf. A> the tfntt of ihn a.trnrg. thai 
we all feel a ■'. ■ ;> i«ri»ia1 iniere»t lo the tucceaa 
of t' .• concrrt. and will lend cur uimotl eodra*- 
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